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Letter from the Twenty-Third Maine.

Camp

B., 23d Me. Regiment, I
On Potomac, Md., Feb. 24, 1863.
>
To the Editor of the Daily Press:
The three days last past have been more like
winter than any we have yet experienced. Last
Sunday opened upon us with a snow storm. It
being an anniversary of an event, which many
of

Co.

Americans love

to commemorate, it was dehave some appropriate public services in the Camp, but the frowning skies and
fast falling snow forbade any such demonstrations. Yesterday and to-day have been beautiful and bright as lira most fastidious observer of tbe weather could wish. There are about
eight inches of snow, and the atmosphere is so
chilly that we have as yet noticed hardly any
perceptible effect of the sun’s rays.
Yesterday two barrels, which were sent by
come friends in Harrison about six weeks ago,

signed

to

arrived here

eta

Darnstown.

They contained

among other things, a few nice beets, turnips,
and a variety of useful herbs, put up by some
of tbe thoughtftil ladies of that town. Owing
4b the long detention of the barrels at Washington, tbe good supply of apples, cabbages,
Ac., was of but little use; they nearly all rotted. The canal boats which are our usual
means of conveyance from Georgetown, have
not been running for the past two weeks, on
account of repairs being made on the locks;
but the water is to be let in in about a week,
then our parcels and boxes will come to us

ill or not, if they can walk without staggering.
When a man is at last received into hospital,
when lie is so far gone as to falter in his steps,
and need physical support to sustain an erect
position, his ultimate convalescence may better be deemed a miracle than a triumph of
physic. 1 have known cases of death to occur when nothing but the most culpable neglect of duty, or lack of judgment, ou the part
of the physician,could be assigned as the real
We had no shelter tents served out to
cause.
us till Christmas, and doubtless much of the
illness now prevalent, was indirectly caused
by exposuie to the inclemency of the weather
early in the season.
The army will doubtless remain in present
quarters until the roads shall once more liecome passable.
As they are at present, it is
impossible to move with our supply trains and
heavy artillery, and any advance of our forces
could not but prove disastrous.
But, though
it is impossible to make an advance at this
season, we are not idle. Our division is “right
iu trout,” opposite Fredericksburg, and about
twice each month we go out on picket. From
our lines on the river bank we hold
frequent
converse with the rebel pickets on the
opposite
bank, and often trade newspapers with them,
or “swap” sugar and coffee lor tobacco.
The
latter species of trade is generally conducted
in
a
aloft
by parties crossing
skiflk, bearing
white handkerchief or shirt as a flag of truce,
taking rare that our officers’ barks are turned.
The former, by attaching the papers to a
board, with a sail raised, and rudder affixed;
then it is wafted across by the wind.
Thus
our pickets have become quite sociable and reeach
other
with feelings far from bellignrd
cose.

MISCELLANEOUS.

INSURANCE.

Proposals for Materials for the
Navy.

OYSTERS,

SAvt Department, Feb. 18.1868.
EALED PR01'U8ALS to furnt.h mEtortal, for
nr tht ttnl year ending SUth Jane,
1W®, will be received at the
Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting,
Bureau of Construction and Repairs,
Bureau of Steam Engineering,

S_

Cooked in the best manner, at the

RESTAURANT.

Meal i at all hours, cooked to order.

Proposals

ON DRAUGHT

G. D. MILLER, Proprietor,
Hear U. 8. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland

are

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.
Bounty

Money, Back Pay,

LIFE INSURANCE.

And Peuaion*.
undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
United States Government, *100Bounty Money,
Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying

THE

New

in the U. S. service.

Invalid

COMPANY.

Pensions,

Boston.

Established for Officer* and Soldier*, wounded or
disabled by sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

CASH CAPITAL, *2.372.04& 7 4, INVESTED.

Company divides it* net earnings to the life
policy holders,!not in scrip a* some compauiee

THIScash,

Pensions
Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldier* who have died, while in the service of the United States.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay collected for Seamen and their heir*.
Fm, for each Pensiou obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will receive
prompt attention.
Poet Office address

do.)in
in

every five years.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid
1858 to Life Members was

• 15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premiums may be paid in ten years—no forfeiture
after.

WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
Bmnj. F. 8tkvbji». Secretary.
Policies are issued on the life, or for storm of years,
Creditors may Insure
or on certain contingencies.

their debtors on time.
dv object is to call attention to the fact that a
policy it Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
mode of making a provision for one’s family ”—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their owu
place of business, and assist them iu making applications.
References in Portland may be made to the following parties: Messrs. 11. J. Libby k Co.. Steele k
Hayes. Erra Cartar, Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
Gm. W. Woodman.Esq., Messrs. John Lynch k Co..
Hesekiah Packard, Esq.

JOHN W.
j

the rest are at Plaquimiue below, on the other
side of the river, where we shall probably soon
be, as our forces are fast concentrating at different points for work somewhere. Vur boys
will not lie sorry to leave the company of Wilpromptly.
son's brigade, an unprincipled, cowardly set,
There is some difficulty frequently in having our express matter reach us promptly, and appropriating to themselves, or destroying,
it is mainly owiqg to insufficient or wrong diwhatever they can tlnd belonging to others.
On the whole we have passed a pleasant winrection on tbe article. Boxes and bundles
should be marked with the name, company
ter, with pieuty to make us comlbrtable, takand regiment of the person to whom they aie
ing all things into consideration. When we
first
arrived in New Orleans, we thought it a
sent, and directed to Washington, D. C. It
be
well
may
enough to direct in care of’ the hardship to use the muddy waters of the Misof
the
but
this
will
not
Captain
sissippi, but now should consider it a luxury,
company,
generally be of much consequence.
compared with what we hsve to use here.
I notice by the papers, that the discussion of
While the Grand Army seems to be quiet,
and tiiere is but little activity in war matters
slavery is waxing warm at the North. When
in Virginia, our Congressmen are busily pro- | the liberation of the poor, crushed slave, is
vidiug for future emergencies by passiug laws I made the issue ol this war, theu I can fight
to facilitate the raising of troops, and lor pay- i with a will, and die with pleasure, if need be;
tag the necessary expenses. These are mat- for no sacrifice can be too great to bring about
such a result,—yea, had I a thousand lives and
ters of great importance; for we must have the
a thousand fortunes, I would not count them
means of constantly recruiting our army and
too dear to give, could we see that abominaof paying off the soldiers more prdmptly, or it
wiU he hard for even the most brave and disbly wicked and corrupt system of oppression
and wrong obliterated from this fair laud. You
interested to fight. But tbe patriotism of the
Union army cannot be doubted, when thoumay think me wild, but come here and remain
one year, beholding, and
sands of gallant and loyal hearts are venting
bearing what 1 have,
and you will wonder no longer. When my
their indignation in severe rebukes of the
mind dwells upon the subject, comfort, ease,
treachery and sympathy with rebellion quite
prevalent all through the North. Verily, the and nil pleasiug fancies of home and dear
is
in
an
army
unhappy position. It can bold- friends vanish; 1 feel like spending my whole
life lor suffering humanity.
ly face the batteries of the Confederate armies
and has no fear of rebel steel, but this cowardOur officers have altogether too much refor the feelings of the rebels here, and
ly Are in the rear, by the hypocritical canters
about the “Constitution,” is almost more than
elieve too readily their stories of loyalty to
human nature can endure. Rebel newspapers
tlie government. Tiie consequence is that
in the loyal States are doing immense damage,
spies and informers easily obtain passes to go
:
and rightly deserve to be suppressed, and their
in and out of our lines, whenever they choose.
editors incarcerated in gloomy and inhospitaReport again says that Butler is toreassume
ble dungeons. The Baltimore Gazette is a
the command of this department and as his
of
this
sentiment*
on slavery are now of the right
specimen
contemptible, sneaking tribe
of jay hawking priuts; too cowardly U> give a
stamp, it is hoped lie will, and that he may
word of editorial, to present any chance for a
draw tlie cords so closely that traitors will
tremble. I have learned to suppress my feelprocess by tbe Government, against it, it republishes long leaders from the London Stanings, as I goalKiut from day to day (for you
dard, Richmond Examiner and other papers of know that a private is of no account) looking
that sort, which are very good pabulum for
to Him who knowetb tlie hearts of ail men for
the secesli appetite of the half loyal masses of
wisdom,still truttiug tliat ere long He will
Maryland.
bring to naught this unholy rebellion.
Your paper is as welcome a visitor to our
cainp as ever, and I am very glad to know you
BROWN’S
ate on the tide of success.
You speak the
thoughts and feelings of the free minds of tile
country, and surely ought to have the patronage of sill who stand for a free press and the
Subaltern.
“rights of mau.”
ATED I860 in the Hanson Block. No. 101 Middle street. The room* have recently been made
Letter from the Rappahannock.
new. and furnished neatly, and are the most pleanaut
in the city. One separate room for Ladies. 1 preCamp 37th Mass., Voi.s.,
I
sent ray thanks lor the extensive patronage, and
Near Falmouth, Va., Feb. 24, 1863.
promise a* in the past, nopaint shall be spared iu the
)
future. 1 have removed from No. 104 to 101 Middle
To the Editor* of the Daily Ureas:
street. The
Principal has had 20 years’ experience.
Haring for a long time remained quiescent, Diplomas will be given to those Ladies and Gentlemen who pass through thorough courses for Acto
a
your correspondent purposes
give reason countants. Terms will be reasonable.
My Institufor his protracted silence. Well knowing that
tion is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett's C ommercial
the columns of the Ureas were supplied with
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the first and oldest iu the
United States. My teaching aud
an abundance of more interesting matter than
plans are modem,
and the most improved and
could be fuanished by me, in the total abseure
approved, as the Jlrst
clast busiu* *s men have aud will testify.
of important army movements to be chroniPractically taught,** follows:—Book-Keeping,
cled, and, not wishing to obtrude mere specu- Navigation, Commercial Law,
Native, Business and
Ornamental Writing. Commercial Arithmetic. Corlations, I have choseu to remain silent.
Card Marking, Ac.
respondence.
leaching from
The army is still quiet.
Since the battle of
printed writing copies and text books are avoided.
Fredericksburg was fought, there has been but Each .Student receives separate instruction. Intrione movement of an aggressive nature inaucate AccouuU adjusted. Certain
eveniugs will bo
Law Lectures, if expedient.
gurated, and that, owing to an unforesemp devoted to B.
would refer to a recommendation from
»~Mr.
storm, proved futile, except as it resulted in
his Students of this city who are acting as business
waste of time and materials of war, to say nomen. accountants, Ac
containing above four hunthing of the disaffection it produced in' the dred signatures, a part of which ma* lx- seen in print
iu the hall at the eutrauce to his ficoms, a few of
ranks. But, since Burnside has been removed
which are as follows:
and Hooker appointed to ills place, the hopes
We have been taught by actual experience, that
of the men have in some measure rallied, in
the method of instruction pursued by Mr. R. N.
of
of thiscity, in teaching the art of Writing,
various
Brown,
consequence
beneficial changes in
and the
Book
the management of the army, introduced
complicated seriesandof we
Keeping, has
by been eminently
take pleasure in
successful,
the present commander. Much is
hoped for publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to him for
in consequence of the change; but, alter all,
whatever skill aud facility in adjusting accounts wo
mav now posses*
no General has such a hold upcn the affection
Philip Henry Brown, Jas. Olcutt Brown, Stephen
and confidence of the army as did McClellan.
H. Cummings. W. W. Thomas, Jr., Samuel ChadSince Gen. Hooker’s advent, we have been
wick, Augustus Cummings, Jason Berry, John S.
be ter supplied with rations than ever before.
Russell, I red. A. Prince, John 11. Hall, George E.
We are now furnished with four rations per
Thompson, John B. Coyle,Jr., Fred. II. Small, Johu
M. Stevens, aud 200 others.
week of either soft bread or flour, two rations
CTT*The services of a Sea Captain is secured to
of
potatoes, and one of onions or potatoes._ teach Navigation, who has had 40 year* experience
This is an agreeable change in our diet, as w e
as a practitioner.
feb3 dA w8in&3
have for a long time subsisted—not lived—on
All
and
Styles
Qualities
salt pork and hard tack—the lattor often of
inferior quality, though venerable in age and
Boots, Shoes, and Rubbers, for men, women,
boys, misses, and children, constautlv ou hand
affording subsistence to myriads of lively in- and for
sale at the lowest prices at my New Store,
sects. It is hoped that with the change of
353 Cougross street. (T. 8. Files’ old stand )
My
diet may be witnessed a diminution of the
old patrons and purchasers generally are invited to
call and see what bargains I can
death list, which, in tills regiment at least, lias
give.
weekly increased throughout the winter. UnREPAIRING
doubtedly the cause or much of the fatality
AND MANUFACTURING,
which has visited this regiment has been the
Done to order neatly,
promptly, and at low prioes
proneness of our surgeon to report “for duty”
SAMUEL BELL,
...
nearly all who apply for medical aid, whether
ieo
aim
868 Congress, near Green street.

AMetK,

LOC

OF

over

Seven Million Dollars,

form

United State* and State of New York
Stock. City, Bank and other Stock*. f2.6S6.9flO 68
Loan* secured bv Stocks.anrior her wise, 1.440.220 47
Real Estate and Bond* and Mortgage*.
233,760 00
Dividend* on Stock*. Interest on Bond*
aud Mortgage*and other Loan*.sundry
Note*, re-insurance and other claims
due the Company, estimated at
122.388 63
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
2,464,n62 86
Cash in Bank,
237.402 20

eodtf

Dividend Jan. 2?th, 186.1, 40 per ct.

and Wounded

S oldlero.
Army Committee of the Portlsnd Young

The Profits of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July, 1842. to the 1st of
Jannary, 1882. for which Certificates
were issued, amount to
Additional from 1st January, 1962, to 1st

Men’s Christian Association would
THE
earnestto all
and
all other
most

ly appeal

to
Christians,
benevoleut person* of Maine, for aid in carrying out the
Christiau Commis-ion. in ministering to the physical
and spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distributes its
•tores by means of Christian men. who go among
the soldiers without pay, and give personally to those
who need, accompanying such distributions by words
of cheer and religious counsel. Over
seventy such
men were on the battle-field in Maryland, doing all
that Christian svmpathv could devise lor the wounded and
Many a brave heart was made to rejoice. and many a wounded soldier owes his life to
the timely assistance rendered bv these men. Immediately on receipt of the news of the battle at Murfreesboro, twentv-four men were despatched from the
various Young \fen's Christian Associations, with a
large amount of stores for the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience, the couviction that they are in the
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their mission, according to the examples set by our
Divine Master, who made the body of man the object of his miracles, and his soul the object of his doctrine.
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants, and many other articles that are not usually
contributed.
Donations of money, bibles, tracts, magazines, reor stores of any kind,
ligious newspaper*,
are earnestly solicited, ail of which can be scut to the
office of Dr. Walter R. Johnson, 223} Congress
street, two door* west of New City Hall and Court
House, and the contributors may be assured they will
be applied to the relief of the sick and needy soldiers.
Henry II. Burgess, Andrew J. Chase. Jacob Chase
Jr., David B. Kicker. Walter K Johnsdfi. Army Commit tee of Young Men's Christian Association.
fet»4 2m

Total profit* for 20$ years,
The Certificates previous to 1861, have
been redeemed by cash.

TO THOM WHO PAT PROMPTLY IN ADVANCE.

TATOTWITHSTAXDING the

cost
of
these IVriodicals has inure than doublet! in consequence of the enormous rise in the price of pa|>er,
and of a general advance in aii other expense^—and
are reducing the
notwithstanding other
sIYe or increasing the price of their publications, we
shall continue, for the year 1883, to furnish oirs complete, as heretofore, at the old rates, viz

reprinting

v

publishes

LONDON QUARTERLY,4 mimll—,
THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, Whig.
8. THE NORTH BRITISH REVIEW. Free Church.
4. THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW. Liberal.
6. BLACKWOOD'S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE,
1. THE

2.

Tnrv

College.

For

For
For
For
For
For
For
For

of the four Reviews,
$8 per
b
any two of the tour Reviews,
three
of
the
four
7
Reviews,
any
all four ot the Reviews,
8
Blackwood’s Maga/iue,
8
Blackwood and one Review,
5
Blackwood and two Reviews,
7 H
Blackwood and three Reviews,
9
Blackwood and the four Reviews, 10
one

leb9 lmed

JOHN E. DOW,
Marine, Fire A Life Insurance Agency.

anuura.
"
"
M

Witness.

Signature,

Date.

tracting party

I

Of Hartford, Ct.
CA8H CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 9360,000.

j

Ur Bk«h>kltx. New Yoke.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER t3X>,000.

Hampden

Fire Insarance Co.,

Conway

Fire Insarance Company,

Bobtox, Mam.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER 8200,000.
Or

Pucataqna

Fire and Marine In*. Co.,
Or Sooth Berwick.

Union Fire Insurance Company,

Or Baxook, Me.
Cub Capital, paid in and invested according to law,
$100,000.

1

followftig

York.

iEtna Life Insarance Company,

HARTroRD, Cos*.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER $800,000.
Or

~~

undersigned has been appointed Agent for
the sale or Marine Railway aud other Chains,
iu the United States and British North America,manutactured by Henry Wood k Co., of Liverpool,
Croat Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and war-

TllE

ranted to tit
These chains are made of an iron peculiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
shows its average breaking strain to be 30 tons per
inch of scctiouiH area. Parties wishiug good and reliable chains will do well to examine those iu actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with tho
counters link holes aud the Bolts to match; also,
of all kinds, Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit.
Mr. C. foels confident he can
supply the above articles on as favorable terms as cau t>e obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL.

Spikes

Sub-marine Eugineer,
New' Bedford. Mass.

To Eel.
commodious Chamber in the northerly corner of the new brick block, • orner of Lime and
Milk Street*, directly feeing the market. Kci*t tw.
Enquire at office or

THE

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 17 Exchange8t.

Army

the classes required at the reYards:
spective
The following are the classes under bureaus qf
Equipment and Recruiting

Offlce—comer

ol

Klilk Street*
AGENT

Exchange and
Portland.

FOR THE

Liverpool, N. York & Philadelphia
STEAMSHIP
—

Bay

COMPANY,

AXD THE—

State Line of Steamers,

VIA FALL RIVER TO KEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE AXD WASHINGTON.
TICKETS FOR SALE.
tyinsure* Buildings, Veaaela in port, Merchandize. Household Furniture, fee., against loss by Fire.
8100,000 taken on any desirable Risk.
Losses paid at the Portland Offlce

ALSO, LIFE IN8PR4NCE.

jan7 tf

Dissolution of Copartnership.
Copartnership heretofore existing under the

THE
firm

name of N. A
FOSTER & CO., ia this day
dissolved by mutual consent. N. A. Foster is authorized to collect ail duel, and will pav ad debts of
the said Arm.
N. A. FOSTER,
J. T. GILMAN,
JOSEPH B. HALL
Portland. Feb. 2, 1848.
feb2ft

are

Navy

Class 4, White Oak Plank; 6, Yellow Pine Loss
11, White Pine Plank and Boards; 13. Ash Plank
and Boards; 14, White Ash Oars: 16. Black Walnut
and Cherry; 17, Cypress; 28.Lignumvit«; 34.Brashes: 25. Iron; 26. Steel; 27, Iron Spikes; 28.
Iron
Nails; 30, Lead; 81. Zine and Tin; 33, Hardware34,Tools for Stores; 86, Whito Lead; 87. Zinc Paints;
38, Colored Paints. Dryer; 39. Linseed Oil; 41.Glass:
44. Oil. Tallow, Soap; 46, Miscellaneous Dry Goods.
Hair Cloth, kc.
CBAILUTOWS.
Class No. 1, White Oak Logs: 8, White Oak Promiscuous Timber; 4, White Oak Plank: 8, Tallow
Pine Logs; 11, White Pine Logs, Plank, and Boards;
13. Ash Logs and Plank; 24. Brushes; 25, Iron: 26,
Steel; 27. Iron Spikes; 28. Iron Nails; 80. Lead; 81.
Zinc and Tin: 36. White Lead; 37. Zinc Paiuts; 38.
Colored Paints. Dryer; 89. Linseed Oil; 41, Glass;
48, Pitch and Rosin; 44, Kish t>il.
Class No. 1. White Oak Logs; 2, White Oak Keel
Pieces; 8, White Oak Promiscuous Timber; 4, Whito
Plank; 10, White Pine Mast Timber; 11, White
Pine; 14. Ash Oars: 15. Hickory. Butts, and Handspikes; 16. Black Walnut. Cherry; 21. Cedar: 26.
Iron; 26, Steel; 27, Iron Spikes; 28, Iron Nails,
(wrought, cut); 80, Lead; 81. Zinc, Tin; 88. Hardware; 84. Tools for Stores; 86: White Lead; 37.Zinc
Paints; 38.Colored Paints; 39.Linseed Oil; 41.Glass;
44. Fish Oil. Tallow. Soap; 46, Miscellaneous, Dry
Goods, Hair Cloth, and Ship Chandlery.
Oak

PHILADELPHIA.

Class No. 6, Yellow Pine Plank Stock Logs; 11,
White Pine Logs: 13. Ash Logs and Plank; 16. Mahogany, Black Walnut. Cherry; 17. Crpress and Cedar Boards; 18, Locust Timber: 22. Lignumvitw; 24,
Brushes; 25. Iron; 28. Iron Nails; 33 Hardware; 34,
Tools for Sto es; 86, White Lead; 37. Zinc Paint; 38,
Colored Paiuts. Dryer: 39. Linseed Oil, Turpentioe,
Varnish; 41, Glass;' 43, Pitch, Rosin, kc; 44, Kish
Oil, Tallow, Soap; 46, Miscellaneous Dry Goods,Hair
Cloth, and Ship Chandlery for construction.

"
"

b,Stationery.

Class No. 11, White line Logs; 14, Ash Oars; 16,
Locust Butts; 24. Brushes; 25, Iron; 26. Steel: 88,
Hardware; 38, Colored Paiuts; 39. Linseed Oil, Turpentine, Varnish ; 41. Glass ; 43. Pitch, Rosin, Tar;
50. Chain Iron; 46. Ship Chandlery.

M

M

"
M

"
M

rnvrv.v.tiii

rvn

*'

III-

Flour, Meal, Grain and Feed,
No. lOO Cotnmeruittl Street.
PROMT.

AM ARIA H

ADDISOW FRYS.

Portland, February 4.1868.

MMftf

Boys, Hoy*, Boys.
PAinCVUB

attentto* rlren to Cttllltei
MAKING BOYS' GARMENTS, by

A

A. D. REEVES,

Taller,

EXCHANGE STREET.

M

YnSsaC.Ao«.».

Sly

IMS.

JOHN W. PERRIES A CO*
nOLB.lt

IN

DLLItl

Paints, Oils,

Varnishes,

hcu, m stem, cuss ini,

Yiun>, xxxobxxx OH, As.,
SS

Commercial Street,

)nimdAwl,

Thomas

Blech,

PORTLAND. MR.

JOHH T. ROGERS &

CO.,

General

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
ARD

WHOLB8ALB DKALKRS I*

Provisions

Flour,

Produce

aud

Ho. 129 Coamereisl Street,
PORTLAND, ■>.
ROOMS.

JOH31 T.

CHAS.B. HOHHHS*

Office of thi A. A Q. M
U. 8. A.,
1
Fori Preble, Maine. Feb 4th. 1963. I
PR OPOSALS will be received at this
office until Monday. March 16th. 1963. at 12 o’for (509) five hundred cord* of hard. Seaclock M
soned, mere hunt able wood—one hundred and twentyeight cubic feet to the cord. The wood to be delivered ou the wharf at Fort Preble in lot* of 60 cords
as may be reqaired.
or
All the wood to be delivered on or before tbe first
day of May next.
No
for less than fifty cord* will be re-

SEALED

upward*,

proposal*

ceived.

j»-|

w vvw*

1

Fouls, Punts, Vesta, Juekett,
Ladiea* Biding Hsbits, Be.,
Cat. aud* and trimmed by

A. D. BEEVES,
M

Toiler,

EXCHANGE

Portland AeguatS. IStS.

STREET,
dly

“Homo A gain! ”

^_

Each proposal mast be accompanied by tbe names
of two responsible persons to enter into a sufficient
bond for the faithful performance of the contract.
Proposals should be endorsed “Proposal* for tarnishing wood to the command at Fort Preble.”
The
reserve* the right to reject any
or all bids not considered by him to be of benefit to
the Government.
All contracts will be submitted to the Quartermaster General, for his approval.
Bidder* are requested to b* present at the opening
of the bid*
HENRY INMAN.
1st Lieut. 17th Infantrv, R. Q. M
U. 8. A.
feb7 dtd

Inform hie old frlootdt
THEandandenigned
the public, that after
abwmefiwafo
woo Id

an

are

he baa returned to hie native place aad
of Mr. Thomae Richards hie internet Is

rear*,

purchased

Quartermaster

Washington Street Bakery,

where will be manufactured the rurietiei of BREAD
found in eimilar eetublMhmente; and he hopea, by
eloee application to bueineee, and an endeavor to
pleaae.to merit a thare of patronage.

HI. BRA DISH.
GOOD FA.MIL r

PROPOSALS FOR REEF.
OrnrsoFTHuA C. 8..C. 8. A.,
1
Fort Preble, Maine.
Feb. 4th.1968 |
PROPOSAL* will be received at this
office until Monday. March 9th, 1968. at 12 M.,
for the sapplv of fresh beef to all the troops stationed at the fortification* in Portland Harbor. Maiue,
for one year, or such time a* the 0>i»m«*s<trjr rje»»
era/ shall direct. The beef to be of the best quality
in Quarters, with an equal proportion of each (necks
and shanks to be excluded)
Each bid must fie accompanied by the name* of two responsible persons
to enter into a sufficient bond as sureties lor tbe faithtal performance of the contract
Tbe A. C. 8. reserves the right to reject any or all
bids tor reas ns conceived by him ot benefit to tbe
Government. All contracts will be submitted to the
Commissary General for approval.
Proposals must be indorsed “Proposals for tarnishing fresh beef to the command at Fort Preble,
Me.” Bidders are invited to be present at the openHENRY INMAN.
ing of the bid*
1st Lieut. 17th Infaotry U. 8. A. A. C. 8.
feb7 dtd

SEALED

qaantitin-

FLOUR by the barrel, or Is ieee

_deeStf

1. L. WINSLOW, Agent,
■inNcmu or

Steam Engines, Steam Boilen,
in ITRT NSCIimM H liCIRHI,
Steam Cock*. Valree. Pipe, and Connectiona, Wholeaale or Retail.

STEAM AND

OAS

Done In the beat

FITTING,

n—bit

Works e Union St., and 333 h M Pars H.,
PORTLAND. MR.
JaHdtf

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER.
-tan

or-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

CLOSETS,

No. 124 Ezcsarom Stbut, Pottun, Ms.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

STEAM

POWER

Farm, Cold and Skoorrr Hat hi. Walk Botrie. Brail
and Silrtr Plated Cockl.
gJiVERT Deooriptloa of Water Fiatara for DweUJla lag Houeea. llotei,. Public Building,. Shipu. Ac.,
umpired and let up In the beet manner, and all order, la town or
aouutry foithfully executed. All
kind* of Jobbing promptiv attends! to.
Conetuntly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,

Pampe

of all kinds.

July2Mly

Book and Job Printing Office, a7d .ITeey e 8,
The
Tnilmr,

ui

—

Mo. Mi EXCHANGE

STREET,

NEW

Fox Block,

Second Floor,

jcxt arnrutc room

YORK

With

a

large uad

AND
well

—

BOSTON,

.elected Stock af

Cloths, Cusimeres and Vestings!
Also

PORTLAND, MAINE.

a

Bill assortment of

Military

Olotlus,

And la prepared to make them up at abort notice.
Call aad See.
The Proprietor, or th« Foxtlaxd Daily Pint
reepectfhlly invito titration to their fxctlttle, fbr executing In beAutiful •tyle, every description of

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Sept 24.1M2-

IF

dtf

YOU

-WANT TH1-

B0(U AND

JOB PRINTING

Best

Ambrotype

or

Photograph,

not Ail to oall nt No. 27 Market Square, where
the, take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and wsrant aaiiefsolion. at prieev thich defy cumpetltioa.
K. B.—Large Ambrotype# onlg F\flocn Conti.

DU

TRASK A LEWIS,
V7 Market Square, h'd Prabla 8t.
dtf
Jaly 14th, 1SS2.

Fancy Types,

«WH.l

LI.Un

CB

^

"^Ttiolesale

M. Brushes.
X, Bunting

AMD

A

Va,

3-rooere,

——-

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

Q, Sperm Oil.
S, Stationery.
T. Fire Wood.
X. Whale Oil.

Business Cards of Every Variety
Style and Cost.

G, Cooking Utensils.
II. Flax Canvas.
J, Twine.
K. Leather.
L, Hose.

(Oppoeite

head of

Wldgery'. Wharf.)

Parllaad. Mr.
LTBCB.

JOB*

riLBO BABB IB,

TBOS. LTBCB

je38dtf

JOHN B. SHOWN * SONS,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Sugar Refinery,

K, Dry Goods.
O. Lanterns.
G. Sperm Oil.
R.

FRYE,

-DtUlM

Jan nan lit. 1868.

M. Brushes.

’*

A

FROST

If adequate to do any work demanded in this State

HROOKLYM.

( las*

J.nBOBm

fcb!9 dlaw4w

Book and

(», Cooking Utensils
J, Flax and Cotton Twine.
K, Leather.
L, llose.

Ob Lime Street.

*

CyKutmnce flnt Doer north of tho foot gam

WABHIXOTOX.

Their Establishment ia tarnished with all the approved modern machinery, and their aaaortment of

K, Leather.
L, Hose.
N, bunting.
O, Lanterns.
Q, Sperm Oil.
CHAULSSTOWH

"

BROKER.
OFFICE

tensii*.

coking

PBOCTRB,

Beal Estate mm4 Terchaadtae

BROOELYX.

HITTKEY.

ii,

Cias*
••

JOHH C.

KITTKRY.

parties.

Navy,

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins. Co.
CASH CAPITAL ANDSURPLUS *960,000.

MARINE

or

supplies

M

Niw

Railway Chains and Track Irons.

of the Unit'd States, approved
Julg 17. 1862.
it further enacted, That no con-

Sec. 16. And be it further enacted. That whenever
auy contractor for subsistence, clothing, arms, ammunition, munitions of war, and fbr every descripfor the
tion of
or Navy of the United
States shall be found guilty by a court martial of
; fraud or willful neglect of duty, be shall be punished
! bv fine, imprisonment, or such other punishment as
the court martial shall adjudge; and any person who
shall contract to furui-h Mipp.ies of any kind or dehe shall be deemed
scription for the Arrar or
and taken as a part of the land or naval force*of the
United States for which ho shall contract to furnish
said supplies, and be subject to the rules and regula| lions for the government of the laud and naval force*
of the United States.

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,01)0.

By Henry Stephens, of Edinburgh, and the late
J. P. Norton, ot Yale College. 2 vols., Royal Octavo, 1000 pages aud numerous Engravings,
Prick—#6 for the two volume*. Bv mail S7.
L. SCOTT k CO.
febl4 tf

law

party

The

BUSINESS CARDS.

and Beer

a

Sec. 14. And be
tract, or order, or any interest therein, shall be transor parti** to whom such contract
ferred by the
or or**er may be given to
any other party or parties,
and that any such transfer snail cause the annulment
of the coutract or order transferred so fkr as the
United States are concerned Provided, That all the
right* of action are hereby reserved to the United
States for any breech of such contract by the con-

Charter O&k Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

Class A, boiler iron and rivets; C, lard oil* F miscellaneous engineers’ tools; K, leather; L, hose M.
brashes, kc: O. lanterns; Q sperm oil; R, shin
chandlery; 8, stationery; T, firewood; 26 i, steel.
The following are the classes under Bureaa of construction and Repair

Ageut.

Extract from

LorillardFire Iniurance Co., of theCity j
of Vow York, No. 104 Broadway.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER*000.000.
Profits annually divided. 75 per ceut. to the dealers

lard oil; D, boiler felting; B, gam packing, grommets, kc: r. miscellaneous tools for engineers; K,
leather; Q. sperm oil; R, ship chandlery; M, stationerr; T,
Atwood: V, wrought iron, pipi, valves, ke;
36 X, steel; 38 X. iron nails, bolts, and nuts; 81 X,
tin copper,, kc: WX. flkrdware; 86 X. white
lead;
37 X. zinc, paint: 88 X. colored paints, drvers ke
89 X, linseed oil, turpentine ; 44 X, metallic oil tallow, soap.
PHILADELPHIA.
Clam A, boiler Iron; F. miscellaneous tools for engineers; Q, sperm oil; R, ship chandlory.
WABHIXOTOX.

G. H.

To be signed by the United States District Judge.
United States District Attorney, Collector, or Navy

and London Fire and Life In- |j
surance Co.

CAPITAL AXD SURPLUS OVER *10,000,000.

**

GUIDE,

J ^

<

M

"

guarantors,

1 hereby certify that the above named-are
known to me as meu of property, and able to make
good their guarantee.

UmeodA w6t84

We also

Sept. 16.1862

Signatures

of two

Date.

Class

LEONARD SCOTT k CO.. Publishers,
No. 88 Walker Street, New York.

Janlu *02 dlawly*

the said-shall fail to enter into contract, as
we guarantee to make good the difference
between the offer of the said-and that which
may be accepted.

aforesaid,

Portlnud, Maine

;

SrRisiuriKLD. Mam.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200.000.

These will be our prices to all who par prior to the
1st of April. To those who defer paying till alter
that time, the prices will be increased to such au extent am the increased cost of Repriut may demand—
therefore tend in your ordert and tore your money.

publish the
FA RIMER'S

3ted.

10,278,660

Or

TERMS.
For any

914,493.730

JOHM W. MIII6ER,
Vo. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,

British Reviews.
PRICES CHEAP AS EVER

—

ty Application* forwarded and OPEN POLICIES
procured by

Liverpool

-AND THE-

1.740,000

TRUSTEES.
John D. Jone«, A. P Pillot,
Jo*. Gaillard, Jr.,
Charles Dennis, Lerov M. Wiley. J. Henr Burgy,
W. H. U. Moore, Dan’i S. Miller, CorueliusGrinnell,
Tho*. Tileston,
8. T. Nieoll,
C A. Hand.
Josh’a J. Henry, Walts Sherman,
Henry Coit,
W.C. Pickersgill, Geo.G. Hobson. E. E. Morgan,
I^wis Curtis.
David Une,
B. J. Howland,
Chas. H. Russel). James brvee,
Beuj. Babcock.
Lowell Holbrook, Wiu. Sturgis, Jr., Fletcher West ray,
P. A. Hargous,
H. K. Bogert,
R. B. Mitturn.Jr
A. A. Low,
G. W. Burnham,
Meyer Gan*,
Roval Ph. Ips,
Wm. E. Dodge, Fred. Chauucey,
Caleb Bar*tow, Dennis Perkins, James Low.
JOHN D. JONES. President.
CHARI.ES DENNIS, Vice President.
W H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice Pres’t.

clothing,

■BLACKWOOD’S MAGAZINE,

Form qf Guarantee.
The undersigned,-. of- in the State of
-.and-of —, in the State ol -.
hereby guarantee that in case the foregoing bid of
for any of the classes therein named be ache or they wilt, within ten days after the re»t of the contract at the post office named, or Na>
vy Agent designated, execute the coutract for the
same with good and sufficient sureties; and in ease

912,753,780

Jannary, 1863,

dying.

a.

Navy

W-The whole Profit* of the Company revert to
the amurkd, and are divided annually, upon the
Premium* terminated during the year, and for which
CertiScateeare issued, biariso ivtkujcdt, uatil redeemed.

FRAIKL1H C MOODY.

qf Offer.

Which from a firm must lx- signed by all the members.
I,-, of-, in the State of-, hereby
agree to furnish and deliver in the respective Nary
1 ards all the articles named in the classes hereunto
annexed, agreeably to the provisions of the schedules
therefor, and in conformity with the advertisement
of the Department of February 13, 1863.
Should my
offer be accepted, 1 request to be addressed at-,
and the contract sent to the
Agent at-, or
to-, for signature and certificate.
Signature, A. B.
Date.
Witness.
The schedule which the bidder encloses must be
pasted to his offer, and each of them signed by him.
Opposite each article in the schedule the price must
be set, the amount carried out, the aggregate footed
up /breach class, and the amount likewise written in
words. If the parties who bid do not reside near
the place where the articles are to be* delivered, they
must name in their offer a person to whom orders on
them are to be delivered.

*7.180,794 64

PORTLAND, Mi
June 23.

provided,

New York,
January 27th, 1863.

VIZ:—

No. S Salt Block Commercial Street,

Eard

Portland Commercial

8t*y(oor. of

Insuranonmj.'iinHt Marine and Inland Navigation Iuh'kh.

are

Help for the Sick

delivering

Company,
William)

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE

AnUV T. DOLE.

eodly

ATLAITIC
51 Wall

given.

paid

Wharf,

Mutual Insurance

Merchants,

The letter from which the following extracts

accompanied

HUNGER, Agent,

No. 166 Fore Street, head of Long
dec!9
PORTLAND, ME.

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

FROM THE TWELFTH MAINE.

Company

payments;

__

Baton Itouge hut month :
Here we are, a part of the Maine 12t!i, encamped on a beautiful spot near tbs city, while

this

$335,000.

STONEHAM'Sj

copied by permission, was not intended
for publication; it wus addressed to his friends
in tlds city by a" Portland boy, writing from

by

Premiums may be paid iu cash, or in quarterly or
or when for whole life, they
semi-annual
may be paid naif cash, and the balance in cash on
Amount taken iu one
five vears, with interest.
risk, is

Shades,

Emancipation.

yards

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 1843

While in camp we have enough to do to
BETH E. BE EDI
keep us out of mischief. We have to “back”
our fuel about a mile, besides doing our own
Auffnata* Me.
(Office No. 9 State House.)
cooking; then we have to police our streets,
and go through two drills and dress parade
REFERENCE*:
daily. The old adage, “Satan finds some misHon. Lot M. Morrill,
Hon. Joseph B. nail,
chief still for idle hands to do,” can not lie
U. 8. Senate,
Scc’v of State,
realized iu our camp, while the present order
Hon. James G. Blaine,
Hon. Nathan Dane.
of things continues.
StateTreasurer.
sep20d& wl*tf
A Virginia winter is far more disagreeable than any I ever cx|>erienced in Maine. We
Window
have had a few warm and pleasant days, but
CLOTS & WIRE SCREENS,
many, very many, stormy. A snow storm
commenced last Saturday night, and raged
Bannm. Ornnmrntal and
Signs,
with unabated fury all day Sunday, and SunFancy Painting,
day evening the snow was about a foot deep.
EXECUTED TO
OB DEB.
Yesterday anil to-day, the air was, and is, cold
and clear, and the snow lias settled but little.
STORE SHAPES, of all dimension,, made, letter
But. with the usual promptness, that parade
ed and put up at short notice,
might not be obstructcd.yesterday our parade
ground was cleared and as shovels were
AT
jacking, the men detailed to perform the job
were obliged to remove the snow by
shoving No. 168 1-2 Middle St.
Portland, Me.
it with their feet; and as they wore shoes ondecl2 eod3m
ly it seemed in a measure excusable, if a lew
of them gave vent to fierce imprecations
TMJ
UriTTVOD
TAWVOAV
evoked by wet feet and cold—the more, as
were
not
to
warm
themselves
DENTIST,
they
permitted
until the ground was cleared, a job which ocDesire* to call the attention of persons in want of
artificial teeth, to one of the greatest improvements
cupied the entire afternoon.
n that department of dentistry, lately invented by
Gen. Briggs, with whom we were brigaded
him. He would he happy to explain its advantages,
when first we rame South, has been apjiolnted i and show
specimens or It. to any who may favor him
with a call. He also continues to fit teeth on Gold.
provost marshal on the line of railroad from
Silver and Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth tilled by him
Baltimore to Frederick, Mil., and it is rumored
are warranted to be as useful and durable as if they
that our regiment is to la- detailed as a part
had never deeaved.
of Ids guard. We ho|>e it may prove true, as
CJF“< Mfice 229} Congress street, two doors west of
we have had a hard time of it since
febo 2mcod
leaving New City Hall and Court House.
Arlington, and need, a change of location.
DOLL At MOODY,
My letter has proved longer than I anticipated ; in my next, which shall be written as
GENERAL
soon as “something turns up,” I will endeavor
to be brief. Till then, adieu.
Tvi'o.
Conmiiiion
A Private's View of

Life Insurance

England

intended.

The materials and articles embraced in the classes
named are particularly described in the
printed
schedules, any of which will be furnished to such as
desire to offer, on application to the commandants of
the respective yards, or to the
Navy Agent nearest
thereto, and those of all the yards upon application
to the respective Bureaus. This division Into classes
being for the convenience of dealers in each, such
portions only will be fhrniflhed as are actually required for bids. The Commandant and Navy
Agent of
each station will, in addition to the schedule of classes of their own
yards, liave a copy of the schedule* of
the other
for examination only, from which
it may be judged whether It will be desirable to make
application for any of the classes of these yards.
Offers must be made for the whole of the class at
any yard upon one of the printed schedules, or in
strict conformity therewith, or they will not be considered. In computing the classes the price stated in
the column of prices will be the standard, and the
aggregate of the class will be carried out according to
the prices stated,
The contracts will be awarded to the lowest bona
H<l* bidder who gives proper security for its fulfilment.
The United .States reserves the right to reject ail the
bids for any class, if deemed exorbitant.
All articles must be of the very best quality, to be
delivered in the Navy Tard in good order, and in
suitable vessels and packages, properly marked with
the name of the contractor, as the case may be, at the
expense and risk of the contractor, aud in all respects
subject to the inspection, measurement, count, weight,
he., of the yard where received, and to the entire satisfaction of the commandant thereof.
Bidders are referred to the commandants of the respective yards for samples, instructions, or particular
description of the articles; and all other things being
equal, preference will be given to articles of American manufacture.
Every offer, as required by the law of 10th August,
l^, must be
bv a written guarantee,
the form of which is nereby
Those only whose offers may be accepted will be
forwarded as soon thereafter as practicable, which
they will he required to execute within ten days after
its receipt at the post office or navy agency named by
them.
Th«* contracts will bear date the day the notification is given and deliveries can be demanded.
.Sureties in the full amount will be required to sign
the contract, aud their responsibility Certified to
by a
United States’ district attorney, collector, or navy
agent. As additional security, twenty per centum
will be withheld from the amount of the bills until the
contract shall have been completed; and eighty per
ceutum of each bill, approved in triplicate bv the
commaudauts of the respective yards, will be
by
the navy agent at the point of delivery in certificates
of indebtedness or Treasury uotes at the option of the
Government.
It is stipulated iu the contract that if defkult be
made by the parties of the first part in
all
or auy of the articles mentioned in auy class bid for
in tlie contract, of the quality and at the time and
then, aud iu that case the conplaces a)»ovi*
tractor and his sureties will forfeit and nay to the
United States a sum of money not exceeding twice
the amount of such class, which may be recovered
from time to time, according to the act of t ongress
in tliat case provided,
approved March 3. 1443.
Hid* must not contain classes for more than one
in
the
same
yard
rncelope, and bidders are requested
to indorse on the envelope the Navy Yard for which
the bid is made.

dec23 3 in

9IOO

..

until the 13th day of March next.
must be indorsed “Proposals for Materials for the Navy," that they mav be
distinguished
from other business letters, and directed to the Chief
of the Bureau of
(uamiug the Bureau) for which they

-ALSO-

ENGLISH ALE

NO. 214,

PROPOSALS.

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

ALBION

1863.

Ship Chandlery.

Billets * Circular* In Every

T. Firewood.
43. Tar.

YORK STREET. PORTLAND, ME.
JeMdtf

ariety of Type.

PHILADELPHIA.

Class G, Cooking Utensils
H, Flax Canvas.
I, Cotton Canvas.
Twine.
J,
"
K, Leather.
L. Hose.
N, Bunting and Dry Goods.
"
Snerm Oil.
M
R. Ship Chandlery for Stores and Equipments.
S, Stationery
T, Firewood.
WASHI MOTOR.
Class G, Cooking Utensils.
H. Flax Canvas.
I, Cotton Canvas.
J, Twiue.
M. Brushes.
N. Bunting and Dry Goods.
O, Lantern*.
K, Leather
K, Ship C handlery for Stores and

Equity

Cases.

And other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

Diapatch

No. Ill
Residence

to lull

the mo*t ftatidlou*.

Equipments.

COFFIHS

BUOOKLYM.

AMD

Now
»

order

in

CAIXITI
Uaa,

aBTthiag of this ktad that
notiee, from the ehiMmt to

mar be ordered, .t short
By giving
Tier but.

ay strict aad cadi Tided
attention to the manulhcturlng. lining aad trinuriag
•f the shore, 1 eaa furaieh theta cheeper thaa aap
one else
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aag a.IMl.

the

_

HOMESTEADS FOR

Our Style* are unrurpuMed

SHOP BILLS,

PROGRAMMES,
aao

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.
Portland, Juu* W. 1SSZ.

duw

$20.

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have par*
chared from the Hannibal A Bl. Jouph Rellrud
Company a large tract of land In Northern Miaaoari,
adjoining the flonriahtng towu of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for terming end manufacturing purposes,
end have derided their property into lota and terms.
They are ( (bred to •ubecribers In ebaree of SIO each.
Maps, with lull information, can be had by calliugoa
ROW AMD S 'AW. Agent,
Stbbbt, Pobtlabv.
lot Midi
dtf
uaa

THE

CHARLES TOWM.

A, boiler iron, tubes, Ae.; B, pig iron; C,

Portlaad,
keeps coa-

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

lery.

Class C, lard oil, Ac; D. boiler felting; E, gum
packing, Ac; F, miscellaneous tools for engineers;
Q, sperm oil: R, ship chandlery; T, firewood ; 86 X.
white lead; 33 X, colored paints; 39 X, boiled oil; 44
X, tallow.

Street,

of 411 Congress Street,
on hand all the rsriou, kinds af

And will nuke

Executed in ta*tc

UNDERTAKER

Exchaafc

rear

neatly

The following are the classes under the Bureau of
Steam Engineering:
UITTKUY.
Class A, boiler iron and rivets; E, gum packing;
miscellaneous
tools for engineers; tt, ship chaud*
F,

Class

J ANES P. SLEEPER,

Fl'KXISHING

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of
Printing,

*’

8, stationery.
T, Firewood.
33, Hardware.

Deeds, Law Briefs,

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND,

MAIN*
--

Tuesday Morning, March 3, 1863*
Tile circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than tkut Of any other daily in the city.
monthe

Tuans,—*8.00 a year if paid within three
or *7.00 at the end qf
from the date <f eubecn.ption.
the year.
to

Fort*

the

in

the

Yesterday forenoon Maj. Gen. Wool and
members of
suit, accompanied by tbe Mayor,
the City Government, and perhaps fifty invited guests, made a visit of observation and into the differspection in the steamer Favorite,
forta in the harbor. The I mat left her
wharf at a little past fl o'clock, and went dient

rectly to Fort Preble, where Gen. Wool was
by Col. Green, of the 17th U. S. Infantry,
and was received by a salute appropriate to
his rank. The troops quartered at tlmt fort
were drawn up in order,attended by their splenmet

did military band, and were reviewed bv Gen.
Wool, who seemed to be in his happiest ele-

ment, and to take a deep interest in their sloand
pes ranee, their soldierly qualifications,
The Gen. then visited
their noble

bearing.

He took especial pains to ins|>ect
the Soldiers who are to be retained at that

the works.

Preble, it

Fort

is well known,

is

fort, a mere earthwork, enclosing
beautifllt parade ground, and

open
small but
an

a

valua-

is

ble now, in these days of improved gunof death.mainly
nery, when shells do the work
for its locationbut we are glad to learn that
new and substantial lortlfieations are to take
that

place of the present arrangement,
vessels approaching by the ship channel w ill
be obliged, for a long distance, to approach in
so

the

the very teeth of the heaviest guns.
From Fort Preble the company proceeded
to Fort Gorges, and a delightful sail It wni

glistening in the rays
bright vernal sun,—so delightful that we
did not deeply regret that Gen. Wool had sethe silvery waters,

over

of tbe

lected the present season rather than the verdant month of J une, for his official visit. Almost any place ap|>ear* beautiful when clothed

fragrant with flowers, but
places of sufficient natural beau-

with verdure and
there are lew

ty to present an attractive panorama to tbe
stranger, in this northern latitude, in the cold
and forbidding season of early March. But ou
tbe preseut occasion, so attractive was the
view presented from the deck of the little Favorite, that Gen. Woo) reluctantly yielded to
tha prudential suggestion of a member of his
staff to go below, out of the fresh breeze, to
avoid its chilling effects after the faliguiug

walk he must have taken at Fort Preble.
At 10.46 o’clock tbe Gen. stepped upon the

Gorges, and leaning upon the
of CapL Casey—the accomplished engi-

wharf at Fort
arm
neer

for the fortifications

inspect

ceeded to
this

on

tiie works

this coast—prowell begun at

so

One of the four magazines with

point.

which the fort is to be

provided is now comeight casemates and
embrasures belouglug to tbe lower tier. Eight
gu ns are already mounted, of ten inch culUier,
carrying solid shot ol 128 pounds, and these
guns, elevated six degrees, will throw shot
th ree miles. Their sweep lakes in sixty depleted,

as are

also twenty

grees ol the horizon,

so

that,

the whole

were

twenty-eight guns now provided for mounted,
t bey could all be brought to bear upon a single point in the channel.
We were surprised in the extent and
stre ngth of this fortification. It is designed
to lie one of the strongest on the coast, and
even now a sufficient number of guns could
be mounted to meet all ordinary demands,

they beobtained. Though every means is
being used by the government to provide heavy-

could

guns for the fortifications, yet the demand

supply. It is more difficult
to make good guns of large size than most
people are aware of, and a single fact may afford convincing proof ol the justice of this propvastly

exceeds the

osition.

The lact is this: that of (wenfy-seren

private companies

that have contracted witli

the government to make large guns, only thre0
have succeeded. Of these the Portland Comp any t* one. Tbe other successful companies
This
are in Boston, aud in Providence, R. I.
fact shows one of tbe great needs of our government; that we should have a national foundery to turn out sucli guns, gotten up upon a

emergencies.
From Fort Gorge* the party next proceeded to Fort Scauimel, where large preparations
are being made to erect one of the strongest

scale

adequate

defenses

ou

to

all reasonable

Here

the coast.

as

Fort Pre-

at

Preble, are a few soldiers, and Gen. Wool iuapected them with military care. He directed
the officer in charge to have them carefully
drilled in artillery practice, and to make requisition for suitable ammunition stores, which
requisition he would cheerfully approve.

Having

finished his tour of

inspection

the

General and his suit returned to the boat,

where, by direction of the committee of the
City Government an ample collation had been
spread in the after cabin, prepared by that
popular caterer, R. L. Robinson, in his best
style. Gen. Wool and suit were seated at
the right and left ol his Honor, the Mayor,
who presided, snd after invocation of the Divine Messing by Rev. Mr. Slebbius, the viands
were

discussed with

a

relish not in the least

Impaired by the latigues of the tramp and the
bracing aiinosphere. After the re|>ast the
said he would propose the health of an
illustrious zentletnan whose name and wln.se

Hayor

deeds were familiar to the American

people.—

Mu. Gen. John E. Wool. The sentiment
was received will) applause that brought Gen.
W. to his feet, lie said he came here on busi-

awhile ago, he found the Secretary of
War and all others having authority in the
ment

premises, ready to approve and grant all that
he asked for, and to do all that could be done.
He would call upon Capt. Casey, the modest
but accomplished engineer of our fortifications, to state what the plans of the governwere, which he wah entrusted to see

pleasuie;

carried

out.
PROPOSED HARBOR DEFENSES.

Capt. Casey responded to the call of the
Mayor, and the substance of his statements
we are able to lay before our readers.
Fort Gorges, when finished, will have about
106 guns, some of them of the largest capacity. It can now mount 28 in casemates. There
will bo two tiers in casemates and one in barbette.

preparation of stone
Scatnmel.as well

as

gravel, stored tip for use in the early
spring, when large gaugs of men will be employed on both these works, the necessary appropriation having been made for the next
season's operations. For the forts at this, and
othtr points in the State which the government is protecting, some ten different quarries
are engaged in furnishing stone.
Capt. Casey alluded to the quite common
apprehension of danger to the city from an
enemy's vessels lying outside of Bangs’ Island,
and throwing shells into the city—a fear participated iu by many of our citizens. He did
not apprehend danger from that source, forseverai reasons. Among other reasons for laying
aside all alarm in this regard, he would mention that the range is too great; that sufficient
elevation cannot be obtained, and that the
accuracy ot tire at such long range and with
such high elevation would not enable an attack iug vessel to
within half

a

plant

a few remarks which
put
every member of the company in the best ot
good humor. Kev. Mr. Stebbins followed in

his usual felicitous strain.
san—he cared

nothing

lie

about

was

no

parlies

parti-

or

party
schemes, but he did care for his country, and
he knew of no way but to sustain it by sus-

taining those who represented it, and who
were constitutionally elected to administer it.
If by auy tneaus the people had made a mistake, and had placed any men in power who
not the best men that could be in power, Heaven knew it was not their flrst mistake
of the kind. Enough such mistakes had been
were

made in the past, one would think, for us to
become used to them; but however this may
be, he should know allegiance only to the government

as

adininittered by those whom the

people

had elected to perforin that very
duty.
Mayor alluded to a very common impressiou that the government was unwilling
The

to do for Portland harbor as much as it is doing for other places of no more, if not of less

Besides,

the difference

mised in the

finally comproCommittee by imposing a semi-

annual tax of

was

per cent, upon the excess of
circulation above described, and one-half per
cent, semi-annually on all the rest, ft is further provided, that the duty on the circulation
one

of associations

organized

under the

banking

be hidden from the guns
of Fort Preble, the high lands upon the island
itself would he a bar to their throwing shells

Bangs’

Island

as

to

The visit of Oen. Wool to this

dently

attended with much

city
plearsure

self, and

we are

pleasure

and satisfaction to

quite

sure

was

to

our

citizens.

lias served to exhibit a

unanimity and depth
.of truly patriotic feeling—of unconditional
loyalty to the governweut—most refreshing
to contemplate.
We were glad to see among the company
that attended the Gen. to the forts, the English and French Consuls lor Ihi? poit, both o
whom seemed to enjoy the occasion quite as
much as if they had beeu bona fide Yankees
the

to

Imru.

manor

The General and suit left by the 2.30 P. M.
train on their return westward, whither the
old hero goes bent only on serving his country, and upholding the honor of our common

<l“g-

__

_

The Finance Bill.

bill, which should not be confounded with the banking or currency bill,was
reported to the National House of Representatives by the Committee of Ways and Means
on the 8th of January.
The purpose of the
hankiug bill, which has now passed both
branches of the national legislature, was to
provide a national currency secured by United
The finance

States stock*.
is to

provide

Tile purpose of the tlnance bill
ways and means for the support

of the government.
This bill, after receiving various modifications, passed the House of Representatives,

January, was rc|«orled to the Sena e the
day and referred to the Committee on
Finance. Mr. Fessenden reported the act
from that Committee, with important amendments, on the 4th February, and on the 14th,
having suffered some further changes, it went
2tKh

next

back to the House.

The whole uumber of amendments proposed

by the Senate

was

twenty-six, though

the num-

ber of essential changes in the character of the
act is of course much less.
One of the most

important is the reduction of the new issue of
legal-tender notes from $300,000,000 to $160,000,000, ineluding the
$100,000,000 orthe
dered in January for
of
payment
the army and navy. Another strikes obt
the section authorizing the Secretary of the

Treasury to deposit money obtained from
loans or internal revenue insolvent banks, on
receipt of an equal

bonds

or

amount

treasury notes,

United States bonds
able for customs at

of United States

security.
making coupons

A third

as

treasury

or

maturity.

notes

on

receiv-

A fourth makes

$400,000,000 of treasury notes authorized
by the act, legal temfcr at their face value, excluding interest: the act, as it passed the
House, making them exchangeable at will with
the accrued interest lor legal tcuder notes.
the

A Coiniumiltee of Conference ou these and
other

points of difference between the two
houses, reported last Thursday. The lirst
three amendments mentioned were adopted
by the Committee; the fourth was adopted in
addition to the original proposition, with
which, as will be seen, it is not incompatible.
On another feature of the act the Committee was unable to agree. The whole matter
in

dispute

concerned

the

luxation

of bank

circulation. The bunkiug act provides for a
semi-annual tax of one per cent, on the
amount of
circulating notes received by any

banking association, tor the purpose of reimbursing the expense of printing &«. The
Senate

amendment

the finance act imposed a like tax upon ail outstanding bills
issued as currency by banks or individuals after April I, 1885, and for tbe two years to
come
cent,

to

date, a tax ot one half per
semi-annually. The House, on the other
before that

hand, insisted upon a semi-annual tax of one
percent, upon the excess of circulation beyond
90 per cent, of a. capital not over $100,900;
80 per ceut, of a capital ranging from $100,000

On the first page—Letters

eyTown

Flections.

The annual electiou for

town

officers took

in a

number of towns.—

Letter tram the State Capital.

To the Editor* of
The

just

following

extract

from

a

3, 1803.

letter I

have

received from one of the best officers in

the Maine
true

Aiui bta, Mar.
the Prexe ;

Cavalry, undoubtedly gives a
of the feeling ol the army. Tlie
“A much better state of feeling
army than among the people of

exhibit

writer says:
exist* in the

the North, if the newspapers tell the truth.
Shame on these papers which are trying to
discourage the earnest support of theWar.—
Thixfirc in the rear ie endangering ue far
murk than the enemy iu front.
If these cowardly, sneaking poltroons, who would sacrifice
their country's flag for party spirit, were in
the ranks of the rebels, we would make short
work of them.’’
Tlie Governor's Levee next Wednesday evening promises to lie a brilliant affair. Upwards
of fifteen hundred invitations will lie extended,
and it is expected that guests w ill be present
from all parts of tlie Slate. Tlie rotunda of
the State House is to be tastefully ornamented, and will be used as the ball room for the
occasion.
JONATHAN.

The Abbkst ok (Jeh. Stevenson.—The
Hilnon Head correspondent of the New York
Herald gives the following version of the conversation which led to the arrest of Gen. Ste-

from the

12th and 23d Maine and 37th Massachusetts.

“y” On the fourth page—Compensations,

by Alice Carey; Skating into

poem

venson :

a

Stevenson, on his arrival at Port
called, with several members of
his staff, at the Custom House, the officers of
which are mainly Boston men and former acquaintances of the General. While there the
(Jen.

Matrimo-

Royal

ny.

:y Victo Hugo has written a tragedy of
which old John Brown is the hero.

conversation turned upon the subject qf
negro
• roops, the General
stating emphatically that
he was opposed to arming the blacks. A con-

:y Governor Robinsons of Kentucky,
heartly approves the action of Colonel Gilbert
in dispersing the recent rebel convention at

to draw the names from the box drew his own

Thus the

policy of the Secretary of the Treasury gradually wins its way; the government prepares
to resume its constitutional function of
“regulating commerce among the several States,” by
regulating the machinery of commerce, mon-

versation, substantially as follows, ensued:
“Well," said one of the gentlemen present,

“I had rather the negroes would
light lor ns
than for the rebels.”
The General responded that he had no evidence yet that the Confederates used negro
troops against us; but if they did it was "no
reason why we should fight with the same
allies.
“But,” Interrupted an officer of his staff,
“you know that black troops were successfully
used in the Revolution.”
“That was a different war.”
“And you know,” continued the officer,
“that General Jackson employed black men at
New Orleans, and publicly thanked them for
their services.”
“I don’t care anything aliout that
was the
reply, “circumstances were not the same as
now.
I don’t want to tight with a negro.”
"Hadn't you rather have them for us than
against us?”
“No. sir.”
“But, General, you had rather employ them
than to he beaten, hadn't you ?”
“No, sir, I had noL”

r#~ The draft is progressing quietly in
Michigan. In one instance the man selected
name.

y

rile recent sudden rise in gold Is said by
New York financial writers, to be the result of

large purchases

on French
account, and in no
way connected with any expected action on the
part of our own Government.

jy Among the nominations for Brigadier
Generals, sent to the Senate on Thursday last,
notice the names, from this State, of Col.

we

F.

George

Sheplev,

and Col. Frank S.

to date from

Nickerson,

unteers, to date from Nov.

July, 1882,

14th Maine Vol-

29,1882.

An

jy

advertising agent called at
other day, and in the course

fice the

of-

our

of conversation said lie was told at the Democrat office in Saco that the Advertiser was the Republican paper of this city, only that it slight-

The Army of the Potomac.
The sanitary condition of the
troops in Virginia is said to be excellent; the mud is rapidly drying. The following extract from a

The Democrat
ly opposed emancipation!
is a “pbunny phellow.'’
»y The “Slipshod Verses," copied into tiie
Press and credited to the “Transcript,” were
taken of course from the Portland Transcript.
The Worcester Transcript reproduces and atman

Boston namesake.

tributes them to its

only

a

crime

know) but

a

blunder.

is not

(a swindle,

private letter,

which comes in from every quarter, to the
unshaken morale of the army;

This

if you must

;y A North 1 armouth correspondent informs us that six persons were received into
the Congregational church in that place last
At the last

Sunday.
teen

previous

united with the church.

communion fif!
!

good degree
by occasional

A

of religious interest, attended
conversions, has prevailed for nine mouths I
and still continues.
The Boston Post anil Courier labor

jy

hard to excuse McClellan's

disrespect—to use
Scott, referred to
in the latter’s letter to the Secretary of War. \
|
Suppose the letter found on tile had referred
no

harsher word—for Gen.

to John C. Fremont instead of Geo. B. McClellan, who lielieves either of those papers
would have interposed to shield him from
public censure ?

'y
Point

a

so

Mr. Newman said

lecture in New York

in a

Monday evening,

reported in the Augusta papers Mr.
Smith of Westbrook, really threatened the
House of Representatives, and gave them understand that he should make another speech
that would not end till the 4th of July, if an atAs

W To Consumptive*
been restored to health in

made to close the debate oa the
sooner than suited his con-

were

tempt

BY TELEGRAPH.
---

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.
DISPATCH

TO TU* DAILY fRKM.

J

Augusta, March 2.
SENATE.

Monday. Prayer by
guita.
The

Rev. Mr. Ballou of Au-

Secretary

announced the absence of the
President, and the Senate proceeded to elect a
President pro tern. On the 2d ballot Mr. Woods
was elected, receiving 9 votes to ti for Mr.
Barrows.
lie was conducted to the chair by Mr.
Barrows, and made some brief but appropriate
remarks.
Papers from the House were disposed of in
concurrence.

His

venience.

whip

regular plantascarcely produce

paper,

spits

on

concurrence.

Mr.

Spring rose

to a question of privilege, to
card in the Argus of Thursday last.
He alluded to the officers, explaine his previous
remarks, and gave a history of this card—who
got it up, and the motives actuating those who
had made three successive attempts,—1st, iu the
Argus—2d, iu the City Council of Port laud—
aud 3*1, in this card.
Mr. W iggin replied at length, and stigmatized
Mr. Spring’s language as abusive, and meriting
contempt. He said he did not know a single disloyal man in Portland or the State.
Mr. Spring nyoined, that the Senator’s statement was simply laughable, and his speech was
like all those of his party. They attack tneu and
eover them with personal abuse, but will nut tolerate a reply, They assumed the air of
injured
innocence. He did not see how the Senator
could stand up and say he did not know of any
disloyal men, without himself laughing at its
absurdity. Everybody knows it. There are
“Golden Circles’’ all over the country.
The
whole drift of the Senator’s course had been political.
The debate here took a political turn, and was
pursued by Messrs. Roberts, Wiggin, and
Spring, and was very spicy. Mr. Roberts drove
the nails home into Wiggin and the whole copperhead party. The debate was allowed to proceed by sutfeiance, there being no business before the Senate.
It was cut off by a motion to

reply

to

a

se-

Officers aud Soldiers who over-tax the voice
aud are exposed to sudden changes, should have
hmn. Sold everywhere at 25cents per box.

our power to sustain it.
shall not say that we gave aid
"or comfort to the rebellion.”

posterity

gives an

account

of

an

a

recess

iu the

wall,

and

Patches and Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficientwithout stitching;
That will effectually meud Furniture, Crockery,

ly strong
Toys,

whizzed dose to the person of Gen.
Banks, aud close to au officer who attended
him. The General was not hit, and the das-

will flud it invaluable!
leakage of Coal Oil.

the crowd.

HOUSE.

from the Senate were

disposed

of in

concurrence.

On motion of Mr. Turner, of Augusta, it was
ordered thit a Joint Special Committee, be raised
to consider the expediency of
Advancing, on account of the General Government, soldiers allotments.
Messrs. Turner ot' Augusta, Goodwin
of liiddeford, liazeltine of Belfast, Stetson of
Bangor, Grant of tils worth, Hayden of Bath,
and Lambert of Phillips were appointed on the
part of the House.
On motion of Mr. Stetson, of Bangor, the
Committee on State lands aud State roads were
ordered to consider the ex|)cdieucy of a further
appropriation for a bridge at Mattawamkeag
Stream.
Engrossed in concurrence.—Acts—to incorporate Milford & Princeton Turnpike Co.; in
relation to sureties in eases of replevin; authorizing G. K. Jewett to extend wharves and piers
to tide water in Peiiohg<xn river; to altei the
time of holding the January term of Commissioner’s Court in Lincoln County; relating to
Stock Insurance Companies: resolves in favor of
Mary A. Hardison; in favor of Mary Lowen.
Passed to be engrossed.—Act to amend Chap.
4, R. S., relating to elections; resolve providing
for county tax.
Mr. Law, from the Committee on Division of
Towns, reported leave to withdraw on petition
of David W. Tucker.
Pasted to be enacted.—Acts—-additional to the
act accepting the surrender of the charter of
Mariner’s Bank, Wiscasset; to change the names
of certain persons; to amend the statistics relating to neat stock, sheep, swine, and agricultural
products; to legalize the doings of Proprietors
of Bowdowinham Bridge Meeting House.
Finally passed.—Resolves—authorizing the
Land Agent to convey lands to Sarah M. ChurehiU: in favor of Nathan S. Lufkin.
In the afternoon the resolves relating to National affairs were taken up, and Messrs. Bradbury, of Springfield, and Hathaway, of Skowhegan. spoke in support of them.

use.

;y Our correspondence on the first page
describes the amiable temper of the pickets on
the north and south banks of the Rappahannock ; but here is an act ol courtesy, wh'ch

It is

insoluble in water

It is

a

liquid,

and

or

stop the

oil.

as

Supplied in packages from 2

outrivals

anything heretofore mentioned. Oue
day week before last, as the officer of the day
was going the rounds on the right
aloug the

ox.

to

100 lbs., by

TUOS. G. LORING, Apothecary,
Corner of Bxchange and Federal Streets,
Sole Agent in Pot Hand.
febl7 dly

Rappahannock, he came iu full view of the
posted on the opposite side, who, seeing
his sash and sword, gave the order, “Turn out
the guard, officer of the day.” The rebel
guard tnrned out, when the orders again rang

rebels

DR. P. P.

(JU1MBY. would givenoticethat he ha
Portland, and can be found at his Room,
No. 18 International Uousb, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing tocousul

returnedto

the water, "Present arms! shoulder
arms! order arms! stack arms!” and the guard
across

having thus saluted the officer on
agaiu dispersed with a loud cheer.
me

ui

this

ueii.

him.

office.
#200
Kaclmibsequent sittingat office.50
City Patieut*. first Examination at residence.
2 60
EachiubstHiuent visit at residence,. 100
August 16, IH62.—tf

side,

ocuu a

Diseases of Ihe Urinary Organ*.
TF- J- C\ Mott, M. IF, Operating aud Consulting
Surgeon aud Physician, attends exclusively to Diseases of the Urinary and Genital Orgaus, and Female
Complaint* of all kinds, and the more oh*cure disease* of the Pelvic Vicera. as Piles.
Hupture*. Hvdrocele, Varicocele. Fistula, Early decline of Manhood.
Ac
Dr. M. keeps himself posted iu all the improvements in the cure of Disease, made in this country
or Europe, and spares uo expense that his
patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatin«Mit
the world affords. Advice Free,
gy office* 86

the old scarred veteran of a hundred battlefields! Scott spared him when he had the power to crush him forever. At the date of Scott’s
letter McClellan

was coin aratively obscure
Had Scott then coine down uphim for disregard of orders, and preferred

Court street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A.M. to 2
P. M., and 6 to 8 1*. M.
Mrs. M who is thoroughly versed In the afflictive
maladies of her sex, can be consulted by ladies.
Patients furnished with board and experienced
nurses.
oct8eod6in

and untried.

charges against

him for his breaches of military rules, how different would huve been the
next year ami a hall of his life!
But Scott

Dr*. J. Clawson Kelley aud II. L. Davis
Medical Office. No 229} Congress street, up same
(light with Dr. Johnson, Dentist—only place in Portlaud where Dr. Kelley's geuuiue medicines can be

patriotic, and preferred to pocket an iusult to Ids age, his experience and his office,
rather than make a rupture in the lace of the
was

|

enemy.

had.

Aticietfrte

upon all diseases.

jau;*7 d3aw A wtf 32

Hohkibi.k.—The Aroostook Pioneer gill's
the following account of a horrible murder at
Fort Fairfield, one day last week:
A man, named Dolly, murdered Ins wife

Dentistry.—Dr.JOSIAH

liEALD,No.241 Con
gross Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
augTdly
LOCKE A KIMBALL. Dentists, No. 117
Middle Street. Portland. Me.
augl6—-ly
Da*.

whilst in her bed by euttlng a gash In her
breast with a broad axe, nine inches long, and
nuite through to the back bone. He then, as
be says, attempted to shoot himself but falling
in the attempt, went to the baru and cut iiis
own throat with a razor, not however
inflict-}
iug a dangerous wound. The story that he
telis is, that he and Ids wife agreed that lie
was to kill her and the children and then kill
himself hut bis heart failed him alter he had
killed Ids wile, so that he did not harm the
children. There are four children, the eldest
eight years old.
Sava

iu another column picking Sam but''"'apes, for Speer's Wine. It is an adutiraldc article
used In hospitals, and by the lirst families in Paris
London and Now York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfac
tioo.
deck] dly

BROKERS*

BOARD.

Stocks.—Boston, March 2. 1862.
1,100
Gold.171
33,000 .do.171|
Sale

of

American

.do.bao 1?24
1.000 Uuited State* Coupou Sixes (1881).101}
6.000

12.U00.do..100}
700 U. 8. 7 3-10 Treasury Notes (Oct).106

8.000 Uuited States Five-Twenties. 991
1.000 Uuited States Treasury Sixes, (2 years).... 171}
6.000 U. S. Certificates of ludebtn’s (long) .9M*
8.000 .do (Aug).100

_PASSENGERS.

woin4u

m

(Per steamship Africa, at New York ]
14,h- J F«wter Jr. from New York.
itJH1’ ,'?v ,*-*«»gdon, Stone, for Boston, and out
back loth with (liina^v to head it*-ar
( Id 13th. Sea. Brown. Boston*
Norcrow, Emerson, for BoaA
ton; Idth, fctnily Auguta,
sttickiand, lor IJio Janeiro and Callao

«£alt«.Id,rf^po<^,

In ( ape

Elizabeth. March 2. Mrs. Sarah F„ wife of
Loriug. aged 64 wars
Mrs Mehitable
(ferry,
aged 80 y»r» 10 months.
In (fardlner, Feb. 12. Miss Margaret C.
Webber.*
ag«*d 21 years.
In Farmingdale, Feb. 17, Mr. Enoch W.
Robbins
aged 66 yean.
apt.
In

Uorace

Farmington. Feb. 21.

In tbe rtrer 14th. outward
bound, Sntaa <» Owent,
Norton, for Callao
for Portland litth; Arro,
HtbemlMtla)
n
Ballard, for Bolton !Mh t on,tito;to».
tutting.
■ Tor
New

York immediately.
Cld at Loudon 12th, Gulf Stream, Partlett Swanand leghorn: Am Cougre.*
Woodward, New
(and -ailed from Gravesend 14th). 13th. P Pendleton, Moxey. Swansea and Aspinwall.
OffBeachy (lead 13th. Reaper, Loring. ftn Shields
ior Saules.
D» the Owen !3rhr Jacob A Sraurler.
Wade. ryom
Loudon for New Y.wk
‘“'u Portland K.ad.
ljfh nil. Virld Light, El“'"‘o'* f- t’erdiE, (and aid 18th.)
>*t8. Kwtland, Ingraham, (ftn
Cardiff) Point de Gall*.
Sailed from tireennek 13»h.
There**, Doan,, tor
New lork.

IMPORTS.

sea

j'tfk

Glasgow—steamship St Andrew-60 hales wick, to
E Adam* * Co; 9 bale* mchdx, J F Patten k
Co; Id
bales, YVvman k Orkley; 1 hale do. Thos Paddock,
and sundry pkgs for Canada and New York.
R* John NR—Soli Uspray—460 hackmatack
knees,
to >V VY Brown; 360 box shook*, to order: 94
empty
casks, to T Paddock; 97 pkgs junk, to
Sampsou*
l onant; 18 bags wool, 1 crate
sheep skins, to order.

,_}*!“
r-S^?*£r0"'

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
STKA MKR

FROM

Sailed from OUgo SZ. Dec J, Alice Thorndike, tor
Geelong.
Ar at Neweaatle N8 W Dec 1. rh,rloitc
Andrew*.

SAILS

FOR

Kangaroo.
Liverpool.New York. .Feb 18
1
ork.Southampton New York. Feb 18
liibermau.Liverpool.Portland
Feb 19
Liverpool... Boston.Feb 21
Utv of Baltimore Liverpool
New York
Feb 26
New

Webb,

••

loutonia.Southampton
Australasian.Liverpool

New York
New York

ilaramonia.Southampton New York
Saxonia.Southampton. New York

Ar

.Feb 25
Feb 28
March 11
March 26

Phin* .New York

Liverpool
Hibernian.Portland .Liverpool.
Kangaroo.. New York.. Liverpool.

New

York.New York

March
March
March
March
March
March
March

4
4

Roger*,

scan lay.

Balti-

for

At Nien
Feb 10, Aramede Snow. Morrison,
for Cardiff, ready.
Sailed from Autwerp Feb 12th, Messenger Hooo-

Dieppe

^
Sunderland
Brnwetn Dec 27-Tbe Enrnpa. Reed, from Cardiff
for New York, arrived here yesterdav, in
coming up
the ri.er grounded on Itie mud, and will be
surreyed.

er,

CALIFORNIA—Steamers.carry*

ing Mails for Aspiuwall. Panama, and California,
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st or each
mouth.

m»Eu.
Pob l. !•* «». Ion 40. brig Brother*. Crawfcrd.
from New York for Queenstown.
Feb 7. lat 25. Ion 79 45, brig T B Watron, tm Term
Cmi for New Tort.

——————

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

T.rmlny,.March 3.
High w.trr, (A. M.|... »2n
Length of day..11.1*

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

Sun rim*.6 33 I
Sun *ct«.5.52 |

PORT OF PORTLAND.

12, M

more.

.March 18
March 21

X KWS.

(and sailed 5th for San

Philip

ania for New York.
Cld at Havre Feb

Londonderry.

MARIN K

NSW

Glover, Malta
Cld at Leghorn Feb 2. Mischief,
Hopkins. Boston.
Off Gibraltar Feb 4. Edw Hill.
Sylvester, from Cat-

Mails are forwarded by evury steamer in the
regu
lar lines. The steamers for or from
Liverpool call a
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call a

PANAMA AND

at

Mary Edson. Tayior, Leghorn; Feb 4. Clara Hanall.

7
10
11
14

14
Bremen.March 14

Arabia.Boston.Liverpool..
Teutonia.New York. Hamburg

Svduey

Port

Head# Dec 3. Samuel Appletoo,
Osgood. Otago N'Z (and »ld 22d on return.)
Ar at Bangkok Dec 2. John Jay. Lord. Singaoore.
Bid 14th. Dirigo. Buckminster. Hour
Kong
Ar at Basse in Dec 22, lues.
Roger*, fm Singapore;
26th, Euro pa. Reed. Akvab (see below.)
Ar at Messina Jan 30.’ Samoset,
Briggs, ftn Genoa:

TO DKPAKT.

Canada..
Boston.Liverpool...
Jur».Portlatid... Liverpool
City of Baltimore. New York. Liverpool
llammonia.New Y’ork Hamburg

fm

Francisco.)

Truck men ittoMioa!
ha
meetiag at the OLD CITY
Tb*“
HALL .Wed ueoday evening, March 4th, al 7* O’to
a

clock,

take into consideration an increase ir. the
rate# of Tracking. All owner* ol lean** are
requested to attead.
I*er order.
Portland. March Id. IMS.
»•

MowAay,.March 9.
ARRIVED.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE

St Andrew, (Br) Kerr. Glasgow Jan 17
via Lamlash —, and Halifax Feb 26.
Sch Nimrod. Homer, Bucksport tor
Philadelphia.
Scb D ii Baldwin, Purvey, Rockland lor N York.
Sch Minnie Cobb, Averill, Rockland lor Norwich.
Sch Mt Hope, Spaulding. Rockland for Bostou.
Sch Koscuesko. Fuller. Thomastnn for Boeton.
Sch Kxeter, Snow, Hath for New York.

Steamship

-awd-

Batina Souse.
L. 8. TWOMHLT.. Pnormiwrom.

Haring purchased the dock aad txtarea.
Nos. IT A 19 Exchange (MrecC,

CLEARED.
Sch Dazzle. Smith, Cardenas, by John LynchACo.
Steamer Parkersburg, Hodman. New York.

•hoold be happy to aaa my friend, aad tha
public
generally, where 1 am prepared to nerre ail tha tax.
ones that the Boston aud Saw York
markets afford,

At bark Golden Era. 443 tons, built at Thomaatou
1860, has been sold at New York for 916.0U0; At
ship Dorcas Prince. 699 tons, built at Yarmouth in
I860, and A2 bark Osprey. 442 tons, built at Cherryfield in 1866, on private terms, to go under a
foreign

in

tr

mend

New Store!

flag.

New Goods!

disaster*.

PETER B.

Brig Detnarara. Thompson,

FROST,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
Having

from Portland for Carwas fallen in with Feb 26th. in South Channel,
disabled condition. Iiaviug been capsized on the
night of tlie 22d The D sailed from Portland on the
21st of February, having as cargo shook* in the bold,
aud hoop poles ou deck, and on the night of the 22d
she experienced a furious gale, during which she was
completely thrown down u,-on her side, the water
washing into and completely filling the cabin. All
hauds succeeded in getting over on the vecael's aide,
where they clung, with the sea washing over them
for nearly an hour, w hen the dock load broke adrift
from its weight, and the vessel
partially righted ; the
crew got over the rail aud into the cabin, where
they
lived until the 24th. when they were taken off
by the
bark M B Stetson, since arrived at Boston.
Toe D
was 193 tons, and bailt at Bella*! in 1842, where she
was
partly owned.
Ship Anna F Schmidt. Twombly, from Boston Jan
17 for San F rauci*co. was at St Thomas Feb 11th, in
distress, having put in leaky.
Bark Antietam (of Rockland) Keller, at Remedioa,
from Philadelphia, lost sails and deckload on tbe passage.
Sch Trenton, from Philadclphia for Portland, wae
at Delaware Breakwater Feb 25th. with loss of bow-

denas.
in

a

been with James K. Kernnld lor
haa bow
a oaw aao

tbotaw

opened
elegant
J^sr* pact,
JOSE’S NEW BLOCK,

atora

No. 94 EXCHANGE STREET,

Second door above B. A N. A. Express offlee. .nearly opposite the Posto*ce.l where he will be happy to
hi,

meet

friend, aud former customers.
an entirely new stock of

new

He bat

Just purchased

CLOTHS !
Adapted to

the

to wears those
mare ao pains

Spriag and Summer trade, nad bags
who may give him a call, that be wIM
give them perfect satis fee lion ia

to

doing, workmanship,

and prtea.
Prrtienlar attention given to tha catting and ateof Bovs' nothing.
KWTXt. Frost
had large experience la tW
manuketare of Army and Nary Clovhjag, ia prewar*
cd to execute all ardor, at tha shortest notice,
niarcbg—dm twdkvrvw

ufhetnrtng

sprit.

having

DlnaolatloN of Copartnership.
copartner.hip heretofore existing under tha
nunc and xlyle of
Wat. A. Kimball A C*,

TilE

ia this day dieaolvad by mntanl consent. Hr. Kimball
will remain at the qM etaad (N o a ( ommerciaJ »t.)
for a abort time aud adjust the rnntt.ru or tha lata
drm.
WM. A. KIMBALL.

Portland. March X 19*2.

heavy

J. 8. RICKER.

Ivr*

H. C. X. Association.
The next meeting of this Aseociatioa for
Lxctuus a xt> Dkhatks will be held TkarvMarch 5, at 7| o’clock, la their

A

jfga

\Jr

e'eMujt

Public

Tu

aux ixtitku.

Qietliaa for Diacaaaioa.
Resofrrrf, Thai Slavery la a violation of the laws of
(iod and the rights of man: that elbrts to sustain K

iu this country have involved us in civil war; that
Humboldt.
,
Sid 26tb, bark Chas Devena. Revno.ds, for Pugent
any
party whose principles lead to perpetaate the institution ia unworthy of eootdeoee or tapSound.
aud
that
the surest and shortest method of re;
Cld 29th, bark Palmetto. Freeman. Port Angelo*.
port
turn to permanent peace lies In vlgoronsly sustainBALTIMORE—Ar26th. schs Lookout, Thornton,
ing lb# preaent Administration.
Poitlaud; Geu Knox. F'ountain, Boston; John Me*
Par order of Committee.
Adam, Willard, Alexandria.
mcb3
Ar 28ih. *ch Martha Hall. Gilchrist. Aquia Creek.
K M. CARSLET, See'y.
Pill LADELPli 1A—Ar 27th, scb Mary Flelchcr.
Muiaiuu.
Blake.
Portland.
Tracy. Flastport;
m. C. H. A.
Ar 2*tb, brigs 1> II iToane. Kuowlton. Cardenas;
A stated
—
John Bernard. Jamison, Trinidad; M W llolt. Closmeeting of the M. C. M. Assoeintiou. will be held at the Library Room oa
son. New York; schs ( abinet, Devcreaux. Belfast;
N.S/ Tut astiAt Kvxxtxo. March Mb.at 7 o'clock,
J Martin, Harding. Fall River.
sir
K. M. CARSLET, Soot y.
Cld 27th, bark Edwin, Lindsey. Liverpool.
mch3 3t
NEW YORK Ar 27th, brigs Lucretia. Brown, fm
Havana: F'lving Eagle. Hanson. Matanzas; Gen’l
Marshall. Ames. Cardenas; Biou Bradbury. iBn MilNOTICE.
ler. Cieufuegos; Warodale. Corning, Kerucdio*; AbMerchants are reminded of their adjourned
by Thaxter.Poole, Key West; sch C F Young, Packmeeting Wedneudny evening next, at the Cone*
ard. Re medio*.
Those who signed the
Ar 28th. bark Chaa Ueddle. Crosby, fm Matansas; : cilmeu's Room, at 7j o'clock
call,
and all others interested la tha movement, are
Alice lainter. Hayden, fm New Orleans: brigs Beuj
desired to ha preaent.
Per order,
Carver. Perry, Cardenas; Crimea, lledlev, Sagua;
mcbl 2t
Isabella Jewett. Lett non (late Reed, who died 11th at
Turks Island) fm Trinidad via Turks island; sch J
Freeman, Freeman. Portland for F ortress Monroe.
for MMMrace.
Also ar 28lli. bark Elton 8tevens, Howe, Matauzas.
the
Cld 27th. sch C Knight, Wilson. Calais.
PROPOSALS will he reoeived
Cld 28th. ship Jas R Keeler. Delano. London; schs
at
Anguate, Me., nutii the Shh day
undersigned,
of March.
at bo'cioek P. M.. for the following
Exchange, houle. and 8o*an. Hearse. B<wtou.
Also cld 28tb, ships Shakespeare, Reed. Liverpool; I article* 01 «nb*i»teuee •tore*,!© be delivered *t Cimp
Geo Washington, Haynes. Loudou; <
“Abrahmiu Liucoln,” near Portinnd. for the uw of
harlemange,
the 7th Regiment of Maine Voi*mteer». from time to
Bellamy, Montevideo; bark Annie M Kelley, 8awver. do; brig ( rawford. Small. Cardenas.
time, end iu sack quwutitie* m Mf be req wired .of
NEW LONDON—Ar 26th. sch R Bui winkle, from
which timely notice will be give* the *xcce*thil bidNew York lor baton*.
der. rix
NEWPORT—Ar 27th, schs Gen Marion. Albin, fra I
5 barrel* Mem “oft.
Provideuce Ibr Port Jefferson : Emma Furbish, from
13 barrel* Mr** Beef.
Belfhst Ibr W’ashiugton; Claitsa, Dickey, fta Bostou
36 barrel* 6 lour.
for New lork.
I isnu pouinl* Hard Bread, la burr*I*.
Ar 1st, schs E G Willard. Parsons.
13 bushel. Haw*, in bap or barrel*.
Philadelphia for
Portland; Alciope, Wescott. Boston for Alexandria; I
500 pounds Kic*, In hup or Darrel*.
Billow. FUmery, and Pailaa, Pendleton, Rockland for
176 pound* Coffee, routed ud ground, la bur*l*.
Off
New York.
fpg
••
own
*
mm
™
"Oodhe Crushed'' Sugar, in barrel*.
uriK
750
rignr. rail Hirer
for Wilmiugtou. Del; schs Panama.
60 gallons Vinegar
from
Clayton,
Portland for Baltimore; K H Perkins, Gen Marion
V. pounds Adamantine Candle*.
•’
and other*.
100
Soap.
BOSTON—Ar 28th, bark II B Stetson. Jordan, ftu
36 bushel* rolaioce.
Cientuegos: Essex. Keed. Key West;
60 gallons Molasses. In barrels
J 11 Dil-

Per
St Andrew, from Glasgow
Cap!
Elisha Brown, John Frame, Wm Cochrane and wife,
Kobt Leggett, John Bell, J M Williams, T O'Leary,
Geo Stevenson, and 12 in steerage.

steamship

I

TUE

Proposals

by

SEALED

lS«,

»»

First Examination at

’61, to Secretary Cameron, McClellan stockists
probably declined somewhat at the
(mlitical Brokers’ Board. How much does the
•'Young Napoleon” owe to the magnanimity of

on

and

—

It will effectually

easily applied as paste.
It will adhere oily substances.
It is
HILTON'S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton Brothers, Proprietors,
Providence, K. I.

letter of

Prayer by Rev. Mr. limy.

and all articles of household
Belt Makers.

Boot afhi Shoe Makers,
Manufhcturers and Machinists,
Aud Families,

a

ball

tardly assassin escaped through
The police are on his track.

3m

that will STICK

at-

pose of attending the French Opera, aud before lie stepped into his carriage a pistol was
from

w

DISCOVERY.—An adhesive preparation

GREAT

tempt to assassinate Gen. Banks, on the evening of the 12th ult. He was passing out at the
Ladies’entrance to the City Hotel for the pur-

discharged

ilk

15th. brig C P Smith, Saaith, Portland, (alto r«ported Jor Boetnn )
At M.tanra, aith nit, bark* Phllrna,
Hall, from
1 ortlaiirl, wtg cargo; St
Jago, Berry.fm Boston, do;
'4J Treat, fin New York,
ar; llattie Kom.
just
for Portland,
wtg.

_DIED.
(

n"w

""kT/uv”'
81d

political

jy A New Orleans correspondent of the
Boston Journal

of 8

Jad21

genuine Brou'n’s Bronchial Troches which have
proved their efficacy by a test of mauy years. Public Speakers and Singers should use the Troches,
the

“do what little lies in

"Our

the affected

use, has caused them to be counterfeited. Be sure to
guard against worthless imitations. Obtain only

"These are no half w ay times. The Govern"inent must be sustained or perish. We shall

rif

Adjourned.

that has the smell of

directly

parts aud give almost Instant relief. In Bronchitis, Asthma, and Catarrh they are beneficial.
The good effect* resulting from the use of the Troches, and their extended

cession about it, laliel it what they may. We
“are for our country, first, last, and forever.

adjourn.

Papers

nothing

Almjfo" "her,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar Jan 27th. bark N 8 Perkin*. Berry, Port Discovery 29th. Jeannette, Hatch,

reach

the resolutions and acts of the

K<A17'
ilerrick. of B.

Military

CoroH, Cold, or an Irritated Throat, if
allowed to progress, results in serious Pulmonary
aud Bronchial affections, oftentimes incurable.
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHE8

Resolve authorizing the survey and lease of
late Hartford Convention that nominated
on the township owned
by the Possaiua- I
quoddy Indians, in the county of Washington, Tom. Seymour, and says, "For ourselves, we
"will touch

Williamsburgh, Kings County, New York.

A

laud

was once read aud ordered to be
printed, on motion of Mr. W iggin.
Bill to amend Chap. 11, R. 8., entitled the
education of youth, was once read and indefinitely postponed, on motion of Mr. Wiggin.
HtOii and atsiqned.—Acts—to clitii'.’e the
time of holding the law term of the Supreme
Court in Cutnbetland
county; to secure the
proper expeuditures of school monies in Madawuska plantation.
Passed to be engrossed.—Acts—to change the
name of Jane Mchan. and for her
adoptiou; to
amend the act to incorporate the city of Lewiston; in reference to the claim of Miles W ilson
on Penobscot county; to prevent obstructions in
Pushaw stream; to incorporate Young's Patent
Boot Stretcher Co.
Bill to incorporate the Army Agency Co. was
read a second time aud indefinitely postponed in

very sim-

febZ7 d3tn

Democratic

v‘“

Miss Ellen F.

The hull, rigging, he., of ship Cnet. Demre reported condemned at St Thomas, realized at auction
about 94500.
Bark Ellen Stevens, (of Portland) Howe, at New
York from Matanzas. experienced heavy weather,
stove bulwarks, split sails, he; had been six days
North of Hatteras.
Sch DN Richards (of Hancock) from Beaufort NC
for Boston, put into New York on Saturday, for repairs. having encountered a gale from N E on Feb 22.
split sails, stove small boat, and washed everything
moveable off the deck.
Brig Mary Lowell, (of Machiasi at New York from
Cfenroegos. had very heavy weather, split and loat
sails, he.
Brig Bion Bradbury, Miller, at New York from
weather, split sails, he
Cieufuegos. had very
Brig Gen liarshall. (of Belfast) at New York from
('ard«-nas. reports Feb 22. lat 38 3m. |0n 74
passed a
quantity of wreck stuff, boxes, bale*, hr —»tth. off
Absecomb. parsed part of the deck load of a vessel.
Sch E Arcularius, at Baltimore from Rockland,
had beav y weather, and ou the 25th, in a heavy sea,
lost deck load.

blessing

preached

a

by a

sufferers the means of cure.
To all who desire it, he will send a
copy of the prescription used (free of charge). with the directions
for re paring and using the same, which
they will
jp
find a Sure ( ure far Con sumption, Asthma, 'Bronchitis, t[c. The only object of the advertiser in sending the Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and
spread information w hich he ooueeirss to he invaluable. aud he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as ft will cost them' nothing, and niav prove a
REV EDWARD A. WILSON,

jy Those who are proposing to leave
New England out in the coid, may be edified by
an anecdote of Thomas Starr
King, who ouce
received a protest from some of his church
meinlrers against a sermon lie gave them about
Anthony Burns. The letter to him said If he
many more such sermons lie would
lose many of his most respectable members.
The Sunday following Mr. King read the note
in public, and quietly remarked that if they
wrote him any more such letters they would
lose their most respectable miuist r.
7?” The New London Star,

few weeks

!■ port 18th, bark Even Tide, Part rid ar. one
brie
"
on*
Neoon« t, Trace, fa Boaton, dbg.
At Bagua 15th nit, bark T
Cwehing, Colcord from
“,i bri* L M M*rri"- *«"»•

In Boston, Fell 24.
by Her Mr. Crufts, Milo M.
Unvu. of B.an.! Miss Ellen 1’.
Hmzeltiue, former It
ol Fnrll.ml.
I" Windsor, Fob. 22. Wm F.
Sampson mid Miss
Kaehrl II. 1mm*. both of W
In Ell-worth Fob. 19, jolla|,
Heath and Miss Eliza
Fatten, both of K

lot of

—The Advertiser, haring
a

niRRIED.

mch8 3t*

ple remedy, after having suffered several years with
a severe lung affcctiou.and that dread disease. Consumption—is anxious to make known to bis fellow

had the

tion snap to it, but it will
the usual plantation results.

small

a

IIair Drxa axd Hair Killers.—If
you have
read the “Profcasor at the Breakfast Table,”
you
will remember that the young man John pitched into the kotiiuoor one day .and gave him a smart drubbing, which put to bed that astouished aud discomfited individual for several days. When the Kohinoor emerged from his
temporary confinement—the
witty author avers—“Am htur had turned grey—
around the roots!” Well, we all know the reason of
that—for examples of the like phenomenon are too
common to be overlooked—the Kobiuoor had
been
using a Hair Dye. Now Mrs. 8. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer is not a dye, but restores grey or faded
hair to its original rotor, whatever that may have
been, by aiding Nature to re-establish sanitary conditions suitable to the age of the subject. The Hair ia
the same in color above and below the surface, because it obtains its coloring matter irom healthful
nutrition, aud not irom chemical action.
mcb3 ltd Aw 37

2Jd ult.

£y

NOTICES.

B. W. Jones. 115 Fore 8treet, has
splendid HAVANA ORANGES.

Science”—erpuri/afed; the chapter on slavery
was left out hy order of the Hon.
Secretary of
War, Mr. Jefferson Davis. So the West Point
chaplain and professor of ethics told the Rev.
public

General Hooker is a man encourage, and
there is no doubt that the troops trill <ight under him. What his cai»acity, as a
commander,
may be. is to lie determined by Ids success;
hut I am glad to tie in the Held. 1 would rather
be here titan in Portland, and I think the
regiment would too.
You cannot form a very
correct opinion of the army by mrans of the
newspapers; and If you were to come here,
you might probably llnd somebody to sustain
you iti any statement, which might be made.
Still 1 am more hopeful here, than while in
Portland, and believe that, under God, weshall
see glorious achievements this
coming season.
The enemy of our goeernment most, to be
dreaded to-day is the miserable eecetsion
spirit Xorth!
Hi/A a united, determined
Xorth, the rebellion might be crushed in sir
months.
SPECIAL

The ethical text book in use at Wes
few years ago was Wayland's "Moral

J. P. Newman, and

written

by the Chaplain of the
Seventh Maine regiment to a friend in this
city, lends new contlrmation to the testimony,

National Resolves

evi-

It

SELECTED.

rency, by banks and individuals.

him-

it ha? afforded mnch

AND

Frankfort in that State.

(SFKCIAL

into the harbor.

ORIGINAL

shall be the same. A tax of ten per cent,
per annum practically prohibits the issue of
note* representing less than a dollar, as cur-

act

if

vessles should be so close under the shore of

strikes out the section

Col. Howe made

consecutive shells

two

mile of each other.

reception than from

Portland, or one that would be more carefully cherished in his memory; and he accepted it not as a personal compliment, but as an
expression of loyalty to the government, and
of determination to stand by its flag, to uphold its honor, and to submit to no peace
baaed upon less than the subjugation of rebellion, and the unconditional triumph of the
loyal government over all that may oppose it.

Saturday

made

sand and

with a warmer
of

Thus the question stood, the House asking
another Committee of Conference. To this request the Senate acceded on Friday, and on

at Fort
large quantities of brick,

has been

the

people

7o per cent., from $200,000 to
00 per cent., from $300,000 to $500,

place

to w >rk, ami n it tj reIn all his life he had never met
the

$200,000;

to

$300,000 ;
TWO; &c.

yesterday
large
Fort Scammel is to have in addition to its
We give below such as we have received:
present earthern parapet, three casemated bar- j
GoRUAM.—III this town there was a pretty
tions, which will mount in casemates 01 guns 1
severe coutcst.
The copperheads had been at
of the heaviest ordinance. The Fort when
work for some weeks, and some of them had
completed will mount at least 140 guns.
boasted tiiat they should carry the town. Hut
Now Fort I’reble will be a casemated work
the republicans and friends of the Union were
of about 70 guns, nearly enclosing the present
not to be caught napping.
A large vote was
work, and the whole work with the batteries
thrown—the copperheads polling from 248 to
will
about it
mount something like 00 guns.
202, and the republicans from 301 to 318. The
Tli“ three forts when completed and mountfollowing Is the ticket elected: Col. H. I). Mced with the ordinance now appropriated to
Lellan, Moderator; M. G. Hayden, Town
such works, will be able to throw at a
single Clerk: Joshua K.
Hall, Benj. A. Watson, Geo.
of
iron.
Of
50,000
course
discharge
pounds
Abiel W. Murch,
Chadbourne,
Selectmen;
these forts arc citadels, which will act as main
Supt. School Committee; Samuel W. Lord,
bodies to the earthworks and advanced barTreasurer; Rufus Mosher. Collector.
bette batteries that would be thrown np at the
Buxton.—In this town the ticket of last
mouths and along the hanks ot the channels
year, Union, was elected.
to
the
incase
oi
attack
Irom
a
harlior,
leading
Paris.—A special dispatch from Paris instrong naval power. In the present state of
forms us that the whole republican ticket was
the works, as they now exist, they arc amply
elected in that town by 130 majority.
provided with ordinance to defend us against
Westbrook.—In this town the Republicans
a half-dozen Alabamas, should
they attempt to made no effort to secure the election of their
come In here.
ticket, and the Democratic ticket was elected.
1 here is a sufficiency of granite on hand
Falmouth.—The Democrats, as we are inwliich ha? been prepared the past winter,
formed, carried this town by a small majority.
with
which
is
beiug prepared at sevtogether
Yarmouth.—The copperhead ticket was
eral quarries in the State, to carry Fort (Jorges
elected.
to
the
of
the
second
tier.
The
same
up
top

ceive honors.

ness,n>t for

to correct such an

impossibilities prevented the works ofstrength
in our harbor from being carried forward
with greater rapidity. On his visit to Washington at the suggestion of the city govern-

ment

Harbor.

post.

begged

He had the best reason to believe

that Portland was receiving a large share of
attention, and that nothing short of absolute

_“

Visit of Gen. Wool

and he

importance,
impression.

—

brigs

lingham. Harnugton, Malanias; Edwin, Barter, fm
New Orleaus.
The mbsisinnce must be of the best quality, and be
Cld 28th. bark Benj Burgeas. Snow,
subjected to in.pectlon.
....
Cienfoegos;
sch Elouisc. Berry, lor Baltimore; Hattie,
The undemgued rwcrreu the right to Increase, not
Cook, fur
East port
exeeeding ouc huudred per cent., the amount of any
three day.
Ar 1st iast. ship Kate Prince. Libber,
Bermuda; I or ail of the article* sorelBed, by
schs Arcade. Farnsworth. Kockland Maiurka. Kim- ! notice to the *ucce»tul bidder, and reject all bid*. If
ball. and Cameo. Smalley. Belfast; Moses Eridr.Habhe <l**n» I hern unsatisfactory.
bage. and Capitol. Collins, Frankfort; Union,' Hamlin. Bnth for Fortre** Monroe; Alpine. Elliot, a. d
1st Lieut. 17th Inthntry. A A C. 8.
Mary Jane. Merrill, Bath; J Baker. Barberick. from
I
Portland.
H'CUt Q^rtrr, IWssIrrr
1
Ar 2d, sch# Emma Wadsworth.Roberts. Pembroke;
ACoputa, Mb., March 1. 1MB.
Shawmut, McDermott Frankfort
mcl.3 tmclttf
Cld 2d. ship Tanjore. (new. of Boston) J P Martin,
for San Irancisco; bark Pearl.
Ilardiug. N Orleaa#;
sch Kate Matker. Guilder. Sagua.
CITY OF
GLOUCESTER
Ar 25th. schs Albert Jameson,
Tamani'ana's OFFtca. March Id, 1348.
Jameson, from Kockland lor New York ; Miouebaba,
NOTICE i* hereby giv-u that, la accordance with
Thomas, do tor do.
an ordinance of the city, a list of all TAXES
Ar 2bth, schs Arcade. Farnsworth. Rockland for
aeseeecd upon mmleoi*. amounting to ffrea HolBoston; Odd Fellow, Sere, Eastport lor do; Eben C
la an and upuaids, remniuing unpaid on
Brown. Perkins. Kockport for New York
Cld 25th. sch
Webber, Bristol. Me.
Siitursla). Hip 7th la*U
BELFAST—Ar 19th, schs t astellaue. Cunningham
with the name* of the persons assessed therefor, will
be published in oue of the daily uuwspapers of this
rORKIUN PORTS.
UtNRY 1*. LORI),
(il\
Sailod from Messiua, bark Western Sea.
Treasurer and Collector.
inch! edtmcbT
_

firing

“pro^,rBS“shrrsAttT.

|

PORTLAND.

—

1
■3

Roper.

Uanilng,

for Boston.

At Aeapulco Feb 13, ship Win Lord Jr. Brown, fin
New York, disg
San
At Callao Jan 28.
ship Wni Wirt, Power, from
} raurisco for Coinea*. to load for Cowes
Goddess,
Crowell, and Cumberland, Waite, from t'hincha# for
Antwerp; Screamer, Jones, and Shamrock, D«M»ue,
for C ork,
preparing for sea
At Vslparaiso Jan 17. ships Chris Had. Ireenian,
from Callao tor England, probablv in distress; < rest
of the Wave. Price, disg; Kate ifnnter. Melcher ftn
Callao for Antwerp, disg to repsir. (also reported sld
Jsn loth.)
At Mouteveido Dec 31. bark Scandatmrian. larlson. for New York. 7 davs.
Ar at Aspiuwali Feb 13. brig Arabella, Undsgy ftn
New York.
A
Sld 14th. brig Webster Kelley, lleagan. CionfMegos.
At Guantanamo Feb 16. brig Emily lisher, Staples,
for New York 2 or 3 days
v
At Pouco Feb 15. bark John Benson, for N 1 ork;
brigs Resolute. Giay, for do
j,
Black
York
llawk,
New
(from Portland) lor
unc; sch Maria Hall. Bartlett, ftu Boston disg.
Sld 13rh, brig Echo. Beuaon. for Baltimore.
At St Thomas Feb 11 ship Auua 1 Schmidt, from
New York for San Francisco, (see disaster#): Majestic Newcomb, from New York tor Hurre.iu distress;
sch Two Brothers. Jordan, condemned
Ar at Keraedios 14th ult. bark AuUetam. Keller,
..

_

TOWN

AND

Corporation Bonds,
CO II PON M.

WITH

Town Notes awd
ssosii orssaiii*

Orders,
OF

PRINTING,
Neatly

and

Proasptlr

—AT

F. treated

TM*—

Press Offloe.

..

*{*h.Wjh;

Philadelphia.

a

u

m/m

J\

For Snip.
THF* good 8ch. Volawti. wall found
and rigging, |c
-■‘aili*
She has good
•«
anchors ami a good boat, carriea 1)0
tons—was refitted last foil and put ill

good

condition lor business.

Sha

••

par*

ffectly sound, aud will ba sold low. For terms and
information address
WM. A. FUL>ALD.
febU <K"
Now Bedford. Fab. 18,1963

further
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HATTERS

ABOUT TOWN.

City
In Board

Affairs.

Ai.der- I
men, March, 2, 18(13.
|
The report of the committee upon the location of the continuation of Parris street was
accepted, and an order was passed establishing the same.
John II. Bussell was approved as Clerk oi
Steam Engine and Hose Company No. 3.
Petition of Phillip Flynne, Agent of James
Wynne, lor a rehearing in the case of damages
awarded for injury to that property by the
grading of Smitb street, was referred.
Petition of Kalph Butler, complaining that
a piece of land, between Oak street on the
west and South street on the east,—between
Spring and Pleasant streets, has been used tor
one or two years for the
purpose of yarding
compost and hogs, and at the present time
contains a large quantity of oyster shells, and
praying that measures may be taken to ubale
the nuisance, was referred to the Committee
ou Health with orders to report at the next
ok

Mayor

and

meeting.

Petitions of proprietors of the Argus, for
permission to place a steam engine oti their
also of the

premises;

Advertiser,

for

permis-

sion to place a large engine in the basement
of the lnterualioual Hotel, were read aud
order of notice was voted.
The number ol Ellsworth Engine Co. was
changed from “3” to “5,” in consequence of
one of the Steam
Engines bearing the number

“3.”

An order

the Street Com-

passed directing

missioners (under the direction of the Committee ou Streets) to remove so much of the
house belonging to Hon. John M. Wood, ou
tha easterly side of Willow street, a« encroaches upon said Willow street, opposite
Wood's Hotel.
An order passed directing the thanks of the
City Government to be presented to Itev. Mr.
Stebbins, C. B. Stetson, Esq., Bev. Mr. Graham and Bev. Ur. Dwight lor their services
on the 23d of February; and the
City Clerk
was directed to furnish the gentlemen named
with a copy of the order.
Martin Kavanagh was appointed special

policeman without pay.
An order passed directing the Committee
Fire Department to prepare a place in the
new City
building tor the permanent location
and exhibition of Uie old lire engine “(.'alar-

on

act.’’

And that said committee prepare the
exhibition at a cost not exceeding

engine for
*7S

A report was received from the City Marshal, iu pursuance of an order passed at the
last meeting.in relation to intoxicating liquors
seized in this city by the police, and which
have been condemned by the Municipal Court
and forfeited to the city.
He slates that in
each case the liquors have lawn delivered to
the city by orders from the Municipal and
Supreme Judicial Courts, as will ap{>car by
receipts ou the flies of said Courts.
Mr. Putnam moved to return the order to
the MarshaJ. as not being full and sufficient.
The motion was negatived 2 to 6.
The committee to whom was referred the
of Messrs. Bradford A Hannon to
use rooms in the new City building,
reported
that the petitioners decline leasing the same
on the terms voted by the City Council.
The order establishing Rules and Regulations for the government of the Portland and
Forest Avenue Horse Railroad Company was
taken up. Some amendments were made to
it, and tlie order passed.
Memorial of John C. Procter et als., recommending that a good gallery be erected iu the
new City Hall, provided it can be done without iqjury to its architectural
beanty, came
from the other Board referred to the next City
Council. In this Board it was indefinitely

Ctition

postponed.

Order from the other Board, directing the
Committee on Fire Department to report at
the next meeting the cost of the Manchester

Steamer “Cumberland,” including all the expenses of purchasing and trying the same.
Also, at how many fires she has proved valuable, and at bow many worthless. Also, what
action they have taken in regard to the offer
of the Portland Company to give the city a
new engine for the old “Falmouth.”
If said
offer was not accepted, state the reasons. If
withdrawn by the Company, state the reasons
they gave for so doing. Iu the Board the
order was tabled.
Adjourned to Monday, March 9,7 1-2 o'clock.

Trouble

among

evening there

Crinolines.—Saturday

considerable excitement in

was

Franklin street, caused by the attack of one
female upon another.
The alleged cause of
the attack was, that the husband of one of the
too much devoted to the other
woman; and the wife having caught them towomen was

gether in

that street, pitched Into the rival of
her lord's affections. There was some damage done to bonnet, shawl, and dress, and also
some hair pulling, which, with the noise made,
attracted the attention of those

living in that
Meanwhile, the husband quietly
walked off. leaving the combatants to settle
vicinity.

the hash among themselves.

Court Martial.—The session of the Court
Martial was continued yesterday in the hall
over the store of Mr. Samuel Chadwick.
The
argument in defense of private Patrick Norton, on the charge for larceny, was submitted.
The Court then went into secret session, and
continued for about one hour in coming to a
decision ou the case.
Private Johu H. Chase, Co. K, 7th Regiment, was then put upon trial for desertiou.
case had not been concluded, when Courl

The

adjourLed

to 9 o’clock this

morning.

Sfr-l.t Lieut. Charles L. McAllister, of Co.
G, Col. Appleton’s regiment of colored troops,
leaves this city this morning to report at New
York, to Gen.-Uliman, where he will, probably,
receive orders to report at New Orleans.
Lieut. McAllister has for some time past
been engaged in recruiting for the 16th Maiue
regiment, and

has met with good success. He
lias also furnished a number of recruits for the
6th Maine regiment.

Complimentary

Ball.—The

various

dancing associations in this eity will give Mr.
D. 11. Chandler, leader of the Portland Band,
a
complimentary hall to-morrow evening at
Lancaster Hall. The management of the affair has l>een placed in able hands, and a brilliant time may be anticipated.
Such a testimonial is certainly due to Chandler, for his efforts the past season in catering for the amuseof the crowds, and it is hoped the hall
will he tilled by his friends.
Tickets can I*
obtained of either of the managers, at Paine's
ment

music store, and at R L.

Robinson's,

under

the hall.

New Store

Frost, who

and

Stock.—Mr. Peter B.

has

for ton years been connected
with Fernald's establishment, has taken the
store in Jose's block. No. 94 Exchange street,

where he has Just laid in a handsome assort|
ment of cloths, Ac., w hlch he is ready to make
up to order, in the most fashionable styles,
and in the best manner. Special attention
w ill be paid to
military work. The reputation
of Mr. Frost as a neat and expert workman is

BY TELEGRAPH.

!

TO TIIF.

Portland Daily Press.
—————
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XXXVII UONGEESS.—Second Session.
Washington, March 2.
SENATE.

Mr. Chandler

presented

resolutions of the

legislature of Michigan, concerning the rebel-

lic.n. and approving the President's proclamation, Ac.
The tAll to further regulate the proceedings
In prize cases, and amending the acts of Congress in relation thereto, was passed.
The bill for the collection of abandoned
property Rnd the prevention of fraud in insurrectionary districts was taken up, the pending
motion being to strike out the sections providiug for the purchase of cotton, rice, sugar
and tobacco. The motion was lost—14 against

1

!

i

TELEGRAPH

i

!
!

i
j
:

|

Railway Traffic.—The receipts

Increase,
The total receipts from Jan.
to

Same

Feb. 21

week

the

*77,109 09

year,

Increase,

73,737

19

*3,371

90

*655,227
615,758

17
88

*39,468

29

1

were

period last

on

ending

The March term of the Supreme Judicial Court, for the trial of criminal cases
only,
will open this morning. The
grand jury—same
as

the last term—will come in

to-day. The
jurors will not come In until next
Tuesday. In the meantime the grand jury
will be engaged in tnc examination of such
matters as may be brought lielore it by the
County Attorney, M. M. Butler, Esq.
traverse

We received yesterday a
copy of the
Portland Directory for 1862-63. It is now for
sale at all the bookstores. The Directory has
been published for over a week, but It has
been

impossible

until

now

to

supply

the

bound volumes fast enough to meet the orders
of buyers. We shall notice the book Boon at
greater

length.

2#“In consequence

of the sudden indispoof our up-town carriers, yesterday morning, we were obliged to substitute a
new carrier. This will account for our subscribers on that route
receiving their papers
at so late an hour.

sition of

one

Fdneral

of

Mr.

Balkam.—At

the re-

quest of members of the State Street Church
and Society, the funeral of John A. Baikam
will take
tills

place
afternoon,

Iroin the

Church, at

8 o’clock

A Card.—The Maine

ciation take
the

Camp Hospital Assogreat pleasure in acknowledging

receipt of one hundred dollars from the
Young Ladles R. F. Society, In aid of its
founds.
Geo. W.
Treasurer.
Woodman,

waT 'Steamship St. Andrew, from Glasgow,
Halifax, arrived at this port at 4 o’clock

via

Monday morning.

Second Board.—Stocks dull and lower but closed
firmer.
Illinois Central

scrip,.91)

18

New

York,

0

PORTLAND CITY

7gj

AT

DIRECTORY,

BAILKY

&

NOYES,

50 A 58 Exchange Street.
feb27—lwr

BLACKSiUITHIXO
AND

"

-LOCATED

18

d2w

Liverpool Soil.

Flour, Flour.

BEST BRANDS of Western and Canada
Family FLOUR can always bo found at FT* Caagresaalreet, at fair prices—for sale by
•
WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Portland, Dee. 10, IStH.
eodtl

THE
_

CASES Prime No. 1 NUTMEGS (br sale. la.
quire of
JOHN PL’KINGTON,
febffl dlw*
No. 183 Fore Street.

1A
MI

Mixed Cora.
fl (Ol BUSHELS rery choice henry Mixed
Vi xmX CORN, lor sale iu lots to suit psrrhaech as. McLaughlin* co.
ori._

BY JOHN C. PROCTOR.
Brick Dwelling House, with large
Oreen bird.
One wuodeu Dwelling Houne »nd Lot on
One Store utl Lot ou Union Street,
Two Hourn mod Lot. on Cbureh Street.

TWO

feb*S lw*

loti,

At Wholesale !

on

York 81.

BUSHELS Extra

MealingCora.
7nnn
.VBIU tuu Bbls. Stone MUU Flour.
7

Uo Bbls A reads
60
Cbicasaw
66
Aogusta
60
Union
>00,000 (bet Plus Shipping

OSce .. Lime St., udjoiuing Poet oSie.
Portland. Feb 30.1883.
gw

\zJ^>

OOlre (• Let.

(Between Federal and Middle Streeta,)

ON

Freali Oysters.

For M,.e.

febl24w

-*Lao-

Two Lots of Land, one on Spring and one on
Either would be exchanged for a
Spruce street.
good Dwelling House.
For particulars please apply at 127 Middle street,
Portland
N. I MITCHELL.

a

BUSINESS.

And have taken the

Store,

given

examination on the bodies
of Mrs. Fraser and children, supposed to have
perished in the destruction of the house by
the late tire, has revealed the tact that all had
been previously murdered. Rev. Mr. Fraser
is missing, and it is feared he has been murdered also.
mortem

jaufcModdm

Luring 8 DRUG STORE

MEETING of all the bona Mr Creditors of the
late John Rounds is requested at the
counting
room of the undersigned, ou Saturday, the 28th
day

of March next, at 2 I* M to take into consideration
the manner the estate was settled, or pretendril to be
settled
Sewell C. Strout (Howard k Strout) "ai
From Washington.
CO UN • EL FOR TH ■ ADMINISTRATRIX," (mark the
March 2.
words) according to his own accouut. has had ail the
claims against the estate, except mine, and one at
The bill
from the
and Means
Mew York hr could not ftnd, assigned to himself
Committee
mid
that
for 20 per cent which was all the estate /**»</, as he
all
now in the
stores or warehas repeatedly stated. 1 declined the generous
ofer,
and after years of delay, finding that uo better settlehouses on which the duties are
ment could be effected, directed rav attorney to cite
: been in bond more than one year and less than
the administratrix luto Court, and give Strout due
three years, inav be entered and bonds cannotice thereof. It was then, and not until then, that
celled any time lielbre the first of June next,
St rout, like a skillful General, suddenly changed his
1
tactics. He requested that nothiug further be done
in payment of duties prescrilied
the act
for the present, but to "see Chase and ascertain the
14th. Several other alterations
very lowest he will take," which
was "neck or
in the present duties are made,
that
nothing." The money was forthcoming to the tuue
of lOO per cent.
i upon pi
I'he problem I wish to solve is, how
paper, unsized, used for hooka
much did the estate fairly pav? How much did all
and newspapers
fixed at 20
the claims against the estate (except mine and the
per cent, ad valorem. The bill has yet lobe
one at New York he "could not And) cost
him(Strout)
acted upon
the Senate.
in the aggregate? and how much the administratrix
A
dated
of : got ? She says that Strout told her he ha given her
AXL HE COULD AFFORD TO, A VERY
INDEFINITE
the
says the weather for the past
SUM.
I found the claim at New York, an old, estabtwo
has beeu mild and
with
lished and highly respectable house. I also found
a
wind.
that previous to his settling
my claim, he (Strout)had
been in communication with tnat
very house, and
had offered tht-rn the stereotyped edition oI 20 per
of
the
Indianola
the
Rebels.
Capture
by
cent, which they refused
I 'advised them to "stir
him »tp" forthwith. Out of quite “a batch" of long
U. S. Mississippi
Feb.
winded yarns from Strout in reply, I here qnote onVia
March 1st.
ly from that under date of March 81. 18«2. "The
To lion. Gideon
the
dividend upon the claims against the estate of John
:—I regret to inform you that
Rounds i*2fc) per ?ent
The dividends have all been
paid ont except your*, a long time since, and I had
l anoia has also falleu into the hands of tile enforgotten about your claim.
emy. Tile rams Webb and Queen of the West
D. T. CHASE.
attacked her twenty-five miles from here, and
Attorney for all the heir* at law of the late John
rammed her until she surrendered.
All of
Rounds, and assiguee of the claim at New York he
which can tie traced to n non-compliance with
(Strout) "could not find, or had forgotten about,"
which claim remains unsettled.
I do not know the particumy instructions.
N. R.
Extract from the Probate Record*—Claim*
lars.
allowed against the estate 85.731.42: assets 84,826.81
David I).
Com.
MM S TAThtd

Washington,
reported
Ways
to-night,
passed, provides
goods
public
unpaid, having

I

by

including

exclusively, being

Headquarters Army
spring-like,

Sqraiikon,
27,1
Memphis
)
it’ell», Secretary of
the'lndi-

Porter,

FOB SALE.
A SCHOONER of the
following dimensions: length 73 feet, breadth 20 feet
4 incite*, depth 7 foet 8 inches—full poop,
45 feet in length, 86 inches in the clear.
The hull is just off the ways, thoroughly
rebuilt. Riggiug, spars and sails are about all new;
chains and auebors first rate. She is in ail respects
equal to new. Will be ready for sea in ten days.
A large carrier, a fast sailer, aud draws a light draft
Of water. Apply to
feb25 dlw
W. S. COCHRAN. Rockland.

DOLE.

A. T.

Amanda Loagee, Uallowell. Me; Mrs. D. N. Bidder.

Bristol. N. U ; Mrs Weedon, Holland. Vt; and haadreds of others, cured of bad cases of Br.mckille
Eld. A. C. Hodgkins. Vienna; Mrs. B. WoodsMe
Brunswick; Mr. Joseph Ford. Jefferson, Me; Mary
8. Burrough, Providence, K. I., and
many otfean
cured of the most distressing esses of 1‘ktkttie.
Mrs W W Porton, Topsham; Mrs F.
Winslow,
t artuouth; Mrs. J. H. Conant.
Richmond, Ma. eared
of cases ef IaAuenu aud
when everything
Cough
else failed. Children of D Tnrr, LitchAcld. of
Cast
J Lawrence, 1 armouth, and more than
twenty oft.
ere, eared of Croup, some of whose lives wen sated
iu lug.
tor common colon,
r* "•
horn MMit-'w. coughs, sore lungs, he thousands testify it is the best and cheapest ever used.
2Kbucl*tor ami I^$prptic (wnr.—C.
\\ hite ot Kichmond.Me my*—"It is the b«st srtkls
for Liver Complaint 1 have ever seen. It has bsnslltted my wife more than #100." Oeo. Webber.Lifchticld, Me., ssys, "It has worked wonders for nr
daughter, who has been three wars under doctors'
treatment without benefit. Your Liver
Regulator
has cured her. We had lost ail hope of her orttlnc
well
Mr. J. S. Carter. Watervtlle—"I have useo
two bottles and dud it double extra.
It is a valuable
medicine." Mrs. E Johnson, Pitwtoo. condi sd to

A LOT OF LAND. 93 fret on Free etreet.
Hiiii conUininK about 4000 square feet, with a block
.JLmJL of two three-storied brick Uouses thereon,
numbered 75 aud 77, containing 21 rooms and atticconnected with Paten //a//-a desirable location for
a BottnUng House, or for two private
dwelliugs.
Time and payments to suit the purchasers.
Tor further particulars
apply to DR THOMAS H.

URESLIN, or
IbbS d4w

/''VrS

felji
iMwfc

■

CHARLES MCSSEY.

tains 13

—

with all the conveniences, and
two families.
-ALSOI*ew No. 90 in Chestnut Street Church.
The above will be sold low if
applied for soon, as
m\ business take* me out of the State.
For terms. Ac call ou Freeman Bradford.
Esq,,
88 Exchange Street
Z. K. HARMON
fbbl8 3wd& w35
in

>

—

For Kale.
HOUSE AND LOT, No. 8 Cedar street,near
the new school house—lot 40 x by 80; conroom*

good order; is suitable for

Creditor*’ tfwfing.

A

Possession

A Valuable Property on Free SL
FOR SALE.

OR. CHADWICK

at

Store M

over

Inquire

jAnltf

Physician’s Notice.

SHOULDER

WHEN

To be Let.
in the

second story,
Middle street—Mitchell’s Building.
CHAMBERS
immediateh
of

EDWIN PARKER,
SIMON E. ARMSTRONG.
Feb.
Portland,
16,18C3.
f> bl9 dtf

For sale

I began to oter my remedial (br sale I waa
timid, and spoke cautiously,
fearing 1 aifht
act the <|Uack. But having proved them ui ail
forw
ot (*uch dbu-aoes u
they are adapted to. and ttiriag
the a»toui»hing effects of them in the care of
the
moot tls-fn-w-HigT ca#«a. in all clamee of
constitatioaa,
ami *ta*e* at diM>am*, and
baring received thousand*
of tretiiiiouials of the moat
flattering character, we
now speak with all boidnett, coutident that
they
7 are
above all other*.
L Tax GtutAT Gxxxxx Cocoa K EX IDT—For
alt daerases qf Ike Throat and
Lumps We refer In
a few cases.
N. Dickson, of Boston, Masa. Eld B
K Partridge, WhiteAeld. Me.-, Mr. 8.
Bradley VF
eana. Me.; Mrs. T.
Herley. Newcastle, Me* Mica

TeblT—eodSra

NO. 17 SILVER STRKK.T,
Directly oppoaite Milk Street.

Coopor's Shop

ON

lo Let.

Commercial Street, head of Hobson’• WharJ
Inquire of J. II. 1IAMLEN.
Office on Hobson's Wharf.
•ep4tf

Bangor, says: "I have used your
Laver Regulator with much profit to
mvself, and
think much of it." We have a great number ofsuch
testimonies contiunsllv coming.
S. Wsllcoxx'S Paix Cutis -Eld I Wight.August a. Bays: “It is the best thing for an irritated
throat and lungs, and for eolic. I ever saw." Eldar
A. C. Hodgkins Vienna, says, "It is
being suecewfullv used lie re for the cure of
diptheria. Send ms a
lot immediately; what 1 had is all sold." J
Wort*
fin. Stark, sars: "It takes the lead of all other articles of that description; it is
being used with rood
success for diptheria.
1 have not beard of a single
instance w here it has failed; send three dosen more."
D. X. Kidder, Bristol, X. U .says: "Your mediciaas
are doing wonderful
cures.especially the Pain Onr.
Une case of sciatic rheumatism has been cured
by one
bottle. It puts ‘Perry Davis' Pain KHer all in the
•hade" Win. Raker. Yarmouth, says he cured#
valuable horse ot lameness and swelled leg with tha
Pain Curer
Thonsands are being cured of vnriotM
pains, crtmos. colics, rheumatism,
urinary
troubles aud neuralgia, for which it is a sure curs.
Iu our store we retail teu times more of it than all
other liniments.
4.
WsLLeoxi's Diarrhea 8tr p.-This bus
cured huud reds of cases where eear\ thing slat Mind.
We warrant it to do more than any other preparation now known bv doctors or others.
6
Otra Japhdioi Bitters are very
1 highly
J prised and extensively used
N B
<>»r rtmtditt am purtlf
vtgelabU. Hh la
all ei« for old and yoong .male ud temale, la whatever condition of III,.
for our Circular and red the teetimooiae
Prep.red only by I. C Wr LXCOME fc CO Tarmouth, Me Sold by medicine dealer, rxleaMrety.
la Portland by U. U. Hay. C. E Beckett, aad
Thomac J. Loring.
febJI eodkwlamfca

TO LET.
Third Floor,
of Middle and
streets. Enquire at 8& State Street.
THE
corner

Tempi
JaulO

Heal Estate,
INVESTMENTS !
GREAT (HANOI FOR RARCAINS REFORE T1R R1S1!
20 HOUSES, at priera from 21000to 20000.
100 Hi U SE LOTS, at pricea from 2200 to 22000
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet of LAN If.
2 STOKE LOTS on Commercial Street.

HOSES

OOULD,

74

sprains,

HiddleSt.,

nov27 dtf

Ur STA122.

JN. W.
General

LUaMSDON,

Commission

merchant,

Ol (t 103 iVater

Street,
GEORGETOWN, D.

C.

tyi'all

IT Attention to the sale of Produce, Flour.Grain,
and General Merchandise. Vessels chartered.freights
procured, and busiuess generally attended to with
promptness and dispatch.
Kkitkks to— Leonard Cotton.Esq., Portsmouth.N. II.
I. F. Williams, Hampton. N. H
feb2 d3m

JL

ALL

Rl'-ADY!

Diptheria.
(OAS be prevented bv curing <'ought, Coldt .MeantV. Mil. ud all IrriiiltiM yxktTkromi and Brea
ekial t ruth, with ibe OrtaI German Armed,, Tak

JL

Ilium. I‘«hutivi
Clergy men. lawyer., teachlinger., and all who overtax the .trength of tha
vocal organ., and coiueuaently eaShr from irritation
and sore nee. of the throat, will Ind I hie medicine lavaluablc. It not only refieeer.but
carte.

er.,

Spring Style Silk Hats!
At

HARRIS', opposite

*A?K
frb2l—4w
is ed

TO

vit

by

the

Boards.

oo.ooo bottles soli>_xs
Wfllcome’s Important Rrmrdfta!

ily Grocer.

undersigned have this day formed
CopartTHE
nersliip. for the purpose of transacting the

••

•’

**
••

_

THE House on the corner of
Prospect
and Casco streets—the basement tinisbed for a store. A good stand for a fam-

Copartnership.

tt.On

fa.ouo

••

Spruce Plank,
Cheap Pine Boards.
UI.UOO Pine Clipboards—planed.
30.000 Spruce Clapboards.
100,000 Extra Cedar Sbinglet.
GEO t. FOSTER,
By
At the head of Union Wharf.
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1863.
dtf

teoond «nor, Middle Street, eentrellv aftuated
and eaejr of aceaae. Apply at No. 83 'Commercial Street.
feblO tf

reoeivinit daily, and serving np in every variety,

GROCERY

lei Middle Street.

feb23 dtf

HATCH,

Notice of

RALLY!

TOXS LIVERPOOL SALT, now lending
from ghip “Frank Pierce," at Centra
W barf, and tor sale in lots to suit purcbawn, br
7
C. M. DAVIg,
feb25 1 media*
117 Commercial Street.

MTHETnree

Portland.

ItF FRIED CLAMS served at all hours.

bast*

decided taste for the bwalJ. B HUDSON, Ja..
27 Market Sqaarw

or

UAO

York street—the lot containing about
12,0»JO feet of laud; the house well finished
and in good order. For sale on reasonable terms,
or would be exchanged for a
good modern built
bouse, in a good location.
For further particulars inquire of
JOHN C PROCTER.
Lime Street, adjoining the Post Office.

-AT BIR-

la

Enquire

MERCHANDISE.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE!

m. us iiciiiu st.,

Preae office.

feb» eodlw*

No. 27

SHAW8,

C/mw

at the

FEW respectable German gentlemen and one
Indr, of good address, with references as to la.
dually. Integrity, end morality, can And permanent

Jl'ST RECEIVED AT

/T55V OYSTER SALOON,

Ntol».

GERMANS,

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.
Story Dwelling House and Lot,

HATS and CAPS

T. S.

CO*

Hookmtt, tf. B.

A

fA. pie

fcb. 19

...

either

bu"ne£

EMPLOYMENT!

for Circular.
BRYANT.&TItATTON ft WORTHINGTON.

—

From California.
San Francisco, March 2.
Steamer Goldeu Age, from Panama, has arrived. She brought $8000 in treasure from
the wrecked steamer Golden Gate.

preferred.

feb!7

FOR SALE.

March 2.

Railroad Accident—boat of Ufa.
St. Louis, March 2.
While the 2flth Missouri volunteers, Col.
were
While,
Boyd
coining from Pilot Knob on
Saturday, a large tree fell across the track just
la-fore the engine, about thirty miles from
here, which resulted in wrecking the train,
killing three soldiers, seriously wounding five,
and slightly injuring from live to twenty.

ness

THE House and Land on the corner of Maand Pleasant streets, now occupied
li
by
UL Lemuel Gooding, Esq. For further particular* enquire of
WILLIAM H. GOODING.
feb27 d2w*
No. 108 Dm u forth Street.

FLOCK conatantly

edi*6w

or

a

?

an

FOR SALE & TO LET.

SPRINO

28, 1863.

provable

An Apprentice Wanted.
learn the Sign and Ornamental
rpo
painting
X new. one who baa

tehSdftwly

EDWIN I’AKKF.R.
SIMON F,. ARMSTRONG.

Feb.

agent of

an

son,

CORRESPONDENCE fC.,
practically taught.
A Scholarship issued by this Co'.Iege will be good
throughout the “Chain”—time unlimited. Call or

C8ABOS.

136 Middle Street.

Imniedlnlely,

oy which from 88 to 813 per week can be made. Perhaving leisure evening, can make from SO ceatg
to SI per evening. A
aampl with lull particulars
w»nt by mail to all who lnclo^
tbkii letter .tamos
H
1KA RUSSELL A
feb4 dim a

BOOK KEEPING, COMMERCIAL LAW. COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC, PENMANSHIP

CAX

(Signed)

Wanted

every town and village,
IN**»■«?
?n«M«‘an Bght lad

cation.

HAS

Navy

RefcEiS.Sieth^i-

important liuk in Bryant, Stratton ft Co.'s
Chain of Commercial Colleges, located in New
York, Philadelphia. Albany, Buffalo. Providence
Clear eland, Detroit, Chicago. St.
Louis, Tror, Brook 1
Ivu and Toronto, C. W.. and aftml* the best
possible
facilities for acquiring a thorough Commercial edu-

together with the usual variety of goods kept in a flrwt
elan grocerv, which they intend to sell at fair price.,
and to deliver to any part of the city ntiE ur

tf

lo

Address BUSINESS. Bo* 2330, Portland P. O.

IN——

Clapp's Hlock.Congress Ht

STREET,

Various Items.
Office Hours—From 10 to 12 a. x.
Nf.w York, March 2.
3 to 5 r. x.
Advices from Gualamala aver that State has
Kesidenee
188 Cumberland Street, between Chest
declared war against Salvador. Pres. Cassera
nut and Klin, and opposite the bead ol Cedar Sts.
has marched with a lorce of from 2,000 to
febl3 dim
0.000 men.
A Murfreesboro' letter says Gen. Kosecrans
Luxurftaut Whisker* and 2Vlon»has Issued an order prohibiting the Ciucimtati j
luchet
and
Times
from
Chicago
Enquirer
circulating j
hr jjroiru in tir wrtk*. by using Din in oin his army.
ham s Stimulating L nouint.
I'rice 60 cents
at
LoKIXb'a Drugstore.
Mayor Opdyke to-day vetoed the resolution per box.
•
Corner Exchange and Federal streets.
of the Common Council to give Fitz John I
Porter a public reeeptiou.
l riiss«»*: I'ruAMHi: Trtutfces!
l he Kedar bruuglit 2000 lades of cotton from
BRACES ! Shoulder Braces ! AbLiverpool.
duiuiual Supporters ! Dumb Hells! Dumb BelJs !

by
dispatch,
Potomac, 2d,
days
drying

aa
or
In soma
n
man who
loen bi. employer, a thousand
dollar.
W ould not object to
forming s Copartnership with
K.me one already In businem.
■
ed lor n few d.v.
only

like

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,

taken Office N«* I over Mr. Loring's
Drug
Store, corner of Exchange and Federal streets.

inting

SITUATION
Clark
Book-keeper
A
wholesale .tore, by young married
would

hy

Butter. €'hee«e. Lard. Flour.
.Moists*!**. Flail. Tons, Coffee,
Sugar*. Spices, Ac., Ac*.

Srime

approved July

~

opposite Milk St.—a complete assortment of choice

Portland, Feb. 18. 1863.

.LOST.

Wanted.

0r,b.T
,lp»,l,*g word
feb31—S TAT*

Store,

date.
A Lemberg dispatch of the 14th reports the
pickets of the insurgent Poles and the Russians in close proximity near Michor, and battle Is hourly expected. A dispatch of the 15lh
says the Russians have withdrawn, aud a battle did not take place.
The iusurgeuts have
captured several places, iu one of which nine
were
Cossacks
killed.
A Shanghai telegram of Jan. 10th says Barhas been dismissed from his command,
e was Geo. Ward's successor.
It is reported that the siege of Nankin has
been abandoned.
Latest.
The
Lotulon, March KVA.
Times says it is clear Unit the blockade of
Charleston has not beeu raised; there was not
even an intermission.
Tile Post takes the same view of it. and
says the suspension of the blockade for a few
hours did uot terminate it.
It is reported that the Embercr of Russia
will visit Paris in the spring,
llis object is
said to lie an ubderstanding as to common action in Belgium alter the demise of tbe King.
There is no later comiueicial news.
The Kedar passed, on the 18th, eighteen
miles east of Farthest Bock, steamer St.
George, bound east.

A post

WANTS

t®|

respectfully inform their friends and the
WOULD
public in general, that they have Just put iu

The steamship Kedar brings Liverpool papers to the ldtli, aud Loudon telegrams of that

j

%JT Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.
feb25 td

1.26
8,00

send

quality

Rhodes

pounds, four
was white to the
ankle; the other had a streak of white acroee the
heel. Any peraon who And. her shall be
suitably rewarded

GROCERIES.

FAMILY

0. hTK“;
eft
W. K

Kackleft,
.Trae,

Strayetl

PARKER & ARMSTRONG

N. B.—Beat
on baad.

Wheeler,

D Smith,
Cant L iw..n

MAKE, weighingSboat 1000
ABAY
yean, old. Her oS bind loot

••

NO. IT SILVER

E
A

TICKETS Si.00; Gallery 60 eeatato^"EEOOR
be had of the
Manager*, and at R. L*Robinson's
■nder^Lammnr Hall.Snd at Pain.'. Km. Sun

NORTH BRIDGTON, MAINE.

*•

FAMILY

W H Phillip.,

w8tSi*_

Bebjamib sYevebs, S T Cougres* St.
••
Kurus Moax*. 312
J 11. Kemp. 28 Preble St.
Kbkb True. 23 Portlaud .St.
Wm Hatch, 81
Gkoroe Fooo. 2*i Lime St.
J. G. Hakmob. 100 Fore St.
Thomas Shaw. Franklin St.
Staples k Chambkrlaib. 173 Com’! St.
James L. Sears. 2»j3 Commercial M.
David Youbij. 271
••
Cobb A Noyes, 179
James W. Tittle, 31 Fore St.
Summer Libby, cor. Portland k Grove 8ts.
E li. Jack k to. 70 Federal St.
Joshua Moses. Libby’* Corner.
Portlaud. Feb. 27. 1863.
lwd
febJ7

val of the

—

ACADEMY,

Jan31 d3awRw83

Re-setting,.

Chandler,

Manager*.

J. B.
O.W

HORSE-SHOEING-

Bar shoe*
per pair.
Snowball shot's per set.

Ball

Lancaster hall,

J
SJ'iV'SfJL
rrankG Rich,

Scale or Price*.—We the undersigned. Blacksmiths and Shoers, do agree to and hold ourselves
bound by the foliowiug scale of prices for our work
For new shoes per set,.fl.50
**
Toeing and setting per set,. ..75
**
Sharpening and setting,.
"

Complimentary

B. Barbertck.

J

THE

0.

Portland trill

-—OH—

eleven weeks.
C. E. Hilton.A. M.. Principal; Rer. Franklin Yeaton. A M., Vice Principal; Mrs. Elizabeth
llbton.
Teacher of Music; Miss L. K. Gibbs, Teacher of
Drawing and Painting.
The Trustees of this institution are
happy to announce to the public that the services of the Ror.
Franklin
eaton have been secured for the
Spring
Terra. Mr. Yeatou brings with him a rich
experience. and the well earned
reputation of a successful
teacher.
If sufficient encouragement is offered, a
Primary
Department will be formed under the supervision ol
Mrs. Hilton, to which students under twelve
years oi
age will be admitted for §2.00 per term.
Board near the Academy #2.00 per week, wood .»nd
lights extra. Students can reduce their expenses bv
7
boarding themselves.
Special attention given to those designing to teach.
Text Books supplied at Portland prices,
THOMAS II MEAD,
Secretary.
7
sr
North Bridgton, Jan. 20, 18*53.

1044

i»

Wednesday EvrninK,ltarek4,lMl.

Spring Term of this Institution will commence on Tuesday, Feb. 24th, 18d8. and
continue

JUST PUBLISHED, FOR SALE BY

Halifax, N. S., March 2.
The steamer Delta, from St. Thomas 20th
and Bermuda 26lh ult., has arrived.
She
makes tlie following report:
On the 12tli of February, lat. 24, Ion. 06, the
Florida captured and burnt the ship Jacob
Bell, bound from China for New York. The
Jacob Bell had 1000 tons of tea on Imard. Her
passengers and crew were transferred to a
Danish vessel, ami arrived at St. Thomas on
the 19th ult. The passengers—Mrs. Williams,
Mr. Johnson, and two Mr. Bells—have arrived
here in the Della.
Tlte cargo of the ship Jacob Bell was chiefly
for English accounts, and w as valued at $000,000. Insured in England and New York.—
The vessel and freight, valued at $100,000, are
insured iu New York and Bostou.
The government is a heavy loser, as tile duties would
have been $170,000.
The Uulted States steamer Alabama left St.
Thomus ou tlte 20lh ult., iu search of the
Florida.
The steamer Columbia, which run the block,
ade at Wilmington, N. C., lias arrived at St.
George, with a cargo of cotton and tobaccoThe Columbia reported the arrival at Wilmingtou ol the steamer Uirafl'e.

Bu^ope^A.rri

BRIDGTON

one year certificates. !
97
Gold.171f

Another Blockade Runner*

Jr cm

(U

United States demand notes..171#
United States 6’s 1881 registered. 100
United States 0’s 1881
coupons,.1004
United States 5’s 1874 coupons,.
97
’*

at

jfft

CHAHDIEE!

H.

mar be made to the
H. Dl'KGIN,
No. 28 High Street.

Casco Street Seminary,

New York. March 2.

United States fl’s
American

A

filing Institution for the instruction of
young laM. dies and misses, will be
re-opened on Monday,
V?der the ch*rgo «f the former Principal, Mi**!!. Hawked.
The course of study will embrace all the
branches
usual.y attended to in such institutions
1 here will also be a
department for Children.
For terms, Aapplication mar he made to
the
at 217 Cumberland
street, after March 7th.
Principal,
Furtlaud, Feb. .4, 1933.
ed3w*eod3w«

Stock Market*

Florida.

One Day Latrn-

For terms, Ac., application

feblHdiw*

bags.
Wool—firm.

Treasury 73-lOths....!

ttrand

THE
March 2d.

Liverpool—unchanged

the Pirate

Destroyed by

NO. 28 HIGH STKEET.
Spring Term of this School for Young i*.
d.*e«Jau<1 ***••**» will commence on Mondav

Principal.

D H

Aw*“‘‘«“
uTlTooX- oJlU Ho'?™,0™'"*

SELECT

45.
Petrolium oil— heavy; sales 100 bblsat 22 for crude
and 38 'a) 43 for refined.
Tallow—very heavy, sales 170,000 lbs; 13 for common and 13] for choice eastern.
Freights to
; cotton noml*
nal; flour Is 10]d; grain 6]
74 in bulk and ships*

omplimentary Teatimoaia, (?\

cl

visit the School.
M A
ITincip*!.

JOHNSON.

feMl d2w

Pork—unchanged.
Sugars—quiet and firm; New Orleans 10] r® 12.
Cowe—quiet.
Molasses—firm; sales New Orleans at 60 (g 67;
Muscovado

Erie.
Pacific Mail,.

P,,‘Me address the Principal.

cordially lurked to

Beef—dull.

OX (

7

weeks.

-ircu,a7/
1 treats are

«JbRvered^mbcr

U. S. Steamer Alabama in Pursuit of her.

proviso,

'■

Jacob Bell

one

lUT^t

fourth OF MARCH

THBSprlng
begin March 4th, 1968. and continue twenty

5

Michigan Southern,.

EXTERTA INMEXTS.

Franklin Family School lor Boys,
TOPS HAM, ME.
Term of this highly successful School
will

J

The hill establishing tile guage of Pacific
railroad at 4 feet 8 1-2 inches was passed.
The House has passed the following Senate
bills:—One providing that the Supreme Judicial Court of tlie Uuitud States shall hereafter
consist of one Chief Justice and nine Associate Justices, oue of whom shall hold court
on new circuit of California aud
Oregon; one
granting alternate sections of land to Kansas
for railroads and telegraphic purposes; oue
with amendment as substitute providing that
there shall be appointed one midshipman between 14 and 18 years of age, for each member and delegate in the House, to lie recommended by the members aud delegates of the
present Congress, and to immediately form a
class according to the present regulations aud
qualifications for admission; one giving the
right of pre-emption to settlers on the Soscal
Kanclie, California; oue authorizing the Postmaster General to take measures to avoid
losses to the department owing to the failure
to prepay foreign correspondence; one giving
to soldiers discharged
in consequence of
wounds or sickness the same bounty as if they
had served two years; one providing for the
removal ot certain bands of Sioux Indians
from Kansas; one merging the brandies of
army engineers; oue authorizing the President to confer brevet rank on such commissioned officers as have or may hereafter distinguish themselves by gallant action, such
brevet not to carry additional pay; one to
carry into effect the recent convention with
Pennsylvania for the settlement of claims,
providing for the appointment ol two commissioners and other officers; one to facilitate the
tiling of ktestimony to be used in foreign
countries for legal purposes; one to incorporate an institution for the education of colored
youths of tlie District of Columbia.
At 11.45 the House adjourned.

8hip

EDUCATIONAL.

New YORK. Maroli!2.

Colton—-heavy and lower; sales 900 bales at 88 a
90c for middling
upland*.
t lour—State ana Western lees active and 5c
lower;
Kxf,a6»io a 7 75; Mixed to good 7 70<M 8 20:
Fancy
and Extra 825 «jli)30; I'anadA doll and
drooping;
Common 7 75 « 8 10; F.xtra 8 20
9 50.
\\ heat—1(>*» active hut without material
change;
bicavo spring 1 44 a) 1 03; Milwaukee club 1 64
S
1 ii2; Amber Iowa 1 73 a 1 75: Winter Red Western
1 80 o> 1 8.5: Wbit do
1 97
°rn
closed lc lower with less
doing; Mixed
VV estern sound 97 % 99.
Oats—firm; sales moderate.

cent.

_

Grand Trunk Railway for the
Feb. 21st, were,
Corresponding week last year,

Mew York Market.

City passed.
Mr. Morrill, of Vermont, from the Committee on Ways and Means, reported a bill, which
passed, in relation to the revenue and reducing
the duty on printing paper from 35 to 20
per

31.

Mr. Clark offered an amendment
providing
that any officer or private coining into possession of any snch abandoned property, shall
turn the same over to the agent of the treasa guaranty that every
ury. Adopted.
garment that goes ont
Mr. Davis offered an amendment that any
of his establishment shall not only be a com; officer plundering any pro|>erty, or bartering
in
all
shall
fit,
but,
suit
plete
the puror selling cotton, rice or tobacco, or
respects,
aiding
chaser.
any one else, shall be dismissed from service,
and be forever iucapnhle of holding any office
Heal Estate.—We learn that the
place in the service.
proprie- or Mr.
Wilson read an extract from a letter
tors of the Portland Athena-um have
sold the
from Gen. Butler, thanking him ( Alison) for
vacant land
to
belonging
them, lying north
defending iiiin from imputations made against
and west of their
building ou Plum street, to him in the Senate; among others that he had
Mr. Kben Steele, for $4500. We also learn I taken the plate and furniture of Alex. Bothers
for his own use. Bothers escaped from New
that it is con le in plated to
carry the present
Orleans without taking the oath of allegiance,
passage w ay in rear of the Middle street block,
on a pass procured by a
professed Union man,
extending from Plum to Union street, further who turned out to be a scoundrel. Bothers
was
or
one
the
rebel
Provost
Marshals, who
down, so as to deepen the stores on Middle
destroyed property on the arrival of the Union
street.
The statement made in one of the
troops. He (Butler) had taken possession of
daily newspapers yesterday that this portion
Bothers' plate and furniture, and turned them
of the Athcineuin lot brought as much as the
over to Gen. Banks’quartermaster.
He (Butler) is especially tliuukliil for the offer of a
whole cost is not correct.
committee of investigation, and is ready at all
times to account for his conduct, though he
should not answer to newspaper slanders.
BY
After further discussion the amendment was
rejected—18 against 22.
-TO THEMr. Doolittle renewed his amendment to
strike out the section authorizing the treasury
EVEAIXU PAPERS.
agent to purchase property in the insurrectionary districts. Agreed to—24 against 14.
Mr. Chandler said the hill was worthless,
Reports from Washington.
and moved to table it. Rejected—17 against
New Yoke. March 2.
20—and the bill passed.
The Times dispatch says the rebels on the
Mr. Willey presented the credentials of Hon.
Rappahannock lor two days refused to hold X,. J. Bowden, elected Senator from Virginia
communication with our troops under the usufor six years from the 4th of Mareli.
al Hag of truce.
A message was received from the President
lte|iorls from the army ot the Potomac say
transmitting a COIIV Ol the rnrri'snomh.nro
the roads are in a worse condition than ever
with the working men of England: also transbefore.
mit ting the dispatch to Secretary Seward from
Tlie report of the McDowell Court of Inthe U. S. Consul at Liverpool, with the address
quiry censures Gen. McDowell for leaving his of the distressed operatives to the New York
command on the evening of the 27th of Au- ; Relief Committee and
inhabitants; also transgust, to meet Gen. Pope at Mauassas Junction | mitting a joint resolution of the legislature of
without orders, and during which alisence
New Mexico, accepting the benefit of an act
Gen. King's division was attacked by the reb- i
granting lands for the benefit of a college of
els.
The Undingof tile court is approved by
agriculture and the mechanic arts.
the President.
Mr. Trumbull, from the committee of ConIt is stated that the President will immediference on tile indemnification hill, made a reately call out 000,OIX) men under the conscripport.
tion bill.
Mr. Richardson objected to its reception,
Gen. McClella ,'s testimony yesterday relaton the ground that it contained new matters
ed principally to the battle of Williamsburg, ! not in the hill or
amendments as they were
which he said was fought against his
judg- sent to the committee.
ment.
After some discussion, Mr. Wall moved to
postpone tile further consideration of the hill
Reported Daring Reconnoiaance of Charlesuntil to-morrow.
ton Harbor by Oen. Foster.
Mr. Trumbull offered an amendment repealing the payment of money not exceeding $300
New Yoke, March. 2.
for exemption. Rejected.
The Times has the following:—A private
After some discussion the report was postletter from Port Royal makes the following
curious statement:—“Gen. Foster took a capponed until 7 o'clock.
Mr. Fessenden, from the Finance Committain and 30 men from the 10th Connecticut
Regiment, just before he went north, and made tee, reported hack the internal revenue hill
with
amendments.
a recoilnoisauce.
They entered Bull’s Bay,
Mr. Anthony moved an amendment to exnorth of Charleston harbor, and lauding there
marched through the enemy’s pickets, within
empt persons from the provisions of enrolling
on account of religious scruples.
full sight of Charleston and even to within
Mr. Richardson opposed the amendmenl,on
view of Fort Sumter at a mile and threethe ground that then* were pcnple who should
quarters distant—so near that the officers from
take their chances with others. The amendthe parapet of the fort could see them. They
ment was rejected.
returned unharmed and think there is every
Mr. Pendleton offered an amendment as a
reason to believe a successful attack can lie
that no persou of African descent shall
made upon the Babylon of rebellion from a
be
commissioned as an officer in the service.
quarter deemed unassailable.”
Adopted—yeas 18, nays 17.
Mr. Lane offered an amendment to Mr. PenCavalry Reconnoi-ance from Centreville to
dleton's hill, so as to make it read “no person
Falmouth.
of African descent shall be commissioned as
New Yoke, March 2.
an officer except as company officers,
composA recounoitering parly, under command of
ed exclusively of African descent.” Adopted
Col. Percy Wyiidhaiii, which left Ceutreville
—yeas IP, nays 17.
ou Friday, reached Falmouth
yesterday, and
The bill passed—yeas 26. nays 16.
reports having passed through Warreuton,
A petition from W. C. Jarett was presented,
where they foimd twen’y-flve of the rebel c .vfor iuimcdiate action on the bill adalry, who made their escape. At Elk Run and praying Colorado.
Licking Run they came upon a few more, and mitting
Tin* internal revenue bill was taken up. An
captured about a dozen. No rebel force is at amendment w as
adopted fixing the license of
Culpepper. Col. Wyudham made a splendid retail
liquor dealers at $20. The amendment
march considering the state of the roads and
taxing deer skins 3 cents each was struck out.
the constant obstructions he met with from
The amendment taxing all steam engines, inthe rising streauiscluding locomotives, 1 1-2 per cent, was disagreed to, and a tax of 3 |«*r ceut. advalorem
Cbeertng Reports from Vicksburg.
on marine engines substituted.
New Yoke, March 2.
An amendment was adopted that on raw or
The Herald’s Washington dispatch says dism an u file tim’d cotton
grown in countries bepatches received from Geu. Grant give much yond the Cape of Good Hope, when iin|>orted
from this side of the (jape, shall nay no greatencouragement to the President and Secretary of War.
They express the utmost confi- er duty than is imposed on the same article
dence of favorable results at Vicksburg.
It
when imported directly from places beyond
seems General Grant
ouly asks lour or five the Cape.
The hill was report<*d to the Senate and
days good weather to complete his arrangements, which military authorities were all
paseed.
convinced will result not merely in the capThe report of the committee of Conference
ture of Vicksburg, but also the rebel army
on the indemnifying hill was taken
up.
concentrated there.
Mr. Wall opposed the bill, and considered
the last hope of liberty gone il it passed. lie
Convicted of Treason—The Indiana Legislamade special reference to his own incarcerative Trouble.
tion, and said vengeance sooner or later was
sure to overtake tyrants,
March
l.
Lniiiaxapoms, Ind.,
In the U. S. District Court, lour persons
ft [A note from the reporter of the Senate
charged with resisting the military authorities states that the prospect favors a daylight sesin the arrest of deserters, were couvicted of
sion, and the time will probably be consumed
treason.
in speeches and dilatory movements.]
The minority of the Legislature is still abholme.
On motion of Mr. Washhurne, the Secretary
sent, and unless a compromise is effected with
the majority, no further legislation will be had
of the Treasury was authorized to issue registhe preseut session.
ters to eel tain vessels, in accordance with the
prayer of the petitioners.
The House receded from its amendment to
Extra Session of the Senate.
the Senate hill, lo act regulating the judicial
Washington, March 2.
system of the United States. The amendment
President Lincoln 1ms issued a proclamagave the District Court of Admiralty jurisdiction calling an extra session of the Senate to
tion over the lakes and adjacent waters.
meet on the 4th day of March, at noon, to reThe House passed the Senate hill granting
ceive aud act upon such communications as
lauds to Wisconsin and Michigan for military
may be made to it on the part of the Execuroads.
tive. These communications will maiuly, if
The House concurred in the Senate amendnot altogether, include military aud civil nomments to the bill granting to the Independent
inations.
Telegraph Co. line, extending from Portland
to Washington, the privilege to extend their
No Discrimination Against foreign Shipping
wires into the District of Columbia.
in Peru.
The amendment grants a similar privilege
Washington, March 2.
to any other Company.
Official notice has been given of the decree
The
House passed the Senate bill authorizof the Peruvian Government Umt a foreign
ing the Paymaster Genera! to take immediate
flag may enjoy in Peru all the privileges of the
measures for the payment of sick and wounded
National Mercantile Marine, remaining subject
soldiers in convalescent camps and hospitals,
to tliu laws aud regulations of Ihe Custom
within 00 days.
House.
The House passed the Senate bill to organize
signal corps, after amending it.
The Steamer Princess Royal.
The House, 07 against 45, concurred in the
New Yoke, March 2.
reports of the Committee ol Conference on
The prize steamer Priucess Royal, at Philathe disagreeing notes of the two Houses, to
delphia, has been purchased by the Governindemnity the President and other persons for
ment for $112,000.
suspending the privileges of the writ ofhabeas
corpus.
Mr. Porter, from the Committee of ConferFlattekino Notice.—Hon. Mr. Cox, a
ence, made a report u|>on the disagreeing
Democrat ol Ohio, Is wooing South Carolina,
votes on the hill amendatory to the act estabwho appears to be an old (lame, of
ills, in these
touching strains; and utters his serenade in lishing the Court of claims, which was adopted.
The bill as now amended and passed provides
Washington Congress:
for two additional judges and retains the presO Caroline, Caroline-, child of the sun
ent jurisdiction of the Court.
We can never forget that our hearts have been one
The House took up the Senate bill re-organOur foreheads both sprinkled in
iabert} 'r name
From the fountain ol blood and the river of flame'
izing tbe Courts of District of Columbia, and
authorizing the appointment of new judges.
You were alwavs too ready to Are at a touch.
Mr. Pendleton moved to table it.
llut we said
she is hasty—she does uot mean much ’’
No quorum voted finally.
Wo have scowled when you uttered some turbulent
Alt. Kellogg proposed a compromise that
threat;
But Friendship still whispered—" F'orgivc aud for*
the House take a recess until seven o’clock,
get."
and that the further consideration of the hill
O Caroline, Caroline, child of the sun,
he postponed till to-morrow at three o'clock.
there are battles with fate that never can be won!
This met with a general acquiescence.
The star-tins ing banner must never be furled.
The House took a recess until 7 o’clock.
For its blossoms of light are the hope of the world!
firming session.—Mr. Davis, from the ComIt would seem that such a melody might
mittee on Elections, reported abill authorizing
melt the heart of the palmetto log. Hut the
the acting Governors of Teun. and Louisiana
fair creature is coy. Perhaps site is aware
to issue writs of election for Representatives
that the seductive song of the impassioned
to Congress, according to the laws of those
swain means. Help us, Caroline, to a DemoStates. The bill passed 104 against 27.
cratic ticket for the next Conyrexn, aial
Bill authorizing the appointment of an Asyou
duill hacr part of the dealing*. Have we not
sistant Treasurer of the United States was
O
child of the sun, lived and loved
always,
passed.
and stolen together? How often have our
An amendment was adopted providing that
h*uds met in the pocket of the same Innocent
the salary of no Collector shall exceed $5000
public and fondly pressed one another. With- exclusive of office expenses.
out our dear South the Democrats can
An amendment was adopted laying a tax of
plunder no more. Without
thee, that once unter- two per cent, on nil ships, steamboats, canal
raied party pines in inaction and
it is
Isiats and all other vessels or water crafts
despair;
one blade ol a
pair of scissors; it is the half hereafter bnllt by consent.
of a hook and eye! So
The House laid on the table the Senate bill
sings the swan of the
Oluo. Will Caroline hearken to the
to survey and sell the Mendoulcino reservation
gay seducer
[Richmond Enquirer, Feb. 20.
in California.

The Hour© passed the Senate joint resolutlon of thanks to Gen. Kosecrans, and officers
and men under his command, lor
gallantry
and good conduct at Murfreesboro.
Mr. Sheffield reported a hill from the Chamber of Commerce, in relation to the revenue
and to punish frauds. Passed.
Mr. Sedgwick reported from the Naval
Committee, the Senate bill authorizing the
President to issue letters of marque a.ui reprisal. Passed.
The Senate's resolution authorizing the
Committee on the Conduct of the War to
cunliuue its session 30 days alter the adjournment of Congress to complete their examination of important witnesses was passed.
The bill locating the branch mint at Karson

the

ptrmamtmllg
Trotiraony of Dr. SUme, of Loaelaa.

Postoffice.
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"Diptheria ie one of the mint fetal dieeaeee of modern timee, aud he who
<ugge»t. menu to .rival It.

U. 8. INTERNAL REVENUE

to arreet it iu iu conree. aud render it mild and
manageable, la truly a benefactor of hie race. Medicine like thi. ought to be iu every feniily la the
oountrv." For .ale bv
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iF Consumption aud Catarrh, aud all disease* ol
Throat and Lungs, successfully treatedby Inba
lation,
By C. Moms, M. D.,
aul8’02eod
Corner Smith and Congress St*.

the

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
In Merchants' Bank Building, Exchange St.
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"Well, where’* Ariel ?” said Mr. Arkwright,
as Felex stumbled into the library.
"I don’t know, sir; but there's one thing I

,_POETRY,_
BY ALICE CABY.

Once when we were making hay.
Weakly little Simon (iray
Came to work on shares.
Par away I saw him pass,
While I lay along the grass,
Idly setting snares!

Pale his face was, and his leg
Was no bigger than the peg
Where I hung my bat.
All with briars his feet were scratched,
Old his trousers were, and patched.

Fetherbee.
It was just

And too short at that!

“Halloo, Simon! throw away
Your rake,” I cried; “don't mind the hay—
Come and see my snares!”
“Oh,” he said, “the hay is dry.
And right well you know that 1
Came to work on shares!”

comedy

a

Freight

flowers of double red.
Growing higher than my head.”
Sadly he replied:
are

The

to

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o'clock. P. M.
These easels are fitted up with due accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers lietween New York
and Maine. Passage 96,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded bv this line to and from Montreal,
<ju<-l>ec, Bangor, Bath. Augusta, Eastport aud St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
slearners asearly as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freieht or passage apply to
F.MtJtY' k FOX. brown*.’Wharf, Portland.
It. It. CKOMWELI, k CO., No. 86 Wet Street,
New York.
Dec. 8.18 S.
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run as

hay,

free will
direful ill,

disgrace,

to me.

_MISCELLANY.
SKATING INTO
What

MATRIMONY.

_HOTELS._

clear cold day It was! the earth all
wrapped in white, sparkling snow—the Irozen
river gleamed in the distance like a ribbon of
steel! How the wind shook the cedar boughs
drooping over the stained glass casements of
Mr. Arkwright's library; but it could gain no
entrance to the pleasant room.with its crimson
walls and ruby velvet, and polished grate,
heaped high with glowiug anthracite.
“Tap, lap I” came softly at the door, and Mr.
Arkwright looked up from bis book.
“Come in!”
“It is only me, sir! I called to see if Miss,
Ariel would like to drive down to the river
and look at tlie skaters tills afternoon I”
“Look at them!" repeated Mr. Arkwright,
good-humoredly. “Why, she’s one of the performers, instead of being a spectator! She
went down an hour ago with Tom Havens!"
“Tom Havens!”
Mr. Felix Felherbee's whiskered under jaw
dropped—he lingered nervously at his eye
a

BLACKSTOttE HOUSE,
118

Hanover Street.Boston.

Formerly Mansion House—conducted on
the
plan. The subscriber has
above House, and newly furnished it
1 he House is now open to the public.
A. I*. MORRISON, Proprietor.

European

HOUSE.”

“ELM
TH E

undersigned respectfully

informs the
public that he has leased the above House,
ou Federal Street, Portland,
nd invites
the travelling community to call and soe if
be knows “how to keep a botei." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t ible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducements he holds out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the “Forest City.”

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
Portland. Ang. 19. 1802
dtl
HATH HOTEL,

ft

glass.
“Why, yes—Tom’s

By C.

fjjjSDl

rattier lmndy on a pair
of skates, and lie’s been teaching inydaug liter.
I’m glad you are here, Felix,” added Mr. Arkwright, “for to tell the truth. I don’t exactly
like Ariel to be so much with Mr. Havens.
Not but that lie’s a flue, frank young iellow,
but then, you know, he
on bis
profession—O, well, you understand all these

PL U M M K

M.

v.

886, Washington St., Bath.
•* •Terms fl per day. 8table conna*^

with house.

Bath. June 28.1862.
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SAHADAHOCK HOUSE,
Alfred Carr,
Proprietor.

depends*solely

things, Fetherbee!”
“Certainly, sir,” said Felix, the perfumed.
“And I’ve suspected this long while that

BATH. MAINE.

•—

THE

of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
-from the
>i»rf affords one of the most
nvitmg retreats from the dust auri turmoil of our
cities.
arge.
The 8aoadahock is one of the finest, most
spadona, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Post
Custom
Landing,
Office,
House, Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.
Terms Moderate by tbe Week sr Day.

you were a little interested in Ariel”—
“I adore her, sir." said Felix, energetically.
“Then off to tlie river with you, quicker
than a flash, my boy! Of course you skate ?”
“O yes, sir—that is. I’ve never tried, but It’s
easy enough, I don’t doubt J”
Mr. Arkwright raised ids eye-brows rather
doubtfully, but Felix had disappeared. The
idea of Ariel Arkwright's skating jvith Tom
Havens drove him wild.
•

Bath, June 23,1BG2.

•*••**

12

M ISCELLANEOUS.

—

to

a

these congreat fun,

but I must confess I don’t see it.”
“Oh, you'll alter your mind soon,” said Tom.
Just see how simple it is.”
Away he glided, iu marvelous curves anil
angle*, andfetme up again with sparkling eyes
and flushed cheeks.
“Ariel, shall we try it again ?”
“Excuse me sir,” said Felix, loftily. “Mr.
Arkwright wished that I should skate with
Miss Ariel.”
“As site don’t propose skating on the palms
of her hands or the back of her head, I don't
see that your plan is practicable,” said Tom
provokiugly, as be and Ariel vanished.
“Hang these skates!” said Felix, “they won’t
stand still. Well, if Torn Havens can scud
about in that fashion, I don't see why I can’t.
Here g >es!”
he had

1

j

**
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Of various descriptions.

ALSO ON HAND

JOLT

ROPE

CORDAGE, AC.,

For sale by

LE MKSURIER & CHAMPION,
SI. Peter Street,QUEBEC.

UP*8ampleson hand, and
J.

Oct. 11—6m

T.

orders taken by
PATTEN k CO.,
Front Street. Bath.

wuiiiuinii »

be sold

private sale,
public auction,
WILL
by order of the lion. .Judge of Probate within
ltd for the
of
at

or

Cumberland, on Wednesday,
County
•larch the 18th dav. in the A M 11 o’clock, at the
luelliug 01 Ellen Jacobs of Westbrook, in said Connv, < uarriiati of Elias M.. t.e* rgr B.. Asa K.. and Arhur It Jacobs. minors and heirs of Elias Jacobs,
ate of said Westbrook, deceased, the following real
state situated in Westbrook aforesaid, and
subject to
he life estate ot Eliza Pickett, to wit: five-seventh

>arts of three acres of land situated in Htnmdwater
dllage, in common and undivide<I with Nahum
*'ickett and Ellen Jacofst, who own the other twoeveutli parts of said laud, and situated iu the rear
if the house now occupied bv Ellen Jacobs.
ELLEN' J ACOHtS. tiuardian.
Also, at the same time and place w ill be sold the
mo-seventh part of said land owned by Ellen Jacobs,
ind all the life estate of Elisa Pickett of afoiesaid
and
fehandlawfw

ZYLOBALSAMUM,
The great unequalled P’eparatlosa far
Restoring. Invigorating, llenatlfylag
and Dressing the Hair,
Rendering It *oft. sllVv and glorsv, and rii«poting It to
remain in any desired poeitb-n ; qnic ly cleansing the
scalp, arresting the fill and imparling a healthy and
natural color to the liair.
IT HIVF.lt FAIT*

To Restore

|

i*rty

Hair

TO

Its Original Youthful Color
vs vvo\ vv

iiiMiu.

Wye,

Rut acta directly upon the r'.*efa rf the 11 air. giving
them the natural nouti'hnx rt r» ruin d pr during the
same vitality and luxnricu* quantity h» in youth

Vov ~5»aA‘vcs vvwv\ C\\v\Avcyv
require* frequent dressirg the Zvlobalhas no equal. No lady's toilet
i* complete without it
Bold by Druggist* throughout the World.
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE

^

R.
Is

J9iUreenwicti Street ,_Mew-York City.

■

!

!

Marble Chimney Piece*. Monumental
Grindstones.

an” M

3

AfJJd6016pnMr0rS“°
The 2.00 P. M. train
and

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving

effectual aft* all others have faileil,
is desigued for both married and sinole ladies, and is the very best thing
known for the purpose, as it will
bring on the monthly sickness in cases
of obstructions, from any cause, and
after all..other remedies of the kind
have bee,, tried in vain.
OVER »■*« BOTTLES have now
been sold without a tingle failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any cate.
TF“It is put tip in bottles of three
different strengths, with full directions lUf using, and wnt by express,
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRICES—i'ull strength, *10; halt strength, *6;
quarter strength. 98 per bottle.
REMEMRER— 1'hit medicine it designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
qf the kind hare failed to cure; alto that it it tearranted at represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
WARE OF IM! TA TIONS! None genuine and warranted, unless purchased
if Dr.
M. at his R-medial Institute for Special id senses.
No. 29 Union street, I’rovidence, R 1.
his Specialty embraces all diseases of a private nature, both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty ) ears' practice,
giving them his whole attention
IS*1*Consultations by letter or otherwise are strictly confidential .and medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all parts of the United
State*. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and ouiet retreat, with good
care, until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thon.sand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, w ithout any
benefit to those who pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, and whoso only
recommendation j* their own false and extravagant
of themselves. If, therefore,
assertions, iu
you would avoid twing humbugged, take no man’s
word, no matter what hit pretensions are, but
MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost you nothing, aud
may save you many regrets; for. aaadvertising physician*. in nine cases on. of ten, are bogus, there Is
no safetv hi trusting any of them, unless you know
who and what
are.
rr I>R. M. will send free, bv enclosing one
•tamp as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEN, and ou Prirate Idseases generally, giving ftill
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertis.ng physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of ANY' CONFtPENCE WHATEVER
attended to. Write
r*r< irders by mail
youraddres#plainly, and direct to DR. MA ITlSoN,
as above.
decbdawlvdu
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directly

Free.
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Provisions.

rhtty Beef and Pork lc, I
Lard, Bacon and Hams
2c. Butter and Cheese 4c
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Tailor,

8TREET,

Portland, Aug. 6.1332.

No. 27 Union

S,

Street, Portland, Me.

•et
up in the best manner.
AJI orders in city or country
personally attended to
I. D. MERRILL.
JOII BOND. B. D. MERRILL.

aug4dly
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ARROWY,

At 02 Middle Street,
Opposite the Custom House,

■save on hand, and are
receiving
bst and most desirable styles of

daily

Fancy Doeakina
ALSO,

A

FULL

OF TNI

CLOTHING,

-ABD-

Gentlemen’s
which

we

will

Famishing Goods,

sell at prices to suit the times.

Portland. Xov. 19.1832.
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WOODMAN, TRUE A CO,
Importers and

Foreign

Wholesale

Dealers in

and Domestic

Dry Goods,

I.A.UFACTIRIRS AW JOBBIRS OF CMTIIM,

aut^ndft oil

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

I'AIRBANKS*

Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
reim*dy, they tnay learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.

From injuries received in my right eye, when a
Shot
100tbs *9?al0
I
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
>rop. *11 a 12
iuck. 12@124 i consequence of which I suffered constant
martyrSoap.
dom.
Every moment of my waking life was embit'hity 35 |>c ad ral.
and
I
was
Prunes.84-6 10); >-ath<* k (jore’*. Trowtered,
frequently unable to sleep at night.
Kail Itosid Bonds.
Floar—Portland insp
bridge k Smith** ExA variety of remedies had been resorted to withof the second mortgage Bonds of the
#7 25 « 7 60
tra No 1#> lb
.915 9|
Superfine
out
and
I
entertained the purpose, as a last
Kennebec and Portland Railroad t o., with all
success,
Fancy.7 50 67 75 •arnily do.81* 84
He interest coupons thereon due on the 15th of OcKxtra. 8 0068 37 k’o. 1.7?
resort, of having the ball takon out of its socket, in
ft
are
ober, 1862.
hereby requested to deposit the same
Family.8 50a8 75 ■lafcleNo.l.0ja.fi?
the hope of thus finding relief.
n my hands, for which
Kxtra Superior 9 0069 50. 'tar.64@ 5J I
receipts will be given and
In the meantime, most providentially. I noticed
lereafter exchaiiffed for certificates of stock in the
Western extras 8 12 6 8 50,
‘astile.lfifcal"} j one
"
i'OKTLAXDfc Kknnkbec Kailkoap. (a new organday in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHfamily .8 25«9 00 rant*’*.9 (*94
as
a>
the
soon
books and certificates can be
zation,)
superior 8 876 9 00 Spiers.
ARD’S EYE WATER. I had never heard ol it be)repared, in accordance with a vote of said f'ompa8 25a8 60 fhity:
Ohio extra
Ginger Itnot 6c, fore, but determiued to try it, and did, with the most
J. S. CUSHING,
iy, Nov. 8. 1862
family.. 8 766m 00 iiround dinger 8c, PepTreasurer Portland k Kennebec Railroad.
Canada su|>erNo.1 8 006
per and Pimento 12c, j delightful results. In a very few’ days the painful
declSdtf
Augusta. Dec. 16. 1862.
StLonieFavBrtidslO 6)114 Cloves lfie. Cassia 10c,
rritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
Southern 111.do do.9r a 10)
Cassia Buds 20c, Cinnalight, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
Petapsco Family 11 jail) mon 25c, Mare and Xut1 now keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
lb.
Rye Flour.4® 4J megs 80c
Corn Meal.4J(6 4)< a*«ia
lb.47 i54«c
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
lb
Buckw’t Fl'r P
3)c 6*] love*.38 a4o
Internal Revenue Stamps.
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be w ithGrata.
!' • injjer, (Race)-86 (a,36
out it for any amouut of money. I take occasion to
4 KELL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
Duty ('om and Oats 10c, iinjrer, (Africa) 85 (*flfi
Pye anil Harley 16c. and dace.88 (oiftO
my office. No. W2 Commercial street ; and the
say, further, that my wife used to suffer severely at
k
6u.
iitim
From
(Cheat 20c p
jf*.93 @96
public will lie expected to use them on and after this
times from protracted pain in and over her eyes and
Hr. Provinces free.
late, (January 1,1868.)
Vpper,. 28 (a 30 *
When sold in sum* less than one dollar, payment
Rye.9661 90 ’imento.24 @26 ; she has found Poor Richard’s Eye Water a sovOats.60 662
Seeds.
•oquired in Postal • urrency.
ereign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
South Yel. Com. 1 036106 fhity Linseed lfic
6ti., j relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
Office HoCR*-9to 12$ AM; 2to4$ P. M.
Corn, Mixed ...1 0061 05 Canary *1 p 6u., MusNATIi’L J MILLER, Collector
Bariev.105(al 20 tard 3c *> lb.
personally received, 1 cannot but commend the prep1st District State of Maine.
jatil2 dtf
Shorts pton.. *23 6)25 Herd* liras*.*353 26
aration to all who have been sufferers like myself.
Fine Fee.).27 ft3u kVestern f< .'lover. 12(513
!
P. 8. HENSON,
G r iadstaaes.
fled Top.93{m 3j I
Eclectic Medical
Pastor of Broad Stroet Baptist Church.
.insoed.3 @
Duty Hough—free.
|
Rough, p ton... .*20625
Hilary.4j@ 44 |
Residence 1430 Poplar St„ Philadelphia.
to
Pre#ed.86Q40 Sugar.
ty Numerous certificates of a similar character
GsNBsw4sr«
9uty: Me/ado2c,not1abore
HUGHES p.rticulmrly iivlu»»ll L*dle« who
Duty Valued at less than Xo. 12 2p5, (NM Xo. 12 I might be furnishedneed a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
20c P lb 6c. orev 20c 6c
and not above Vi 3c,ab<»re |
> Temple Street, which
they will fiud .arranged for
Xo. 15 and not above 20
p lb and 20 pc ad ral.
heir especial accommodation.
Poor Richard's Eye and Ear Water
Blasting.#5F6 6 84c, above. Xo. 20 and re- J
Dr. 11.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalRifle and Sporting
lb.
Is truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Dis8) Hned 4c
ed in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
ortland A. none.
Hay.
) eased Eyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Female Irregularities. Their actiou is specific and
Presas’d p net T.*14 (615
AA.11 @
do.
certain of producing relief in a short time.
Noiseinthe Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism aud NeuLoose.13
do.
Yellow—none.
«§16
it
in
all
will
find
invaluable
cases
obof
LADIES
Hides and Sltias.
*'xtra Yellow.none.
I ralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
itructions after all other remedies have been tried in
ral.
11
10
ad
4
duacovado.
Pc
I'll
Duty
vegetable,
rain. It is purely
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
containing nothing iu
80 6 81
B. A. Hides
do.
in bond 9 (a'lo
he h»a«t injurious to tne health, and may be fatten
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Western.21 6 22 lavana Brown.. .11? a 124
with perfect safety at all times.
do.
White.. 18 j 5 14
Stores in this city. Prick 26 cents per Bottle.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions, J Slaughter Hides.. .64674c
Calfskins.11®13 Sew Orleans.12 514
lilt. HUGHES*
by addressing
Tubes 6 Cents.
Calcutta Cow—
’rushed. 16(5154
No t Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.
H. II. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
190(62101 iranuJatod.15 a 15j
Slaughtered
Agents.
N B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their I Orson Salt.1856 2 00 Powdered.15 @15]
own sex.
MRS. M.CJ. BROWN, Proprietor,
A lady of experience in constant attendSheep Pelts,tlr’n.956 fill Tallow.
ance.
j Sheep Pelts, Dry 76@1 001 fhitjf: Tallow \ Jpc, Soap
julldawtfS
no>18 d6m
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

Bluepcask.15)616

Black.** 610
Bunch p box. 41064 15
Layer.425(64 3 >
Dates.7 « 9c

....

Niaoaba

Tbii road i« broad ocaqe End b
New mod Splendid Sleeping Cm.

any other

can mv«

money

by Kcuring ticket,

Standard

DR. L. DIX'S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 End icon street, Boston, Mom*,
is so arranged that
patients never see or bear each
other
Recollect, the onlt entrance to bis OfPee is
No. 31, having no connection with his residence.consequently no family interruption, so that on so account can any person hesitate apply ing at his oftoa.
DR. DIX
boldly asserts (and it cannot be contradicted.except
by Quacks, who dill say or do anything, even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patients) that he
IS TUB OXLY KEaCLAK ORA DC AT* PH YSICIAX ADYKRT!*1%Q IX BOSTOX.

with

SIXTEEN TEARS
engaged in treatment of Special diseases, a feet so
well known to min? Citizens.Publishers, Merchants,

at this

of whom consult him in critical eases,
because of bis acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experience, practice and observation.

Established for the treatment gf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Humor and

AKFLICTF.D AND UNFORTUNATE!
be not robbed and add to year sufferings in being deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false
promises aud pretensions of

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughe* has
for a number ol years confined hi* attention to
disease* of a certain class. During hi* practice be
has treated thousand* of case*, ana in no instance
has he met with a failure
The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning anti) 10 at night, at hi* office, 6 Temstreet. Charge* moderate, and a cure guaranteed
all case*. Separate room*, so that no oae will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
Hi* remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgasting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cure* new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadfti) consequent effect* of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that tha blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generallv caused bv bad habits in youth,
the effect* of which are pain and dizziness in the
bead, forgetfulness, sometime* a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption orinManitv if ueglected, are speedily and permanently

PRIVATE

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special disease*, and lkm as to their cure
Some exhibit
of Institotions or Colleges, which
forged
never existed in any part of the world: others exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, ui known;
not
mourning aud advertising in names of those
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their
tion assume names of other most celebrated
cians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

diplomas

Ce

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
I>R. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

ouly

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through felae certificate# and references, and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who can-

expose or contradict them; or who. besides, to
further their imposition, copy from Jledical books
much that is written of the qualities snd effect# of
different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the same
to their fills. Extracts, Specifics. Ac most ot whkb.
If not all.contain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief of its “caring
but now known
to “kill more than is cured,'* and those not killed,
constitutionally injured tor life.
not

everything.”

IGNORANCEOF QUACK DOfTORSAND NOSTRUM MAKERS
Through the’ignorance of the Quack Doctor,know-

e

ing

BUTCHERS', GROCERS'. DRUGGISTS’,
FECTIONERS’ aud GOLD

CON-

SCALES!

Beams, Weights, &c.,&c.
With

a

complete variety

of

WEIGHING APPARATUS,
—

NY

—

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,
118 Milk Street—corner of Batterymarch Street,

Poston.
Sold in Portland
oc26

by EMERY k WATERHOUSE.

Portland.
jull -dk wtffc

shall sell at
auction on Tuesday,March
17th, at 3 o’clock I*. M on the premises,House
No. 4 Brown Street, next to Dr. Gilman’s on Free
and Brown street. It is a three story wooden house,
with basement—nearly new, built aud tiuished of
best material and in the most faithful manner, ('ontains 18 rooms—has a natural spring of pure water
in the basement, and a large brick cistern in the cellar. There is a cemented floor under the whole house
with cemented drains into the eity sewers. There is
a coal hole uuder the sidewalk, holding 10 tons. The
House is well calculated for two families. It is now
occupied by l»r. Foster The location is ccutrai—in
oue of the best neighborhoods in the city; the bouse
new aud in tine order, and the property
every way
desirable for occupancy or investment. Can be seen
at any time before the sale. Title undoubted. A
large part of the purchase mouey can remaiu on

WE

Pin-Worm
Is the first and only remedy

public

mortgage.
HENRY BAILEY k CO., Auctioneers.
feb21 d2aw2wthenedts

THROUGH TICKETS
rpo NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BAI.TI1 MORE: aud WASHINGTON, and to all parts ol
the WEST and SOUTH aud NORTH WEST. via. all
tli*> most popular routes aud at tlie Invest Boston
rates, for sale by
W. D. LITTLE. Airont.
ISt. I
dtf
office 31 Exchange St.

Book, Card & Fancy Printing
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS,

remedy,

upon its elect* in

be relies upon

Mercury,

and

curing

a

few in

a

hundred.

It

ta

Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
quack doctors and nostrum makers,yet, regardless of the life and health ot others, there are those
among them who will even perjure themselves, contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or that it
is contained in their .Nostrums, so that the "usual
fee" may be obtained for professedly curing, or “the
dollar” or “fraction of iv* may be obtained for tbe
Nostrum. It Is thus that many are deceived also.and
uselessly spend large amounts lor experiments with

Syrup

offered to the public for the effectual removal of the Ascaride#, or noWorm*, from the human system. The high
tion it has established in the last two year*, ana the
fhct that it i* fkstsnp rseding all oilier worm remedies, is the best test of it* great merit.
ever

reputa-

quackery.

DR. L DIX 8
chargee are very moderate. Communications #acredlv confidential, and ail may rely on him with the
strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one. mar-

IP" It affords HE LI Eh is twenty-four htmrt, and
an entire cure it warramied, w beu taken according

to directions, which accompany each bottle.
Thi» Syrup is also a most valuable fkmily cathartic,
be alwavs used when phvsic is required, especially
for children. It corrects the secretion#, give* tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It it purely of Vegetable
Ertractt, and a/wayt tafe and reliable.

ried or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United State#
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix, No. 21 Endkott street,Boston.
Mass.
Boston, Jsn. 1, 1884
ly

to

Sold in New York by Hall k Ruchkl.218 Gra
wich street; in Boston by Gao. C. Good win k CO.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggist*
Sold in Portland by U. 11. HAY and all the princldec* 3m
pal Druggists.

TODD'S LEX SOUS

Real Eatate at Auction.

other

some

as

Hay, Coal and Railroad Beales I

no

gives it to all hi# patients in pills, diops. 4c.. so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his socalled Extracts, Specific. Antidote. 4c.. both reiving

DK. E. «. GOULD'S

sale, in every variety,

imposiphysi-

trumpeted in various waya throughout the land: but
alas' nothing is said of the balance: some of whom
die. others grow worse, and -are left to linger and suffer for month# or years, until relieved or cured, if
possible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.

operation.
For

that he is much recommend-

cians—many

Infirmary.

These celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventor*, (and only by them.) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.
They are correct in principle, thorttughlg made,
of the best materials, aud are perfectly accurate and
durable in

Proprietors, kt..

Hotel

ed, aad particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, store nutm^rous in Boston than other
large cities,
DR L. DIXi
proudly refers to Professors aad respectable Physi-

dawtf

HTSend stamp for Circular.

perma-

Their effect* nod eon*eqneneea;

DK. HIGHER'

SCALES.

and

SPECIAL AILMi NTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladle*;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial ASeetio •: Eruption* and all Dtaeane* of
the Skin; Ulcer* of the Noee, • broat and Body ; Pimple* on the Face; Swelling* of the Joint*; Nervouene*a; Con.titutionnl and other Weakneaaaa in youth,
and the more ad *»need at nil area, of
BOTH SEXES. SINGLE OR MARRIED.

LITTLE, Aoeet,
ojhce 31 Exchange Street.

June 33.

effoctnally

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

W. D.

I f Yon
office.

more

icine*.

Fall*.

provided

phyafeinn.

nently. with lee* ree’mint from occupation or fear of
exposure to ail weather, with talc and pleaoant med-

tT~ncki't, ,old In Portland si lowMt Bo.ton rat*

of this

Philadelphia, Oct. 17, l*fl2.

dwgjfy7

cured

u

of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
good. Below we give the certificate of Rev. I*. 8.
Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,

j

in

the cork ol

A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Vixbyasd—1'imlc, Nrw Jrrary.
Ogricx—308 Broad war, Nvw York.
JOHN LA EOT, Porta,
Agent tor France and Germany.
Soldin Portland by H. H. HAY.Drnggtat, Supplylog Agent.
WILL BE FORFEITED BY PR. L.
rPt/Irl/ DIX if failing to core in leM time than

RAILWAY.

Via Bcttalo, Dceeire.

over

VT~HAKE OHE TRIAL OF THIS PF/.V*.
For sale by Druggists aud all first class dealers.
City and town Agents supplied by the State Com-

delicacy.

Latest Styles of*
READY-MADE

FRED SI’EER, Passaic, N. J.,” Is

each bottle.

1WB. to May lit. UVA. the

Eclectic Medical

and Cassimeres.
STOtJH

Avon

bt the

ERIE

the lat*

CLOTHS, OVERCOATIHGS,

New

C. J. RKYD4.L8, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1862.
afidtf

by

GARDIIVER

Morgan.

Dr.J.R.Cnllton.N.Y.City. Dr. Dougherty. Newark,
Dr. Parker. N. T City.
N J
Drs.Dareyk Nkboll.New- Dr. Marcy. New York.
N.J.
Dr.
ark,
Cummings.Portiaad.
Dr. Hayes. Boston.
ty None genuine without tbe signature of “AL-

To Chicaoo, Ciecieeati, rimun. Detroit,
Toledo. St Pacl, La Omwi. St. Lock,
New Ubleabe, or UT part of th«
WEST, SOL'TH OR NORTH WEST,

Water t Inerte. Urinate, force and Suction
Pumps,
Bath Boilers. Wash Bowls, Silver Plated
f Urate
Cocke, of all kinds constantly on hand.
Ail kinds of fixture, for hot and cold water

neg-

as

WE REFER TO
Ibw well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
Gea. Winfield Scott.USA. Dr. Wilson,llthet.,NT.
Gov
N.Y State. Dr Ward, Newark, N.J.
*

H THROUGH TICKETS

CO*

P Iv TJ M B E R

Strong,

TONIC

imparting

all descriptions of lumber
freight
and timber will be advanced 26 per ceut.
No fire wood will e conveyed bet wecnOctober 1st,
1862. and May 1st. 1 63
An advance in tl e rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain place* on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried o
the rail wav during the next season,
they mustund rstand that thev will do so at their own
risk, and that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

j

dly

I. D. MERRILL 4c

Geo. W. Woodmen,
Seth B. tleraejr,

Poor Richard's Ere and Ear Water
Isa new and rare discovery, which is most wonderful in its operations, putting to blush the old systems

I

N A VY

...

EXCHANGE

for

and
America.

complexion.

Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portlaud Depot*, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Farmington May 6, 18«2.
iun<-23dtf

November l«l.
fjTOOM
a
rates of
on

BY-

98

|f*rmin*ton

physicians,
by

eminent

SPEER'S WINE

Notice to Wood and Lrnikrr Merchant*.

ESTABLISHMENT,

A. D. REEVES.

Vineyard.

by

Europe ana

Is not a mixture or manufactured article, bat Is pare,
from the Juice of the Portugal .sambuci
grape, eultirated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
physicians
possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines In use, and an excellent article lor
all weak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benetlttmg ladies
and children.
A LADIES' WINE.
Because it will not intoxicate as other wince, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or other Hquors, and is
admired for Its rich, peculiar fiaror. and nutritive
a healthy tone to tbe
properties,
digestive
organs.-nd a blooming, soft and healthy skin aad

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

HATHAWAY,
Agent, Washington, D. C.

AND

TAILORING

New

.or

esteemed

and American Hospitals,
European
drat families in
A8 A

Portland and Kingfield. on Wednesdays and Saturdays. returning on Mondays and Fridays,

i

AtiEVEt

Farmington

highly

It as no equal, causing an appetite and bailding an
the system, being entirely a pare wine of a moat valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,
h imparts a healthy action of the Glands,
Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beneficial In Dropsy .Gout
and Rheumatic Afiectlona.

Steep

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
and Dixfleld; returning opposite davs.
Staee leaves North Jay tor East Dixfleld, Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.

HEAD OK MERRILL'S WHARF,
Cmarrelal Street,
Portland. Me.
je28tf

observation,

dependent np>

Wind-

On and after Monday, Mav 6. 1W2,
will leave Portland for Lewiston

leaves

for ite medkinal
d beneficial
grutle Stimulant, Tonic. Diuretic, and

Europe

aa a

used In
of tbe

some

Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

Corn, Flour and Grain, j

impor-

or more

even common

auslitiea
udorillc,

th, 9 16 A M train
train, with paweuger
■

tr»»ns

PORTLAND. ME.

tant to health and comfort than the Eyb and

Ear. and yet
lected They

oelebrated ia

SUMMER AKKAXOKMXST.

Stage

«
8AMBLT1 WINK,

»“d

Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P M
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.

Work aad

Non. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.

WATER !

A

ANDROfiCOGGUf RAILROAD*

and

DEALERS III

MATTISON’8 INDIAN KMMENAGOGUE.

I

■n

Hiram. Limington. Brownfield,
1 ryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton.
Ac.. Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton.Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac.. Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weskly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newfield, ParsonsHeld, Effingham,I reedom,
Madison, Eaton, I <mington, Cornish. Porter, Ac.
"ov 13
dan Carpenter, sup't.

nBB

ALBERT W EBB 4c CO,

[Copyright secured.]

Oranges—Messina 8jaj8) ’earl.6fft8
Raisins,
'otato.4 a. 4*

..

the

prepared to receive orders for

Maine Slate

DR.

§

M. and

Falls. Baldwin.

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

oc2I tf

FOR FEMALES.

GaG and 9.16 A.

Portland, will be freight
attached.
Stages connect at Saccarappa dailv for South
ham, Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish.

J. W.

Remedy

at

into

wiSmum.

No. 375 V Street,
Communications to b« addressed to

The Great Indian

ortl“<1

cars

THOMPSON,

NAIVE

dec 10 eod*w6m26

f0' ,

out.

Ac.

and

>er

3

Soldiers’ Relief Association,

..

DR

deter-

Work.

JeWf

I

z

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

I.

—

8|

NOTICE.

are

pay cash.

Cmrmmr mi Pearl mud Federal Sts*.

...

...

Marble

1

November 10,
follow,, until further

STREET,

IRA

«

■s

On and after
Monday.
TJEggSJjl train,
will leave a,

gii.
Orders received for Pattern
making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac.
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
and setting Eugiues, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable

sanium

...

•*

Nova Scotia and other

(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any orders 1
lor steam, gas and water pipos.
Steam and Gas F tting* of all
descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or

declC dtf

!

»

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Fittings,

UNION

i

York A CumbrHand Kail rood.

subscriber would inform his friends
THE
public, tbai he may be found at

37

£

quality, and

MACHINERY,

Steam and das

Whose Hair

ft bbl.98 6263 76
|> hush.1 350,1 45
Paints*

none,
do. Labrador,
‘itv Smok'd liams.9LglO
do. 8ealed|)bx.S\a%c
Prsdurr.
do. No. 1 .20a25 leef p qu’r p lb 7) (a 8
Mackerel p bbl
15 (516
•'ggs, p dor
Bav No. 1
*12 a 12) ’otatoos. pbbl.91 4051 60
Bay No. 2.|0felO4 hickens.l(>i» 12
Bay No. 3.ft (6, ftV -•mb.7 5) 9
14r
Shore No. 1
2.9 ft 94 « iM«e.9 a 10
do. (medium).. .6 jt, hi real.« 7
do. (small)......
1 irk!.
p bbl....f(|
•
Frail*
Riee*
Duty. Lrmnns, Oranges, 'hity Cleaned lie, PadHanana* and Plantains
dy Jc 4> fb.
20 pc ad ral., Almonds ] lice 4» lb.8@ 84
Ram.
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p
lb. Suts and Dates 2<-1 'onland diMilled 70 <$?3c
p lb. t'urrants. Figs. Salem las.
Plums, Prunes and Hai- ialcratu*
lb.7p@ 8c%
sins he P lb. Citron 3*»
Salt.
pc ful ral.
hity In bulk 18c. and in
Almonda liffliii p Tb.
bags 24c f> 100 lb*.
Soft Shell.ar» (tt2.'c 'ark’* I*.,
hhd
63o
Shelled.
.93 0058 25
(8 but.)
Currants.15
161
00*3 25
>'jr
,iverpoul.3
!
Citron.44 a4ft ( ’ndiz.none
j Pea Nuts.
:
lack*
Salt.
none.
S«2j
;
< .Ml Butter Salt
22 @
Figs, common.... none
New Kleme.18e@ 22
Stareh.
Iiomou*. p box $2* 6 3 >ufy 20 |»c ad vaJ.

COAL

pea

I

•tags common.

GENUINE LOIIBERT,
Pure and Free Burning.

FHTSiciaue'

3

leave Bath daily at S.00 I*. M., for Wiscasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro', Warren, Rockland
and Tbomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland
B. II. CU8HMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, Not. 16, 180.
aovlS

THE

WINE.

For Femalei,
Weakly Periont and Inzalidt

Stases

Jul31tf

Zx Crime.14} g 15
Hake..1 75g2 00 found Hogs. 7(g 7)
Hcrnni'Shon bli! 4 & 4* lams..9 (a10c

ALL FKOJI A O Nos. 1 TOR.

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZEL TON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIOH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,

SPRING

~

Haddock.lj«; 1:

Infirmary.

WBIOHT

There—but we anticipate.
Sunset glowed redly across the scene, as
Felix crawled stiff and sot* up the bank.
“Oh, tny head! my bones!” he groaned.
“Take your skates, Dormer. I shan’t borrow
’em again, you may depend I"

(A substitute for Cottoa.)

miACBIl CASTAS, IITB RES STRIPE,

theTadies.

home before dark.”
rX-** W*
“Miss Arkwright!”he shouted, “Miss Akk-

I”
No answer—she was gone.
Could he hut have seen her dashing over the
ice, still on Tom Havens’ protecting arm—past
the solemn pine thickets—under the shadows
of still promontories—miles flying past like
inches! Could he have heard Tom’s whisper:
“Courage, love! We are almost there!”

BLDCflED FLAX Rfli, VITA BLCI STRIPES.

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OK THE CITY.

>

Havens do.

Alas! for our heblindly eonthl'Mit—lie came to grief with
his nose prone against the ice!
It isn't agreeable for any young man to have
the damsel of his adoration behold liiin in a
siting position on the ice, staring hopelessly
around with his hat knocked in and his coat,
sleeve badly torn!
Sp Fetherliee felt as Ariel
■bot by him, leaning on Tom Havens’ arm and
calling out to him:
seen

—

WOOD,

CHEAP FOR CASH,

of

for

fol-

&ar*v'"
“i,h
T"",,b°r0'.

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh’J.
SAWYER * WHITNEY.

o.i...

•

&

SA.YIBMI

Choice Oporto Orapp,

19th.

as

for Hath and
Angneta at LOOP. M.,
eonnentiag wilh the AndriMcoggin train, at Brunswtek for Lewi,ton. Urarmorr Kan,. Wilton and Kar,he 8°*n®ne! * KenWaterville. Kendall’, Mill, and Skowhegan ; au,| „
Kendall’, Mill,
with the Penobacot k Kennebec
Railroad
for Burnham. Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold In Boston for all the stations
on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somor***
ooroerset
A Kennebec Roads
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
°
Kendall's Mills.

J. w. HUNGER.

COAL

Nov.

Jimhjgtoo
LeavePortland

that may be wanted.
,jn
jam d8m

Wednesday,

Augusta for Rath, Portland and Boston, at 10.46 A.
mt Bru»‘«wick with the
Androscoggin
Lew“tou* Livermore Falls, Wilton and

Life Insurance,

Fire and

The public are requested to call, aa we
mined to gire good bargains to those who

*er ton

ad ral.
30
Live (iecse 4* lb 60 ®66 .<
Russia.25 @
Fisk.
buty For 104) lbs foreign
Herring SI.
caught
Mackerel 82. Salnwn 83:'
and all other pickled in
bbts. 81 50 |» bbl otherwise 60c P cwt. From
Provinces free.
Cod large 8 qut..86a5}
small. .8f® 4
3'

On and after

Hard and Soft Wood.

L'astor Oil.2 35 m 2 40
Seat* foot Oil.... 115^126

Duty

buty

SAIL CLOTH.

HOLDERS

Aim Felix, rashly desparate, “struck out,”
as
ro

o*.76®

Murine,

SPEEK'N

PIHE, AND POUR YEARS OLD,

1802. passenger trains will leave

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

Also, for sale, best quality

..

Frathrrs.

No. 166 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,

THESE

..

~

within himself that Felix Fetherbee would
not be so very much obliged after lie became
acquainted witli the slippery nature of the ice.
“Hullo, Fetherbee!’, hailed Havens, in a
clear, loud voice, as he shot up to the store,
hand in hand with that dimpled, panting, radiant little Ariel. Are you going to join us?”
Yes,” said Felix, impatiently jerking his
(traps,” Mr. Arkwright requested me to come
down and take charge of Miss Ariel!”
Take charge of me!” ejaculated the young
lady, while Torn opened his blaok eyes wide.
Indeed It isn't necessary. 1 don’t wish to
trouble you, Mr. Fetherbee 1"
.>o trouble at ail.
What does make these I
things so shaky ?”
It’s because you have not screwed them
Shall I assist you ?”
on," said Havens.
But Felix scornfully rejected the friendly |
overtures ot his rival.
You’d better take hold of my hand. I’m
afraid you are new to skates!" persisted Tom,
as Felix rose totteringly to his feet.
No, I
thank you,” said Felix,"clutching at tlie shore
as those treacherous steel runners walked off
themselves, taking his feet with them and landing the rest of him on the ice with an uuplcasant shock!
Oh dear,
said Ariel, demurely.
I’m
afraid yoi£b hurt!”
Pray let me help you up," said Tom.
“I’m
not—a—hit
hurt!" gasped Felix,
spasmodically rubbing the back of bis bead, as
Havens set him skillfully on his feet.
Now you're all right!” encouraged Torn.
Halio, there you go again ! You’re iu too

pine branch in abject terror. “It’s
founded slippery skates. It may be

dtf

his Office to

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

Camwood.44® 4} Duty: On White Dad dry
or ground in oil and Red
Fustic, Cuba.2$@
Savanvilla 2 o.2i
Dad 92 40 p 100 ths.
Litharge 24c, Oxide of
Ilypemic.4K£ b
Zinc 2fc P lb, Prussian
Logwood,
(wm peachy.StfM
Blue. Termifion. Chrome
St. Domingo.2® 2j
Yellow, Tenet inn Ltd 25,
Extract Log wood. 13 @14
Spanish Broun dry 20,
Nic
Wood. @
•n oil 8o£*c ad ral.. YelTeach
.3]® 4j low and other Ochres Me
Red
.8j g, 3j p lOo lbs, Paris White
2 (at
| dry 60c, in oil 91 60,
Sapan
Quercitron Bark..
2J
Whiting 5* p 100 lbs
Red Sander*.8 @ 6 l**trd Lead, in ofl.911} (t
Lewis Lead,
a
Dark.
12}
Boston Lead.
(612
/http 30 |>c att ral.
"
r'rencliZinc,
Ravens.66c@
.lOglO)
Tort laud. No. 8. 1 10®
imer. Zinc,
..8 a 81
No. 10. 82 at
Rochelle Yellow.
3 @ 31
S’r, No. 8 1.4©
5ng. Yen. Ked-8 (jaj 3}
Navy,
44
No. 10. 80
Litharge. Il4gj
Tent Duck,
fed Lead.11 4(2
U.8. 10 o*.66 @
Plaster.

hope*

•og

326

Vitriol.15 £16
lOrwovdi,
buty Free.
Bar wood.2 j@
Braril Wood.13 au

THE subscriber would very respectfully announce to his numerous friends, and the
public generally, that during the tem(Hirary
compulsory snspanatoa of hi* busineas he
ias furnished this weil-kuowu house
anew, and is
low better than ever
prepared to wait upon his cusomers. and
by strict attention to their wants
o merit a continuance of the
patronage which he has
litherto received.
E. G. MAYO.
Pa'sadumkeag, June 23, 1882.
dAwtf

bows.
I am very much obliged to you.”
“Oh, not at alii" sail Mr. Dormer, think-

great a hurry, Mr. Fetlierltee.”
“It isn’t me!" gasped Felix, hanging

Saltpetre.12

CENTRAL HOUSE.
E. O. Mayo,
Proprietor.
FA8SADUMKEAO, MAINE.

There they were, in the center of the merry
multitude of skaters! Felix recognized them
with a vengeful pang as he scrambled down
the slippery hunk—Tom Havens’ Inr cap and
straight, active figure—Ariel Arkwright’s
golden, floating curls and brilliant color.
Hanged if I don’t have some of this fun I”
muttered Felix.
Hallo, Dormer! do you
know where a fe’low can raise a pair of
■kales ?”
You may take mine if you choose,” groaned the young man addressed, who was limping
toward the shore, rubbing bis abraided el-

—

City

has removed

Coals are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

••

“VW

undersigned

_MEDICAL.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

JOHN’S,

Lime.
10

™

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R.R.

CUMBERLAND

pc ad to/.
Duty
Rockland, cask
75 @80c
Java p lb.36 ®38c
Lumber —F rom yard.
St. Domingo.30 (®31 Clear Pine, No. 1.638 @
do.
Rio .33 ® 35
No.2 34
do.
Mocha.None.
No.3 24 @
do.
No.4. 14 @
Car dace.
Duty Tarred 2\c, Manil- Shipping Lumber. 17 @18
la 24, all other 34 P lb. Snruce.11 @12
16 (a.16) Hemlock.8 @10
American P tb
Russia Hemp.10 ®10j Box Sh'ks. (cash) 45 :o58c
Manilla.17f®18] Clapb’d*, S ext .614 @18
do.
P
3o @32
Boltrope, Russia .10 (®2<>
do.
Manilla. 20® 2"* Shingles, Ced. ext 23
do.
No. 12 w 2i
do. ext. Pine 3j a 4
bbl.SI 40® 1 45
Laths, Spruce— 120@1 25
Drags ssssd Djr«.
<HI
C'shno*
do.
lb—
Pin©.1 26a 2 00
Ifutv
4'
m/»» 82. Oil Almonds and Red Oak Staves 30 @36
Otto of Hose 81 50, Oil Mol. llhd. Shooks
a in
Bergamot, Cassia and
(lores SI, Hydriodate Sugar dv. city. 262a 2,76
Potash "bcfantharides. do. do. c'trv.1 25a 160
Mastic, Ipecac, Rhubarb. UreenCo'y sa d 1 lOOgl 2D
Cardamons, Oil Lemon, Country KiflMol.
11 bd. Shooks... 135a 1 60
Anise and Orange, Iodine Hie, Tolnand Crude Slash,.125« 1 50
do.
Refined
(’amphnrdOc,
Hoops.880 (g35
4<>c. Tartaric Acid 20c, Hackim-tack Tim(Yearn Tartar, Citric ***. p tun.10&16
Acid, Shellac, (’opal.DaMolasses*
mar and Hums used for l>uty
6c P gal.
like purposes 1(JC, Alt*'*, Cienfuegs, old.... none.
Chlorate
Verdigris,
of Trinidad.old.42 6 44
Potash, Carb. Magnesia Cuba claved,old 86 7a 37
Yellow
do.
Horacic
Acid,
do. tart
34 a 34}
6c,
Prussiate Potash and do. Muscovado 88 ig,40
Red do. 10c. Luiworice. New Orleans.
Oxalic Acid and Sugar Cort laud Syrup.hhds. none
do.
bbls. 31
if Lead 4c, Asphalt urn
and Hi-Chro. Potash 3r.
Kails*
Salts.
1
Sago ^c, Epsom
Duty: rW/lc. Wrought 2e,
Liquorice Root, Hi-Carb. Assorted 8c p It>.
Sofia, Caustic Soda lc: Cask. 85 00cash.
< astor Oil 50c 4* gal.,\
Kara I Stares*
Mnrjthine 82 p ox.. Al- Thity Turpentine, Rosin,
um 60c 4> cwt., Copperas
Pitch, Tar20 \>c ad rat.,
60c 4» net.. Muriatic AcS. Turpentine 16c k*gat.
id 10 4>r ad ral.. Spong- r*r(foreign)p bbl.9l3gl4
Isin- I’itch (Coal Tar). 94m t*
es, Assfffttida.
glass. Elor Sulphur, Sen-, Rosin.18 «20
na, Arrowrofd. tiinseng hi routine pgal 365.0.3 76
20 4>c. Bleaching Pow
Oakum.
ders 30c P rtrf.. Sago Duty Free.
Hie i>cwt., Sat Soda and iinerican.8](g 91
Soda Ash jc V lb. Crude on*
Brimstone 83 and Bfdb.
Sperm, Whale and
do. 86 if ton, Alcohol40c Duty
other Fisk Oils of for%> gal.
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
Alum \f lb.-4 ® 6c! ral.. Linseed, Hempseed
Aloes......30 (gj 37. wad ifianst a28c p g<d.,
Arrow Hoot.17 @40
Olive 23c,
Salad 60c,
Borax.30 (a33
Palm, Seal and CocoaBrimstone (roll). 44<g 6
nut 10c
p gal.
Bi-Carb. .Soda.6} a~ Portland kerosene
Sulphur.6 % 64 llluminat’g Oil 60 655c
4
Sal Soda.34<a,
Machine.80 (jg 82
Camphor... 136 'lari ne.
Cream Tartar.*. 415 362 H»enn Winter. 2 086210
Logwood ex.14 g.16 k\ hale, ref. Wint 1 056 1 06
do.
Crude.1 OOtgl
Magnesia.28 a3»*
Innigo, M'la, flnc.Slfa 2 Jrand Rank and
Madder.17cg-18
Ray Chaleur. 926 a 29
Shore.24 g26
Opium.810®
Rhubarb.200® 225 Unseed.91 646167
Alcohol.1 2D3 1 26 Roiled.1 68O/l 70
Fluid.1 35 31 50 Lard Oil.1 0*gl 10
Camphene. 375§3 80 Wive Oil.1 80a 1 82

fest

Removal !

MEDICAL.

p lb.

6c

RAILROADS.

The

20

lb.llf@12e

Coffre.

Steamships
"CHESAPEAKE.” Capt WiLLrrr,
and
“PARKERSBURG.” Captain
Hoffman, will, until further notice,

see

Something seems to say
May not hit's necessity
Be its special grace?

splendid

Paris.y 3 16&3

Is'nlbfr,
Duty 8k) pc ad ral.
New York, light. .30 (a-32c

FrauItlin. 10®

LINE.

and

Oolong
Souchong.60 (£65
VnrniaH.
Tobnrro.
Furniture.*2 deb, 8
Duty: Leaves uvmnnu ac- Coach.3J<^ 5
turcd 25. all other kinds Da mar.4 &
85 Pc ad val.
Wool.
5VA 10’s best br’ds.70 @75c
Duty: Costing 18c $> lb
do.
medium 66 £68
and under 5 4>c, over 18c
do.
common 60 £62
to 24c 4» lb 3c, over 24c
half tbs best br’ds.78 (a 80
9c \* lb.
1
do. med.good.C5
Fleece.46 ^66c
(^70
do. common. .60 £62 Lamb*.46 a53
Natural Leaf, tbs tl r£ u
Zine.
Fancy, in Foil.1^ 2 Duty: In blocks or pigs
T In*
ljc, in sheets 2c l> lb,
Duty Pig 15c, Plates 26 manufactures qf 80 %>c
ad val
pc ad val.
Banca, cash.60c<© 62 Pigs and slabs.6f@ 5}
Straits, cash.48 £60 Sheet >.rjs8lmaun..lUc&l2
Flates-Char.I.f. f 154 ii 16 Sheathing.90 @
do.
I.X. 18.£19
Kxchange.
Coke.... .12&12* London—60d. 1 75@1 80
Hard, retail..... $7 @8

BUSINESS CARDS.

a

4c p lb.
do. md. wu.. 32 @33
Vermont p lb... .12 Q13
Country.11 ®12 do. heavy.32 @33
do. slaughter. 34 *o38
Coal—(Retail.)
Duty From Ur. Provinc- Amer. Calfskins. 81 @ 91
es free, ot herforeign lii- Sl’ter Wax Leath.19 @ 20
tumenous #1 10, all othLend.
er kinds 60c p ton.
Duty Pig 14c p lb.
Cumberl'd pton.fl0@
Am. l»ig p 100ib.69»@ 10
Win trash.10®
Foreign Pig.9j@ 10
Sheet and Pipe.. 11 @11^
Lehigh.10®

responsible

SEMI-WEEKLY

I believe, to one and all,
Or in joys or cares;
Even as that summer day

Glory

(hriM.

Duty

Duty

Compensations justly fall,

Turning good

Sperm.32 ®35

Portland and New York Steamers.

“It is rery well to do
As you will; 'tis one to you
If you work or play;
I, (a tremor shook his voice)
I am poor, and have no choice—
I must make my hay!”

55
a. 56
(& 60
.75 £85 India. 26 a 33

EnglishfBlisSteel
Spring.12@
Engl.

Will, until further notice, run as
follows:
I^eave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
and ludia Wharf, Boston,
IV M
at
7o’clock
Friday,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
o'clock
M.
»t
6
P.
Friday,
Fare in Cabin.9160
on Deck. 1.26
taken as usual.
for baggage to
The Company are not
any amount exceeding 960 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every 9500 additional value.
dtf
FeD. 18, 1S03.
L. BILLINGS. Agent.

Being half ashamed, half sal,
I began to coax the lad.
“Comenow, Si,” I cried,

to

out.

City, Lewiston and Montreal

Forest

t said, his seal to slack,
“Say, Si, what do you a,k a stack
Foe your share of hay?”
“Supenoe," he replied with glee,
“And I’m thinking that will be
More than you can pay!”

And whene’er I

his little

THE STEAMERS

reply.

Simon had his stacks of
I my empty snares.

lb.2f®

Portland and Boston Line.

“Si,”

“Here

played

|
|

aaaittoncu
in levied on

auty <i
Ilopn.
10 pc
all Mer Duty be f> lh.
chanuite not imported di First Sort, 1882
.14 @16
reel f rom the place of pro
I run.
duct um or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp 68,
A when.
Bar not exceeding 860 p
ton value 617 p ton, exDuty lu pc ad val.
Pearl p lb.8*@ 8.
ceeding 660 p ton 618,
pot.ik® 8j less than £ inch thick or
nu>re than 7 inches wide,
Apple*.
Green pbbl.160;®1 7( rounds less than k inch
Sliced p lb.6$\®6c
or more than 4 inches in
Cored p lb.64 ®6
diameter, and squares
Uucored p
3
less than k inch or more
than 4 inches square 820,
Bread.
Railroad 812 oO, Boiler
Duty: 30 pc.
Pilot p 100 tbs.
#6@6j aud Plate 826 p ton,
Ship. 6 ® 6j Sheet 2a.2Jc p ft> and
Cracker* per bbl.. .3j(fi4
83(a,6 p ton.
Cracker*, p 100 36 ®40c Common.44@4*
Hatter.
Keflned
@6
Swede.7 @ 7J
Duty 4c P lb.
Family p lb.22 %24c Norway.74@| 8
Store.15 (®17 Last Steel.28 @28
Lieriuan Steel-17 @18
Bean*.
Marrow p bush 1*2 50®2 62
.20 @21
lVa.2 62a2 76
14
Blue Pod.2 37®2 62 Sheet Iron,
.7 @8
Sheet Iron,Russia. 19 @22
I'nndlra.
lhity Sperm and Wax Sc. do Kus iiu't.. 13j 0,16
Ln rd#
Stearine 6c, Tallow 2|c
Barrel, p lb.11 eg 12
p lb.
Mould p lb.13*c@14 Kegs, p

STEAMBOATS.

little man,

more

was

An

well,however—since Tom and

matrimony,

••
Bolt.
.4j(& 6
Twine.
35
l>c ad val.
Duty:
Cotton Sail. .9&c@100

9c
6

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Duty 20c P lb.
Flax
“.60
Hyson.75e@#l "
Halting.60
Expreatily corrected for the Pkkrr to February 26. I Young
Hyson.... 76 a. 1 Hemp
...*46

4]

“Stuff and nonsense! you are young—
Come and play!” but Simon hung
On a stump close by
His old jacket, and began
Without

as

Ariel had skated into

Stock 10 Pc ad val.
American refined

Bough.64<S
Tran.

do know—”
The extent of Mr. Fetherbee’s knowledge remained a mystery, for at thatmoinent. another
door opened, ami Ariel tripped in, all blushing
followed by Tom, the audacious.
“Papa, you will forgive me, I know."
‘•There's no help for it now,” added Tom.
“Kli!” ejaculated Mr. Arkwright.
“Papa, I'mtnarriedto Tom. YVe skated down
to the minister’s—and—”
Then there came a shower of tears—then
kisses—and ultimately a free pardon, of course.
It was not until this stage of affairs was readied, that they remarked the absence of Mr.

Compensations.

Raking like

THE MARKETS.

HAIR

DYE!

market has been flooded for

with differ

year#
ent article# called Hair Dye#, which have
THE
The
of
satisfied the

never

expectations

purchaser#.

KB

has beeu reached at last in TODD’S
HAIR DYE. and the article has given entire satisfaction to everv person who has used It. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Direction# for using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Soli# Hair Dye over
all others is. you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dve, and there is hut
oue kind to he used, and that can V put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to he
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted fbr coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
all other dve#. it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, a# we
know you will use no other after once using this.
plus ultra

j

mOTHR LADIES, Tbe celebrated DR I
DIX particularly invites all ladies who need a
J.
Metical or Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms.No.
which they will
21 Endkott street. Boston, Mas#
find arranged for their special accommodation.
Da DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
partkular branch ot the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, it Is now conceded by all (both in
this country and in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioners in the safe, speedy and effectual

treatment of all female
with the expreae purHis med id nos a re
pose of removing ail disease*, such as debility, weakness. unnatural
enlarges eats of the
womb. also, all discharge* which flow from a morbid
The Doctor is now folly
state of the blood.
to treat in hi# peculiar style, both medicallv and surgically. all disease* of the female sex. and they are
respectfully invited to call at

complaints.
prepared
suppressions,

prepared

Mo. 31 F.ndicott Street, Dostoa*
All letters requiring advice must contain
lar to ensure an answer.
Boston. Ian L 1*83

Ifo.74 Middle,corner of Eickanfe Street.
septlfit I

Dissolution of' Co-partnership.
the undersigned, have this day by mutual
cousent dissolved partnership.
STEVENS, BIBBER k CO.
febdd3w
Portland, February 4,1868.

WE.

dol-

_dlyeo

Gray Beards, Attend!

experience, and years of

Twenty
the
AFTER
experiment. I have at last found
Years'

Or For sale only at

TODD'S HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,

one

Beat

Dye 1

For oolorlng Hair la Hi. world. I Mr It boldly. and
And mt Ibrther. that If aaj ana bay* *r
aiean It.
D,» and after trying. do« not Ilk- ft. I will rrfand
the

monov on

rotaraingm.

"Vdonot'wirbtoa.lllt

pat hirer.

Agents
drawing

can

the bottle with

to any

rebrl,

be supplied at wholesale

or

one

ball

rebel eym

prices by

ad-

J0H„ M fODD, Portland Me.

Oct. M.dfcw ti.

